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Adlington Carrie / 103
Submission #103
Point 103.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Shopping complexes, including the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place, Mangawhai. This should require on-leash only, as
in most shopping complexes. DO NOT PROHIBIT DOGS WITH THEIR OWNERS FROM THE SHOPPING AREAS. Map 4 –
Mangawhai Harbour. Proposed on-leash area. This change does not recognize the exercise and recreational needs of dogs and
their owners. This area requires early morning and late evening hours for dog owners to take their dogs off-leash to walk and
swim in the estuary: before and after beach users and swimmers would normally visit the area for leisure and recreation.
Map 5 – Mangawhai Community Park - most people access the Recommended Off-Leash Area via the Dogs Prohibited Area.
The rule needs to change, or special access provided from a parking area near the MAZ park.
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Aislabie Debbie / 60
Submission #60
Point 60.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
There should be dogie do bins in all public places

Point 60.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dogs on leads near shops and cafes

Point 60.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Eastury walking and swimming should be allowed
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Ajodani Ali / 77
Submission #77
Point 77.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The proposed estuary changes are a concern as we can’t swim out dog we bring up from Auckland. The estuary is a perfect
place for kids and dog to swim together. Also, having the dog on leash on all foot paths is too far as most do not take their dog
off leash if the dog is ok to do so. I would like to know why the rules are getting so much more restricted. Is there a small
number of people complaining, or is there a small number of dogs mis-behaving? The proposed changes are not really
necessary unless I’m missing the issues instigating the changes.

Point 77.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No. Changes are not required. Specially around estuary.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The proposed changes seem unnecessary
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Allsop Dawn / 131
Submission #131
Point 131.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I applaud you for considering the welfare of dogs within the bylaw, especially notes 12-14.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
It may be difficult to find solutions to suit all but I do believe that the majority of Mangawhai residents (and visitors) are dog
friendly. Dogs here are well socialised and I have yet to meet an aggressive one. I love that I can take my pet with me when I
go out and that businesses support this, supplying water bowls and making them welcome. These days, dogs are being used
more and more to assist us. It’s no longer just Guide Dogs accepted in shops and malls but those who provide assistance by
mitigating a variety of owners’ disabilities or providing therapeutic visits to the elderly etc. Others are simply an extension of
the family unit keeping us active and offering companionship for those of us who live alone. Sadly, there will always be bad pet
owners as there are bad parents. However, I believe Mangawhai can play a role in alleviating people's fears simply by
continuing to have well socialised, well exercised happy animals being included in daily life. There is a house on Margaret
Street towards the Wood St end where in the front yard you can see a water bowl with a little sign embellished with tinsel
stating "water for dogs." And it's things like that, that continue to make Mangawhai 'Magical.'

Point 131.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I thoroughly support keeping dogs off the dunes due to nesting birds and 10m away from children's playgrounds. As per
above notes, I do not support some changes.

Point 131.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Offleash (at certain times) Mangawhai Heads Reserve including the adjoining beach/foreshore down to Mean Low Water
Springs, Mangawhai Harbour beaches and adjoining reserves from Heather Street to Mangawhai Heads Reserve down to
Mean Low Water Springs, Mangawhai Harbour beaches and reserves around Mangawhai Village from Molesworth Drive to
Insley Street down to Mean Low water springs.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The shopping complex on the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place, Mangawhai - this area is/will be prohibited for dogs. I
would like to see it be an on-leash zone for dogs as current businesses could suffer if it remains prohibited. Not many dog
owners actually appeared to know that this was a prohibited area. There is no signage advising this and many of us take our
pets to brunch or to pick up our takeaways etc. Also, I would definitely like to see the estuary remain off-leash for dogs
between certain hours, having previously been from between 6pm and 9am. That said, I work and during winter it is dark at
6pm. None of the recommended offleash areas on offer are effectually safe in the dark. The terrain behind MAZ and at the
surf beach is not particularly walk-friendly and walking alone as a female at night after work I would actually feel intimated in
those areas. At the estuary, there are street lights nearby and houses. My dog really needs to have a good run and walking
the streets doesn't allow for that. Please, please consider the safety of dogs and their owners with regards to this. I broke my
ankle during broad daylight at the surf beach 2 years ago.
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Proposed Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management
Bylaw

..-�----RECEIVED

Thank you for taking this opportunity to comment. We welcome your feedback.
All submissions must be received by 4:30pm Wednesday 10 April 2019

Please enter your details below

2 8 MAR 2019
MA1�GAWHAI
Kainara District Council

Best day time tele • one number:
Email:
I am writing this submission (tick box)

B

D

as an individual

on behalf of an organisation

Organisation's name:

Speaking to your submission
If you are providing a written submission, you can also attend a hearing to tell us about your
thoughts in person.
Would you like to speak to your submission? (tick box)

D

Yes

jg/No

Most people have a view on how dogs should be managed. In order for Council to make an
informed decision, Council needs to hear comments from both those who support the proposal
and those who do not, as well as dog owners and non-dog owners. This will allow Council to
consider how support for the proposal weighs against opposition.

Questions we would like your input on and a space for your comments are on the back of this
page.
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Dog Control Submission form
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Bailey
Thursday, 4 April, 2019 11:59 AM
Bylaws
dogs on leashes

Good morning
I have two dogs and live in the small community of Whakapirau.
On looking at your latest by laws it now states that dogs are to be on a leash on all the fore shore of the beach as well
as the local roads.
During the week I walk my dogs to the west end of the beach and around the headland, I never see another soul.
The total beach is deserted.
At weekends there maybe another couple of people but not many.
In the summer time at Christmas there is a lot more people and I keep my dogs on leashes al all times.
Where has the common sense gone?
Why not make it for summer time or state times that no dogs without leashes on the beach.
Dogs form part of the live of the owners and it seems like this has been forgotten.
Why not a ban on unruly kids whose parents allow them to wander at will? What about the noise people make with
their music?
Where does it stop???
Yours sincerely
Margaret Bailey

The link ed image cannot be
display ed. The file may hav e
been mov ed, renamed, or
deleted. Verify that the link
points to the correct file and
location.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Barclay Brandon / 35
Submission #35
Point 35.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I am totally opposed to dogs not being allowed on the estuary Beaches , Allamah and north ave end . A lot of locals have been
walking dogs here for years most of us know each other it's a very social place for humans and dogs alike. Also a lot less busy
most of the year than the heads bèach,.I'd imagine it's the camp ground owner complaining about dogs in the campground
,but he too has a dog !!.,.please don't take our best dog walking area away to satisfy a few loaners!! Your sincerly Brandon
Barclay.

Point 35.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I am totally opposed to dogs not being allowed on the estuary Beaches , Allamah and north ave end . A lot of locals have been
walking dogs here for years most of us know each other it's a very social place for humans and dogs alike. Also a lot less busy
most of the year than the heads bèach,.I'd imagine it's the camp ground owner complaining about dogs in the campground
,but he too has a dog !!.,.please don't take our best dog walking area away to satisfy a few loaners!! Your sincerly Brandon
Barclay.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I am totally opposed to dogs not being allowed on the estuary Beaches , Allamah and north ave end . A lot of locals have been
walking dogs here for years most of us know each other it's a very social place for humans and dogs alike. Also a lot less busy
most of the year than the heads bèach,.I'd imagine it's the camp ground owner complaining about dogs in the campground
,but he too has a dog !!.,.please don't take our best dog walking area away to satisfy a few loaners!! Your sincerly Brandon
Barclay.

Point 35.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Beauchamp
Sunday, 7 April, 2019 10:00 PM
Bylaws
Dog Control Bylaw Review

Dear Sir/Madam
Mangawhai Harbour is a substantial and important site for threatened birds and breeding area for fairy terns and
they use the entire harbour from August to February and touch down in the middle harbour when the sand flats are
exposed. We cannot afford for these birds to be killed or disturbed by dogs. The sand flats are also used by the
winter flock of New Zealand Dotterels (c. 300) and in summer by species of palearctic waders including bar-tailed
godwits, lesser knots and turnstones. These birds roost on the sandspit but forage over the entire sand flat area of
the harbour. In your policy review the majority of this areas remains uncategorised for dog access while some areas
on Maps 2 8 and 6 are included in dog access by leash.
I have carried out surveys of bird use in this area for the past 5 years and used that data for submissions to the
environment court. http://tearai.kete.net.nz/documents/0000/0000/0212/DOCDM918639_Beauchamp_Evidence_Mangawhai_Mangroves_EC.pdf.pdf
I seldom visit this area at low tide without seeing dogs off leash and in some cases chasing wildlife. In my view this
area should be categorised as prohibited for dog access in your review documents. I also do not support the dog on
leash access in the area surrounding Insley Causeway or in the region of the heads by the motor camp. I have similar
experience there with most dogs currently off leash in these areas. I request that all of the area below high tide be
prohibited to dog access in Mangawhai Harbour.
I make similar comment about areas that are near settlements on the Kaipara Harbour. It is unclear in your policy
what these areas that remain unclassified mean. Maybe a statement is required to say that if it is not classified then
the areas are prohibited?
Map 19. It is unclear in the document as to where the northern extent of the area is for the off-leash area north of
Bayleys Beach. I do not have any view of where this boudary should be.
Many thanks for the opportunity to comment on this review.
Tony Beauchamp
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Beavan Maureen / 64
Submission #64
Point 64.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would like somewhere in the Harbour for dogs to be off leash and able to have a swim. The Estuary Beach has always been
my choice of walk and swim for 40 odd years. The only places dogs can be off leash now is behind the golf club, which is
entirely useless for older dog owners. To steep, and not good footing. The top end of the surf club is totally useless also, to far,
to many steps in soft sand, and waves...I don't know of any dogs that like swimming in breakers. I suggest that you make the
area from the boat ramp up to the end of Pearl Street off leash for swimming.(All year round.)

Point 64.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes
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Beeson Paul / 25
Submission #25
Point 25.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Leash control, droppings and keeping dogs off private property i support strongly.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I think the draft plan is fair, Dog owners need to keep their properties secure to keep their dogs under control and not affect
other peoples enjoyment of the beach and foreshore.

Point 25.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
The on leash and prohibited areas are clear and need to be inforced. dogs are roaming of leash alot and chasing birds on the
foreshore in whakapirau. we have dog dropping left on our front lawn often. Reinforcement needs to improve.

Point 25.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, I support the draft plan in full, dogs chasing birds and being off leash and dog droppings on the foreshore are a real
problem. I strongly support the leash zones as dogs barking at swimmers is unpleasant and annoying. I worry allot about very
small young children being harmed by some of the dogs as they cannot defend themselves.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Strengthening of the law around dogs barking and making noise
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Bellam Greg / 27
Submission #27
Point 27.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Any dog under control should be allowed off a leash
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Any dog under control should be allowed off a leash

Point 27.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Any dog under control should be allowed off a leash
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Any dog under control should be allowed off a leash

Point 27.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Any dog under control should be allowed off a leash
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Benson Claire / 4
Submission #4
Point 4.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 4.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support off leash areas north of surf beach and the off leash around mangawhai park near maz
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Due to accessibility issues of the current proposed off leash areas I would like to see changed the proposed rules around the
estuary. I would like to see dogs being allowed off leash , during off peak, before 10 and after 5pm. This would allow those
with access issues I.e the elderly or people with disabilities who cant walk down to the surf beach or use the mangawhai
bushvtracks a safe zone to excersise their dogs. .

Point 4.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council
Thursday, 7 March, 2019 6:33 PM
LGC
www.kaipara.govt.nz form submission on: Our Council/Consultation and Public
Notices/Have Your Say/Submission Form

There was a form submission on your website, on the page
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/Our+Council/Consultation+and+Public+Notices/Have+Your+Say/Submission
+Form.html.
The submitted details were:
Your Name
Postal Address
Contact telephone number
Email Address
Is the submission made on behalf of
a group?
Which Council(s) is (are) most
relevant to your home or business?
Would you like to appear before the
Commission at public Hearings?
Do you support all or any of the
draft proposal?
Is there anything in particular that
you support in the draft proposal and
why?
Do you oppose all or any part of the
draft proposal?

Victoria Bidgood

No
Kaipara District Council
No
All
Maungaturoto would love a dog park! Im from Paparoa but alot of
people I know (including myself) would utilize a dog park. I think it's
a wonderful idea.
All

1
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Sam Bird et al
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Bishop Kim / 2
Submission #2
Point 2.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I pay my rates. What services do you actually provide for me? No proper road, no street light, no path no free rubbish
recycling etc. How about a dog park to encourage people to walk dogs there. You need to start thinking of the people who live
here all year.

Point 2.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
If you expect people to clean up as I do provide bins!

Point 2.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
In the town dogs should be on leads always.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I feel it is ridiculous to insist on keeping dogs on leads on deserted autumn and winter beaches. Lead walking will not
encourage people who do not clean up now to act differently and on empty or practically empty beaches they cause no harm.
The estuary should be lead only I'm Summer and holiday weekend and lead free the rest of the year.
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Bishop Margaret / 140
Submission #140
Point 140.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I am supportive of all of the rules
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I wonder if there should be a clause for noise control of continually BARKING DOGS in urban areas, perhaps the owners of
these dogs could be encouraged to remedy this situation by training, or at worst case veterinary surgery should this be
deemed necessary. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this most important issue of Dog Control in Kaipara.

Point 140.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
It is obvious to me that a great deal of work has gone into this proposed policy and I'm pleased to acknowledge this

Point 140.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, I support the rules as outlined in the draft policy both Schedule 1 and 3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No changes and nothing to add, I have thoroughly read the document and am very pleased that it is full and comprehensive
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Blain Linda / 79
Submission #79
Point 79.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
NO
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Wood Street Shops area to be on leash . Like to be able to walk the dog to shops and cafes
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Bottomley Patricia Reta / 62
Submission #62
Point 62.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Reduced to two unless a registered breader
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No

Point 62.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 62.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Mostly with the exception of the Sellars Reserve where dogs should be able to swim and be off the lead
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The above
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Bray-Gunn Natalie / 7
Submission #7
Point 7.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Estuary and surf beach should be allowed before 9am

Point 7.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Estuary
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Dogs should be allowed estuary area to swim and play, surf beach hard for elderly people like myself to go down on, and very
little parking.surf to dangerous for our Pomeranian to have swim.

Point 7.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Known aggressive breeds musseled
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No
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Brookes Margaret / 130
Submission #130
Point 130.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Northern part of the beach I support.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Being a beach and holiday destination with a large range of older citizens it doesnt seem fair that dog owners should be banned
from exercising their dogs in a way that is natural for dogs I. E. Off leash running after a ball, Simmons and socializing with
other dogs E. G. Puppy play. WE are not a city we have limited people on the estuary anytime of the day 90% of the time. I
would like to know what are the reasons the council are demanding our older population try to camber up and down the beach
in order for them to exercise their dog? It has been mooted that bins be provided at the estuary for the purpose of doggy
door. This seems like a very good suggestion, however, I would like to think that locals would still take their own parcels home
and visitors would then have that facility. Perhaps the council could identify what services are provided for the registration
we pay.
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Bunting Penny / 30
Submission #30
Point 30.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I definitely support walking dogs on a leash on the Mangawhai Cliff Track. There is plenty of room for people to pass and dogs
on a leash are not going to bother stock. For most of the year there are very few people on the track and it would be brillant
for locals to be able to include dogs on their walk there.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As a dog owner who often walks their dog on a leash in Wood Street and Fagan Place and stops for a coffee or to shop I believe
prohibiting dogs from these areas will adversely affect local businesses especially in the low season when they rely on locals. I
have never witnessed a problem with leashed dogs in these areas.
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Burrows Nigel / 10
Submission #10
Point 10.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Overall the suggested policy seems reasonable other than the exercising of dogs on the “estuary”

Point 10.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Overall the plan seems reasonable other than the exclusion of the estuary for off leash
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
excercising dogs off lead on the mangawhai estuary beach. Whilst I agree that dogs should be under voice command control
when off leash, I support that the estuary beaches should be accessible for off leash dog exercise at off peak times eg before
10 am or after 6 pm during summer , and at anytime during winter

Point 10.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The number of dogs per property and that farm dogs be under the control of a responsible person as well as on leash on street
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Access to the estuary is for many dog owners a highlight as it allows safe access to water away from the larger crowds at the
surf beach. With a growing aged population, many of whom have smaller dogs, the option to have access to a flat, safe
environment for exercise seems like a great benefit for the community. Excluding this area for off leash exercising appears to
be making it increasingly difficult to enjoy what Mangawhai traditionally has been able to offer.
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Burrows Tracey / 12
Submission #12
Point 12.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I believe dogs should still be allowed on the beaches and estuary, like they are now, off leash. We shoukd be able to walk and
excercise our dogs where they can have a run on the beach! They shoukd be on leash at all t when on the road. It would
completely spoil what we have shoukd changes to the law be made! I would strongly object to that!

Point 12.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I would agree with that totally. There are a lot of people that own more than 3 dogs and some if those dogs are dangerous,
7nregistered and not under control.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I feel we shoukd still be able to walk our dogs on the beach and estuary unleashed like we do now., as well as to be abl3 to take
our dogs, leashed, to an outdoor cafe, like the Frog and Kiwi, The Sandbar and Woodhouse Freehouse, who actually welcome
our dogs currently, with fresh water bowls . They are happy for us to bring them. If you change the law you are ruining what
we have here in Mangawhai for a few bad dog owners, who spoil it for the rest of us! Just prosecute them, don’t make
everyone else suffer for it

Point 12.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I think dogs should be on a leash when on the road, but on the beach they should be able to be off leash if the dog can be
controlled on command
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
It doesn’t make sense that dogs are spangle to be taken, on leash to one side of the streets restaurants, ie Woodhouse
Freehouse, but we can’t take them when we have a coffee to The Sandbar! This will disadvantage Cafe owners! That
currently welcome dogs and their owners!
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Buswell Rose / 67
Submission #67
Point 67.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please consider the seniors who require safe footing and good lighting to walk their dogs

Point 67.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 67.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Not enough off leash areas with easy pedestrian access.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The area on Mangawhai Heads beach for off-leash should be expanded. Area on edge of estuary should be off-leash also.
Hardly anyone around
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Butler Rachel / 24
Submission #24
Point 24.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
See attached document.

Point 24.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
See attached document.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
See attached document.

Point 24.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
See attached document.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
See attached document.
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Submission on
Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw 2019
My background:
My name is Rachel Butler and am founding owner/instructor of Take the Lead Dog Training. I
have assisted countless owners and all types of dogs with good manners and everyday control for
well over 25 years.
I have trained my own dogs in the sports of obedience, agility, tracking and heelwork to music,
gaining National awards and qualifications in those areas.
Qualifications, Experience and Membership:
1.

Certificate of Animal Management (Canine Behaviour and Training).

2.

Seminar and workshop attendance of internationally known dog behaviourists and trainers.

3.

Life member of North Shore Dog Training Club, having held office as President, Secretary and
Head Instructor at various times. I continue to be an active member and volunteer instructor
at this club.

4.

Assessor for the Canine Good Citizen scheme run by Dogs New Zealand (a national dog
training and breed council).

5.

Assessor and active member for Canine Friends Pet Therapy.

The reason I am making a submission on this proposal for the Kaipara District
If you know anything about dogs, they do need a lot of exercise and on lead does not provide that.
A one hour free run, swim and ball fetch (always under voice command for recall) would be the
equivalent of a 3 hour walk on lead. On lead does not ‘exercise’ the dog (either in body nor mind)
and, in fact, can be downright detrimental to the dog’s mental and physical welbeing. Many owners
are not able (due to physical disability or lifestyle) to do a long lead walk that would be the minimum
requirement to exercise a dog.
I have spent a lot of holiday time in the Kaipara at the areas mentioned (Pahi, Mangawhai, Glinks
Gully, Baylys Beach, Paparoa, Tinopai) and have enjoyed many of the areas that this proposal
affects. As a dog owner (currently, two Border Collies) they come with me when I travel. Hence,
many of these now restricted or on-lead areas would be detrimental to my own enjoyment. Within
the town proper and where there is wildlife and playgrounds, yes, of course, that should remain as
has always been the case.
I shall speak of Pahi as that is an area I go to quite a few times a year having got friends who live
there. I know for a fact (having been in the area many times) the off lead area proposed for Pahi
consists of thick mud and (dangerous to human and dog feet) oyster shell beds; certainly not ideal
to allow a dog to safely off lead exercise or very appealling for the owner of the dog to have to
negotiate. Also, where the tide is depends on whether the dog can allow its body temperature to be
regulated by access to water for swimming. I would want to see this changed to keep the areas
marked in yellow on Map 11 to remain as they are now – status quo (which is off lead, under
control), including Dem Road esplanade reserve as well, as this is a small grassed area with direct
access to a safer beach and water. At the moment, it is on-lead area on the reserve where the Fig
tree is next to the camp ground and the wharf area. Please also note, the camp ground is dog
friendly and welcomes the dog owning public to stay and many do because of the dog friendly rules
which are there at the moment. It would be detrimental for the camp ground business to restrict off
lead dog access to that proposed as they will holiday elsewhere.
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Regarding the other areas mentioned, many do not look large or have thick bush if the aerial views
are anything to go by. Having had experience with many types of dogs (my own and my clients),
they are all different in how they cope with other dogs they do not know. I am not a fan of specific
dog parks which are often small and crowded and therefore create tensions that otherwise would
not exist if dog exercise areas were large and spacious.
This proposal will affect me personally in choosing my holiday destinations which would not be good
for the Kaipara business community. However, besides that, I do feel sorry for the locals who live in
these areas and own a dog. Perhaps if you looked at your records, that would be an indication of
the number of ‘registered’ dogs (and therefore rate payers) that live in each area. You are asking
those residents (some of whom may not be able to drive to these proposed restricted areas, being
the elderly, etc) to never be able to free run their dog (under voice control). To live within walking
distance to a (previously) dog accessible beach and then be told, that is now not allowed, to me is a
huge injustice on the individual. Many of these smaller community beaches and areas have a low
population which only increases during the summer period and then, sometimes not by a huge
amount. Once again, penalising the locals all year around. I have been to many places in the
Kaipara and only seen one (if any) person on the beach.
In summary, the number of on-lead to off-lead areas in the Kaipara District is very restrictive and,
once again, punishes/penalises the responsible dog owning public. Having been involved with
Canine Friends Pet Therapy, the mental and physical welbeing of people who own pets (dogs in
particular) has been scientifically proven. It is becoming more and more difficult to be a responsible
dog owner with so many restrictions and penalties (not just in the Kaipara but all over NZ). Hence,
this policy seems to be exclusion and deterent based, keeping dogs and their owners out of areas
that would normally have been enjoyed and shared by all.
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butt deane / 11
Submission #11
Point 11.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
DO NOT ALTER ANY LAWS
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
NO

Point 11.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
DONT ALTER ANYTHING

Point 11.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
NO
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
NO
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Bygrave Kathy / 71
Submission #71
Point 71.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dogs with their owners should be allowed on the beaches and allowed in the shopping areas.

Point 71.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes

Point 71.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
See above.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Keep the dog laws as they are. Punishing everyone because of a few irresponsible owners is ridiculous.
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Cameron Diane / 50
Submission #50
Point 50.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes. Generous allowance of dogs off leash north of Mangawhai surf club and community park and on lead Mangawhai Cliffs.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
With regard to on-leash all off Mangawhai Harbour, this is very restrictive particularly for older people who cannot make it to
the community park bush walk or drive and park a car and walk north of the surf beach. The Harbour is their only easy
option for some off lead exercise/swimming and dog socialisation. I would suggest morning and evening hours off-lead (if I am
correct that this will be prohibited) for the benefit of the dog and its owner and potentially no reliance on a vehicle. On lead is
not sufficient exercise for most dogs. I am a frequent visitor with and without a dog to the harbour and see very very few
families at the harbour before 9.30 in the morning. Personally I have never witnessed a dog incident in 23 years and do not
feel morning and evening hours off-lead is a danger.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Subject:

Bylaws
ID009539: Proposed dog walking changes

-----Original Message----From: Maggie Cameron
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2019 6:45:39 PM
To: Council
Subject: Proposed dog walking changes

Hi
I understand there may be changes being considered, to the estuary area in Mangawhai heads, where dogs may
currently be walked unleashed.
As a local and long term dog walker, I would be upset if our people friendly, well controlled dogs were unable to be
allowed to run on the beach, at least during off peak times. My feelings are echoed by just about all my regular fellow
dog walkers.
While I fully understand that dogs are not welcome running free during times when the beach is at its busiest, I do feel
there is room for compromise in the proposed plans.
I would support dogs being allowed to run free in non peak times, south of the boat ramp, which keeps them well
away from the camping ground where understandably the majority of children are present. I believe my view to be
reasonable, and well supported.

Regards
Maggie cameron

1
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Cameron Maggie / 34
Submission #34
Point 34.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I, like many other responsible dog owners, have been walking a pet dog on the estuary for over 30 years. There has never
been a negative event, and all my fellow dog walkers are responsible, caring owners. We universally object to this pending
restriction and feel the majority may be being penalised because of the rare minority incident. Given the current atmosphere
of discontent amongst the dog walkers who use this area daily, it may be difficult to police such an unpopular policy. I intend
to use common sense regarding this issue, as I always have.

Point 34.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I would like dogs to be able to be off leash on the Mangawhai estuary beach, at least from the boat ramp south of the heads
camping ground.
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Car Park Groupies - Tui / 18
Submission #18
Point 18.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Me and my good friends, Squeak, Minx, Kiara, Sylvie, Shadow, Tuppence, Tilly and Patrick love our early mornings of free
play at the estuary. We meet up early every morning, when the estuary is deserted with our humans and lots of other friends
running around having fun, sniffing our friends behinds and all sorts of other doggy pastimes. It would be so sad if you stop us
doing this. Our humans clean up after us and many others too and we are all gone from the beach by 9am, off to earn our Dog
Rego fees. Let's keep it that way shall we. Thanking you in slobbery anticipation. Woof Tui..

Point 18.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I.support all except the Estuary on lead at all times idea.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Rem9ve the on.lead at all times at the estuary
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Carr Jane / 129
Submission #129
Point 129.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Regarding the Mangawhai estuary I am very upset that you are planning on making it an on leash area at all times. To be
unable to exercise one's dog off leash at the estuary is life changing for retired folk with dogs. Dogs need off leash exercise. At
the estuary they can run, swim, chase a ball and play with other dogs and with this exercise they become well behaved
citizens. It is also a sociable time for their owners. It is a backward step you are proposing, you are not thinking about how
thoughts have changed re dogs in NZ today. FOR a large number of the population dogs are a part of the family and here in
Mangawhai that is so true especially with retirees.Why not follow Auckland council and have 2 seasons, winter and summer
with different regulations, off leash in winter all day at the estuary when it's empty and only off leash in the summer before
9am and after 6pm. I submit that you change the proposed new dog rules and allow dogs off leash at the Mangawhai estuary.
I also disagree with dogs being prohibited in the area behind the Wood St shops.After a walk or if a dog is with its family it's a
great place to meet up and have a coffee. What harm can dogs do if they are on leash. Much better than leaving them in the
car which is now illegal.

Point 129.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Surf beach Mangawhai Heads: the Domain.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The Estuary Mangawhai. Area behind Wood St. Shops. I would like the proposed rules changed.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

We reside at

Bill Cartwright
Monday, 8 April, 2019 3:52 PM
Bylaws
Dog Control Bylaw Review
image002.emz

Pahi.

Our property adjoins the Pahi Reserve at the end of Fisher Street. We have owned this property for 7 years.
We have a small dog (Cairn Terrier) and she is registered with the Auckland Council where we reside for 65% of the time.
We are responsible dog owners and fully appreciate how some dogs that are poorly trained and cared for can be a
nuisance. Our dog does not behave in that manner and nor do we allow her to do so! We have never observed any issues
on the Pahi reserve that would cause annoyance to others.
We understand that this proposed By-Law change within the Pahi area has stemmed for a complaint by the minority.
Our dog enjoys the freedom of being able to step over the boundary of our property on to the reserve with us observing
what she does. She is well behaved and does not crap on the council reserve, nor does she annoy neighbours or users of
the reserve, in fact it is the opposite, when day trippers call at the reserve they usually call her and make a fuss of her.
Four out of five immediate neighbours also have small dogs none of which appear to cause a problem.
Security is an issue with us absentee owners and two of our immediate neighbours are permanent residents with a small
dogs. We are more than convinced that their dogs have prevented potential brake ins!
The council completely ignores the Pahi reserve. In seven years we have never sighted a mowing contractor. Myself and
next door neighbour mow the reserve weekly/fortnightly. Dog crap has never been an issue as we never see any!
The council do not maintain the foreshore (Fennel, Ginger plants, blackberry, deadly night shade and so on!) We do the
weed control ourselves to keep the area looking good for us and visitors and the like!
The council has never cleaned the waterway that collects surface run off from Bonham Street. We do that!
The foreshore is BADLY eroding away and in areas and is a danger, as the sea has undermined the reserve by up to a meter
in areas. This is DANGEROUS someone will be hurt by this, the ground will give way beneath them. This has already
happened taking native Flax bushes with it!. In seven years the narrow access way has been shortened by about 1.5
meters and rapidly progressing. This is a far greater issue than that of dogs on a leash!
The area that is proposed for dogs to enjoy without a leash (North of Dems Road) is unusable as it is all mud and oyster
shells, dogs cannot swim nor run due to the state they get in along with the owners.
As a rate payer we feel disgusted that our area (Pahi) is ignored by the council as stated above ( our rates have over
doubled in 7 years) however the council will react from the comfort of their office in a knee jerk reaction manner to the
minority over an issue that has never been a problem.
We DO NOT support the proposed changes. Please leave the By-Law unchanged, there is an old saying “if it’s not broken
don’t fix it”
There are far more important matters that the council should be addressing that will benefit far more people.
Kind Regards
BILL CARTWRIGHT
1
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clapperton deb / 92
Submission #92
Point 92.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Perhaps responsible dog owner card.

Point 92.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Spend our rates money on positive change not more regulatory controls.

Point 92.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Most dogs are friendly and under control. I believe most owners are responsible dog owners and will leash or otherwise
depending on the nature of their dogs. Once again most owners are fully aware of their own dogs needs and the public's. The
irresponsible owner will continue to be irresponsible and on leash or non leashed rules will affect this. Happy dogs need free
space to run. The emotional and physical health of humans is significantly improved when in close association with dogs.
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Clayton Sue / 89
Submission #89
Point 89.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Dogs on-leash and off-leash in Mangawhai
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I do not support the changes to the Dog Management Bylaw.
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CHANGES TO DOG AND DOG MANAGEMENT BYLAW
KAIPARA DISTRICT COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 2019

I make this submission as a non-dog owner, in regard to 1 (d) the exercise and recreational needs of
dogs and their owners. The proposed new bylaw changes are draconian and contrary to the spirit of
Mangawhai, the reason most residents of Mangawhai have chosen to live here.

Shopping complexes, including the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place, Mangawhai. This should
require on-leash only, as in most shopping complexes. DO NOT PROHIBIT DOGS WITH THEIR
OWNERS FROM THE SHOPPING AREAS.

Map 4 – Mangawhai Harbour. Proposed on-leash area. This change does not recognize the exercise
and recreational needs of dogs and their owners. This area requires early morning and late evening
hours for dog owners to take their dogs off-leash to walk and swim in the estuary. Before and
after beach users and swimmers would normal visit the area for leisure and recreation.

Map 5 – Mangawhai Community Park - most people access the Recommended Off-Leash Area via
the Dogs Prohibited Area. The rule need to change, or special access provided from a parking area
near the MAZ park.

Submission by: Sue Clayton,
1 April 2019
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Clubb Anne / 88
Submission #88
Point 88.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Compulsory microchip for all dogs.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Leave areas as currently allocated. Change/manage off leash timings as above for winter months

Point 88.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Leave off leash areas the same as they are now

Point 88.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Winter Months - extend the morning off leash time to 10am/bring forward evening time to 5pm
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Removal of 'no dogs area' from central seating area in Fagan Place, behind Wood St shops in Mangawhai and replace with on
leash area
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Coleman Brenda / 108
Submission #108
Point 108.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Focus should be on encouraging responsible ownership through discounts and more freedom and prosecuting irresponsible
ownership. More information in the attachment.

Point 108.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Parts of the proposed policy seem to impinge on the new Animal Welfare legislation and are in conflict with it. eg Dogs in cars.

Point 108.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Mangawhai Sand Spit Beach
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Lots of them. Please see attachment.
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Submission on New Dog Control Bylaws
Submitter: Brenda Coleman
Date: 3 April 2019

Points:
Proposals do not appear to be based on facts and statistics, but instead based on opinion.
Proposals aim to simplify the rules regarding on- and off-leash areas, which they succeed in doing,
but at the expense of reduced amenities for ratepayers and dog licence payers.
Facts:
2,823 dogs were registered in Kaipara in the year to 30 June 2018, an increase of 13% since 2013.
During the same period prosecutions relating to dog ownership were down 16% from 525 to 439.
There are no statistics available for the region or even the country that indicate that dog bites are
actually increasing. ACC figures relate to dog related injuries which can mean any injury relating to a
dog, not necessarily a dog attack and may occur anywhere, eg I fell over the dog whilst I was cooking
dinner and broke my wrist. Clearly, accidents will be more likely when a population increases (of
either dogs or people) and this will not be helped by further restricting dog accessible areas.
Dog ownership and connection with dogs (and many other pets) helps to reduce loneliness in all
ages, but particularly the elderly and aids rehabilitation of the mentally and physically sick. Owning
a dog breaks down social barriers and improves physical and mental well being through exercise and
socialisation.
Council is encouraging a trend, particularly in Mangawhai, towards smaller sized residential sections
with little or no garden.
Most dog owners pay both rates and dog registration fees, the latter currently being used, not to
provide additional amenities, but to finance enforcement of legislation against infringements and
unregistered dogs – a tax on law abiding citizens to finance those that break the law. The fact that
this is not exceptional, doesn’t stop it from being unfair, but it is a tax that unlike many, falls on a
much smaller percentage of the population.
Proposed Changes:
Mangawhai Estuary beaches (excluding the sand bar) – these are popular with dog walkers and
easily accessible by many on foot. These are currently off leash areas during very restricted hours of
the day when clearly the beaches are very quiet throughout the day for much of the year outside of
the school holidays in Summer and Easter. The current restrictions are too tight because if the tide
is wrong, there is no beach access to exercise dogs off leash in daylight hours during winter.
Removing off leash access to these beaches will push people in to their cars to access the Heads
(where parking is already limited), to Mangawhai Community Park or to the Domain (which is not
Council administered). Mangawhai is already congested and not everyone has access to a car. Often
it is the elderly and infirm who are penalized by such requirements. Additionally, the surf beach is
not necessarily appropriate for small dogs to access the water as the waves are too much for them.
Access to water is important for certain breeds and many of the “water” breeds are small.
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Furthermore, limiting the areas where dogs can be exercised off leash increases pressure on the
dogs and may result in more conflict between dogs, just like people, some dogs do not enjoy being
really close to others. It will also increase the rate of accidents such as collisions.
Mangawhai Clifftop Walkway. This is administered by DOC. Does the Council even have jurisdiction
over that path? The same question arises over the private property on the corner of Wood Street
and Fagan Place and the DOC areas in Kaiwaka.
Mangawhai village. Surely Pearson Street reserve and the reserve near the Tavern could be opened
up for off leash access? These areas are hardly ever used for bathing.
In Kaiwaka, there is just one small, unfenced reserve immediately adjacent to SH1 for off leash
exercise. Surely the Council can see this is wholly inadequate and dangerous. There is no mention
of the KSA, I am not sure whether this is administered by KDC or not, but other areas not
administered by KDC have been covered in the proposals, so that is not necessarily a criteria for
inclusion. KSA could easily be an off leash area (with poo bins provided). The land is not in use most
of the time.
Proposals:
All settlements should have access to reasonable sized, safe, council provided off leash areas. This is
not the case in Mangawhai village, Kaiwaka, Whakapirau, Tinopai, Paparoa, Ripiro Beach and for
residents in Mangawhai Harbour and Dargaville face a long walk to access off-leash areas. Parks and
amenities are a fundamental part of town planning and are conspicuous in their absence throughout
Kaipara.
Simplify the rules by all means, but don’t use it as an excuse to restrict access to the beach when, for
most of the year, the beaches are empty.
Reward responsible dog ownership with discounts on licences for neutering, chipping and training
their dogs. Come down heavily on irresponsible owners whose dogs are not registered, which
frequently roam and which are generally allowed to become a nuisance or risk to health and safety.
Agree sponsorship deals to provide poo bins and bag dispensers (using recycled or compostable
bags) in off leash areas including the beaches.
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Colliar Kitty / 73
Submission #73
Point 73.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I do not own a dog but do feel it is the lazy few owners who have made this be considered but feel it is very harsh rules for the
dogs and owners you are proposing please think carefully and do not change our magical Mangawhai for all residents.

Point 73.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I feel the dog walking on the beach is justified during our busy summer months, however the remainder of the year is this
true no. When I walk the beach without the dog walkers it would be empty, they should have access to this area.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As for the dogs at coffee shops most I have encountered are very sensible owners and feel this law a huge step backwards for
our friendly happy community.
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Collins Dave / 116
Submission #116
Point 116.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the intention to look after both dog owners and non-dog owners and recognise the wellbeing aspect of dog
ownership and the need for areas where dogs can be exercised both on and off leash.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
In the proposed new bylaw there does not seem to be times of day when dogs can be walked off-leash in the Mangawhai
Harbour beaches area. I see off leash areas as a necessity for dogs to get suitable exercise and regularly walking dogs at the
current times I don't understand any rationale for change. I have never seen dogs causing problems during the off leash times
and the harbour area is a very popular area for dog walkers. As a business owner managing holiday rental properties I can
also affirm that Mangawhai is a very popular destination for dog lovers and one of the very positive things about the area has
been the access to areas for dog exercise. To take away these off leash times and place the only off leash beach area at a place
where the vast majority of people would have to get in their cars to drive, is not only environmentally unfriendly but also puts
increased pressure on the carpark at the main beach which is already severely lacking in capacity particularly during the peak
season.
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Collins Sue / 75
Submission #75
Point 75.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Each individual owner is ultimately responsible for their dogs behavior and problems should be addressed directly with the
owner. I support correct restraint of dogs, no tolerance of any aggression around other dogs or people. I also believe that for
the family pet to be happy and well adjusted they need exercise, space to run and socialization. If these needs are not met
there will be problems.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
We have been dog owners in Whakapirau for some time and have never experienced any problems until recently. Many of
the people who reside here have a family dog and the majority of owners are very reponsible. I would like dog owners who
don't take responsibility for their dogs behaviour to be made accountable by the council. Irresponsible dog owners do impact
on a community but in Whakapirau they are among the minority. There has been an issue with one owner whose dogs
continue to be a problem. I don't believe this will alter due to a change in restrictions, this only impacts on others who are
responsible.

Point 75.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
January is a busy month in Whakapirau, restrictions for dogs during this period seems sensible. As seen at other popular
beaches an off the leash could apply before 9am and after 6pm during the summer period. As no area has been designated in
Whakapirau as off the leash I think that from Rigby Street to the wharf should be considered. The coast south of Whakapirau
is rocky and not suitable for swimming.

Point 75.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I agree that dogs should be on the leash on the roads which would include the Strand on the waterfront. Also that dogs, during
the busy summer period should be restrained on the beach. However after January/ Feburary the beach is very quiet and I
believe dog walkers should be allowed greater freedom when the summer period is officially over..
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
An off the leash area has not been identified on the new proposal. It would need to be suitable for the healthy exercise of dogs
including an area where dogs can swim safely off the leash. Dogs could become entangled if swimming on a lead.
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Connew Ann / 78
Submission #78
Point 78.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I strongly disagree with changes to the current rules for dogs both on and off a leash. The majority of persons walking their
dogs are locals and feel very strongly about controlling their dog and picking up theirs and other dogs poo. It isa wonderful
social time for the community and their dogs. Suggest placing special receptacles at the estuary beach to deposit poo bags
would encourage those that allow their dogs to defecate on the beach. I have never in my time walking my dog had any issues
with dogs off the leash and cannot see any good reason to change current rules other than to go against the majority of locals.

Point 78.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 78.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support continuation of dogs off leash at main ocean beach Mangawhai Heads. I strongly disagree to changing the rules
regarding dogs off the leash at estuary beaches.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Dogs on leash at all times in the estuary. Some control during holiday period is acceptable, but not necessary outside these
times.
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Corbett Sherryl / 48
Submission #48
Point 48.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
as is now

Point 48.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 48.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I would like to see it stay as is with the on and off leash bylaws for Pahi
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Where you are proposing to put the new off leash area is above an oyster farm lease and is not acceptable as you would have
to keep your dog outside that lease area which is only about 10 meters from the cliff
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kaye Cottrell
Monday, 8 April, 2019 7:30 PM
Bylaws
Submission - Dog Management

Proposed Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Submitter:
Kaye Cottrell

My submission relates specifically to Map 3 Mangawhai Heads and Map 4 - Mangawhai Harbour, off
leash rules.
Under the Proposal, Mangawhai will now only have one off leash area with beach / water access, that being
the Heads Beach North.
Issues with this area:
1.
Difficult for older or less mobile people to access;
and
2.
Not safe for swimming with your dog.
My request:
Retain off leash access to Mangawhai Harbour estuary beach either:
1.
Between Wintle Street and Heather Street all year before 9am and after 6am but preferably before
10am and after 5pm;
or
2.
To maintain consistency with the Proposal for Heads Beach, allow off leash access all year, any time
but restricted to a particular area. A suggested area as highlighted in green on Map 4 below, could be south
of the carpark beyond the grassed area ending at the rocks at the end of Findlay Street
This will ensure that in Mangawhai we still provide:
1.
Beach and water access for dog owners who are elderly or less mobile;
and
2.
A safe beach swimming environment for people with their dogs

1
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Curran Adrian / 99
Submission #99
Point 99.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Full off lease access to the mangawhai estuary area and off lease access to beaches to remain. Wood street shops area should
retain leashed dog access
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Curtis Susan / 121
Submission #121
Point 121.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
One area which should be restricted to dogs are cemeteries throughout the Kaipara District. Owners of dogs should not be
allowed to take their dogs to cemeteries for toileting or exercise. To allow our cemeteries to be used for defecation and
urination shows a lack of respect not only to the past but also to our community and our visitors. I recommend that all
cemeteries should be dog free zones unless there is a well defined walking path which connects through the cemetery to other
areas. Dog owners must ensure that their dog is on a lead, that they do not stray from the walking path, and that all faeces is
removed from the cemetery.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The Kaipara is an historical area with a rich history and those who created the fabric of what our region has become today.
Cemeteries are consecrated areas which hold the remains of our loved ones, of those who have made our community what it
is, the leaders of our past and the forbears of our future. History tourism is a prominent activity in our region and the starting
point for those seeking out their family history is the cemetery. Cemeteries are also a place of remembrance for our
communities, a place to visit to be with those who have passed on. To arrive at a cemetery and see a dog running loose over
and around graves, defecating amongst the headstones and generally running amok is not only disrespectful to the living and
the dead but can be frightening for those who have just come to lay flowers on a grave. The very nature of cemeteries is about
decay and deterioration and the historic aspect of many of the grave sites makes them vulnerable to the elements. By
allowing dogs to roam free through a cemetery, to urinate or defecate on and around the masonary, is to add to the
dilapidation of these historic monuments.

Point 121.2
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
It would be great for our community to have a dog park specifically for people to exercise and socialise their dogs.
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Dick Rosalind / 23
Submission #23
Point 23.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Leave the south end of Pahi Beach as it is ie offlead
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Glen McMillan DPA Northland
Thursday, 28 March, 2019 12:25 PM
Bylaws;
Dogs for disabled

Every dog-owner I have spoken with that has seen the newly proposed dog by-laws believes from what I can
see, the only place you can take your dog for a swim now, is North of Mangawhai Heads reserve.
This is so very short-sighted thinking from the council. We would like the council to understand Mangawhai
and Northland has a high percentage of retired people, really the opportunities for employment in
Mangawhai means we will always have an aged population at Mangawhai
Dogs come in all shapes and sizes often older people have small dogs because older people are less mobile
for this very reason the status quo should remain.
Disabled people have dogs to and to reach these areas would not be possible for many disabled people that
is too far for me (and other older people) to walk or roll in the case of wheelchairs and mobility scooters.
Why people have dogs.
With a dog, you never are alone. emotional support. Therapy dogs are being deployed in hospitals because
of their proven ability to relieve depression, put a smile on patient's faces, and to provide comfort. And for
similar reasons, that is why we have them in our lives and in our homes.
What about the elderly with little dogs, who like to have a swim in the Estuary.
Also, some dogs (being water dogs - cocker spaniels) Golden retrievers etc would not be happy with that, as
they do not like the waves crashing onto the beach.
They like the estuary or Lincoln St reserve for a swim you must keep these wonderful dog-swimming places
open
99% of Mangawhai is now an on-leash area, all except for Mangawhai park which is behind the Golf Club,
and is so steep and hilly that is also out of the question for many older people and the disabled.
The only 2 places dogs can be off-leash in Mangawhai now - one area has not got water, the other one has
breakers and would not be suitable for many dogs to swim in.
This is just silly and PC went mad and I would say this to new arrivals to Mangawhai just except the way it
has always been when something works do not change things.
This is like penalising those who have worked all their lives now want to relax time and that includes doggy
time
How unfair is that !! Especially when your dogs happen to LOVE swimming.
There are only 2 places dogs can be off leash, way up the Northern part of the Surf Beach, or the park
behind the Golf Club
1
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KDC please listen to the people. I for one, am going to try and get some sort of change to keep the status
quo.
I am a sitting member of the WDC disability advisory group WDC is providing more space not less.
WDC is spending 250,000 on our dog park because WDC has some understanding of peoples needs
Glen McMillan
Chairperson
DPA Northland

2
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Dixon Karl / 46
Submission #46
Point 46.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Map 1 shows that the cliff walk will be designated as a on-leash area. However what about the beach area that runs along the
track? Most people walk the cliff walk and then return along via the beach. There is no indication if this is off-leash, on leash
or prohibited. I would assume that this would be off-leash.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes as per the above. Also the estury area in Map 4. Ideally the area infront of Alamar Cres and along the beach either side
should be off leash from Feb - mid Decemeber. There is low foot traffic at this time and it's a great social location for people to
get together. The proposed dog control areas allow for hardly any off leash areas.
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Dizzy Lizzys Milkbar - Ayla / 122
Submission #122
Point 122.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I agree that all urban streets could be changed to dogs being required to be on a leash and not just on certain streets as this
would prevent confusion. It would also make strangers more comfortable seeing other people’s dogs on a leash and be good
practise for the dog and others.

Point 122.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I think people should be allowed to breed dogs in urban areas-why not? Puppies that young (ones that usually sell at 12
weeks) don’t make much noise and it’s an income for people who do it properly. I don’t think it should be limited to 2 dogs
only. If anything it should just stay the same.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please consider changing the law on the the shopping complex on the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place-every person I
have spoken to (customers have brought this issue up to me first not vice versa) are all deeply concerned about not being able
to bring their dogs to the complex. They think it is a bit crazy that you can’t bring your dog to the complex and so many
people didn’t actually know this was already in place (including myself). This really would affect business for all owners in the
complex and would be such a shame if it didn’t change. Thank you.

Point 122.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I think it’s great that we can take dogs on the Mangawhai cliffs track (I thought the sign there said we couldn’t).!
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Paparoa Village Green-allow dogs on-leash. The Mangawhai surf beach sign regarding dogs made clearer (it’s so confusing) dogs allowed at all time/through peak season but on leash at start. The Heads shopping complex-make this area a dog zone as
so many people have dogs in Mangawhai and love bringing their dogs down with them when they get a coffee. This being a no
dog zone would affect all the businesses in the Heads complex as people would go elsewhere for their coffee/food if they can’t
bring their dogs with them. The estuary-make this a dog area all year round but on a leash during peak season.
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dowden caitlin / 42
Submission #42
Point 42.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
leave dog laws unchanged

Point 42.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
current laws work well Do not change
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
no need to change

Point 42.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Unsure why the dog rules are being changed They work well as they are
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Leave the dog laws as they are There are many dog owners in mangawhai who respect and appreciate current dog laws
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Dowden Elizabeth / 29
Submission #29
Point 29.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No need to change current law
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please so not be presurises by old dog haters who do not want to share this community

Point 29.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dog rules re exercising/leashingin Mangawhai work wellThey do not need to be alteredAlot of reaponsible sog owners

Point 29.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
leave dog leash rules as they area
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
leave dog rules as they are Do not be pressurised by minority “dog haters”
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dowden kim / 44
Submission #44
Point 44.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
there is no requirement to change
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
leave current dog laws as they are

Point 44.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
leave current dog laws as they are work well in mangwhai

Point 44.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
leave the cirrent dog laws as they are
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
no changes requires to dog laws in mangawhai
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Dowling Miranda / 63
Submission #63
Point 63.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Mangawhai Cliffs walking track is great to see
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I would like the rules to remain the same for the Mangawhai Esturay to allow dogs off leash before 9am and after 6pm, I have
also been told that you wont be able to park at the Heads carpark if you have a dog, how are you supposed to get to the beach,
there has been no consideration for elderly people for off leash areas. The park before the bowls club is not suitable for elderly
and the surf beach is too far to walk.

Point 63.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Having the Wood Street shop prohibited will only encourage people to leave there dogs in vehicles, not safe in Summer it
should remain as off leash area, local cafes are happy to have dogs outside when people come for coffee
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draper keith / 107
Submission #107
Point 107.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
on leash access to surf beach
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
estuary beaches to be off leash at all times except the middle of the day during summer school holidays. wood street shops to
be on leash at all times
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Edlin Alice / 19
Submission #19
Point 19.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I would like dogs under strick control to be able to run free around the back of the Pahi beach away from swimming area..
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Dogs need to be able to run where there non swimming area. So long as they are controlled.
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Egan Mary / 93
Submission #93
Point 93.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I don't understand why you are changing the rules around dogs at the estuary. I walk my pup there, on a leash, but there are
so many old people who walk their dogs, letting them swim, etc. These are responsible dog owners. Old people have trouble
getting there dog to the beach to walk (have you actually tried to go to the beach in summer, no parking and no way of
walking there unless you are super fit) so the estuary is a good option. By changing the present arrangement you are again
punishing the responsible dog owners, old people, and people who live full time in Mangawhai.

Point 93.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
A goddam dog park is the worst place to let a dog off a lead, I've had three dogs savaged and I would never ever go to a dog
park again. The only trouble I have experienced with my dog at Mangawhai is with holiday makers who have dogs that are
not under control. Perhaps you should be looking at banning dangerous breeds, such as pitbulls, because my girl has been
attacked twice by a pitbull, once at the estuary and once at the beach.

Point 93.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
total prohibition within 10 metres of a playground and Mangawhai Holiday park
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I can't see why you are banning dogs around the Wood Street shops, I have never seen a dog misbehaving. Can't this be
changed to being on a leash. Owners like me, walk their dog and then stop and have a coffee, or pop into the 4 Square or the
chemist. Banning dogs completely is punishing the people who live full time in Mangawhai.
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England Anthony / 57
Submission #57
Point 57.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Just keep it as it is! So that older folk have access to the water with there dog and dont have to walk a great distance

Point 57.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I wish to keep it as it is
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No
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Fanning Jackie / 97
Submission #97
Point 97.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the dogs off-leash proposal for Mangawhai Community Park in Mangawhai and Mangawhai Beach north of
Mangawhai Heads Reserve.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Mangawhai Estuary/Harbour beaches should be controlled dogs not on a leash from 6pm to 9am and at all other times on a
leash (this is a compromise as I personally think it should be all day not on a leash on the town side of the harbour). Everyone
gets these rules as they have been in place for a long time. Anyone saying they don't get them is just playing ignorant to get
themselves out of negligence. The estuary is the perfect place to walk dogs off a leash. Walking dogs on a leash is not proper
exercise for most dogs. They need to run around and socialise with other dogs and people to be well behaved socialized dogs
and to get tired. To have people drive to the heads (adding to carpark congestion and fossil fuels) to run dogs off leash is not a
good option because a lot of people walk their dogs to the harbour (fitness and less cars) and it is known locally as a dog
walking place so people accept that they are there. Lots of families use the surf beach and dogs running around will not be
conducive to people/families recreating on the beach and in the shallow water. Please do not make rules for the minority that
will not follow rules no matter what is in place. Rules are for the majority which understand the long-standing time
restrictions. Dogs are a big part of many people's life and a valid and very good (fitness and mental health) recreational
activity - running off leash is necessary exercise for most dogs. As for the campground - yes dogs should be prohibited. Like
many neighbours of recreational facilities, the Campground management need to remember that the live next to a community
asset which has public on it - and they need to accept all that this entails e.g. dogs. Harbour beaches are a wonderful asset and
that is why they are there too (and on community land). They should not have influence to restrict the general public use of a
space which is part of the package of why we choose to live here. Thank you.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alison Farrelly
Monday, 11 March, 2019 11:15 AM
Bylaws
Submission - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Hello
I am writing to express my concern over your proposed change regarding the dog restrictions for the beach
(Bullet Point) from Findlay Street to Heather Street.
This is currently one of the few beaches in Mangawhai where dog owners can take their pets for a swim
during the day. The current dog restrictions are working well and I feel there is no need to extend the "on
leash" area past Bullet Point.
There are extensive beaches both inside and outside the estuary which are currently dog prohibited or on-leash
zones making it simply not necessary or fair to dog owners to further reduce this area where a dog can be controlled
and off-leash
My submission is that this section of estuary beach area continues in its present form, whereby owners can have
their dogs off leash in a controlled manner.

Thank you
Regards
Alison

1
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mark Farrelly
Saturday, 9 March, 2019 11:33 AM
Bylaws
Submission - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Kaipara District Council,
Thank you for inviting submissions on the Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw.
My submission opposes one small area of the proposed policy being the extension of the leash control area further
south along the estuary from a line with Findlay Street.
Please refer to the two attached plans with arrows indicating this extension.

1
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The draft policy extends to cover the last actual beach zone in the estuary that is currently well patronised by dog
owners.
The off-leash zone on the Northern Mangawhai surf beach is excellent for a long walk with a dog, but the beach zone
between Findlay and Heather Streets is a place where dogs and their owners can swim and sit on a sheltered estuary
beach. This zone is quite suitable for dogs as it has a natural barrier rock outcrop at the Findlay Street end (Bullet
Point) and to the South is more than a kilometre of steep bushed land. This is also within easy walking distance to
the Mangawhai Heads residential area, whereas the surf beach is both a long walk for most residents and has limited
parking.
There are extensive beaches both inside and outside the estuary which are currently dog prohibited or on-leash
zones making it simply not necessary or fair to dog owners to further reduce this area where a dog can be controlled
and off-leash.
My submission is that this section of estuary beach area is not zoned as either on-leash or off-leash, but left outside
of the specific zoned areas to remain controlled under the existing wider public space dog controls.
Yours faithfully,
Mark Farrelly

2
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Farrow Nicki / 128
Submission #128
Point 128.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Registration is good, microchipping good. A lot of wandering dogs in Mangawhai so maybe warnings or assistance for those
repeat offenders. It is often hard to contain dogs and some people need help, not just fines or threats to take their dogs away.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
As above. Dogs should not be prohibited from any part of the mangawhai heads township or beaches, nor the village complex.
Dogs should be allowed everywhere within the wider mangawhai area on lead, unless a specified kiwi zone. Dogs off lead
allowed everywhere except below surf club and business centres

Point 128.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Dogs should be allowed in all areas of Mangawhai except the area below the surf club during peak season. On lead elsewhere
as appropriate in terms of safety for wildlife or traffic etc, but mainly allowed off lead
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Please reconsider dog allowed areas. I beleive dogs should bevallowed on the main surf beach as per current rules, allowed on
all parts of the estuary and allowed in all commercial and business areas, including the heads complex and village complex
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Submission
TELEPHONE 0800 327 646 I WEBSITE WWW.FEDFARM.ORG.NZ

To:

Kaipara District Council

Submission on:

Draft Dog Management Bylaw and Policy.

Date:

10 April 2019

Contact:

Richard Gardner
Senior Policy Advisor
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Private Bag 92-066
AUCKLAND 1142
P: 09 379 0057
F: 09 379 0782
E: rgardner@fedfarm.org.nz

Federated Farmers thanks the Kaipara District Council (the Council) for the opportunity to
comment on the Draft Kaipara District Policy on Dogs (the Policy) and Draft Kaipara District
Dog Management Bylaw (the Bylaw).
Federated Farmers generally supports the Policy and Bylaw.
Federated Farmers acknowledges any submissions made by its individual members.
Federated Farmers wishes to be heard in support of this submission.
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Working dogs – essential to faming operations and much loved pets.
Photo by John Blackwell.

INTRODUCTION
Federated Farmers recognises that Council is required under the Dog Control Act 1996 to
adopt a Policy on Dogs and to adopt a Dog Management Bylaw to give effect to that policy.
It is understood that the Policy sets out the approach Council takes to managing dogs in the
District, and that the Bylaw is the legal instrument which gives effect to the approach set out
in the Policy.
Dogs are often an essential part of farming operations and they are much loved family pets.
Farm dogs are bred for their agility, obedience, intelligence and calm temperament. They are
professionally managed and well cared for. The care that the Council has taken in drafting
the Policy and Bylaw to avoid placing unnecessary restrictions on farm dogs is appreciated.
Nevertheless, the Kaipara District does have a serious urban dog control problem. In 2015, a
Federated Farmers member lost 300 pregnant ewes to urban dog attacks. Unfortunately,
this wasn’t an isolated incident. Most farmers that live near urban settlements in the Kaipara
report having to shoot stray dogs to protect stock. Dog attacks have a huge financial and
emotional impact on farmers. Most sheep attacks are fatal or require euthanasia. Ewes that
are disturbed by dogs, can also abort their young, which is traumatic for both the sheep and
the farmer.
Stray urban dogs are also a biosecurity and animal welfare risk on farms as they spread
diseases such as Ovis and Neoporosis to livestock. Ovis causes blemishes in sheep and
goat meat which can result in downgrading or condemning of carcasses.1 Neosporosis
causes abortions/stillborn calves.
The Dog Control Act is concerned about protecting people and preventing injury, danger and
distress to “…stock, poultry, domestic animal, or protected wildlife…”. While Federated
Farmers appreciates that the Dog Control Act has its limitations, it nevertheless strongly

1

For more information, please refer to: http://www.sheepmeasles.co.nz/sheep-measles-the-issue/
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urges the Council to make full use of its powers and discretion to protect life and property on
farms.
Finally, farmers are parents of vulnerable children, they themselves are children of elderly
parents, and they are potential victims of dog attacks. Federated Farmers commends the
Council for tightening the rules around menacing dogs and for trying to protect the public by
restricting dog access to public spaces such as playgrounds and swimming pools.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Amend Policy 2 as follows:
Council will promote the responsible ownership of dogs, including care and control
around people, protecting wildlife, farmed animals, other animals, property and natural
habitats.
Amend Policy 4 by providing in the Policy that, as regards dogs in the Kaipara District, a
nuisance will have occurred if a dog is kept in a manner whereby it is allowed to worry
livestock.
Schedule 1:
Amend Schedule 1 by prohibiting dog access on cycle ways that run through farmland.
Amend Schedule 1 by prohibiting off-leash times on public land that is close to farmland,
during lambing and calving.
Definitions (generally)

Where definitions in the Bylaw are defined as having the same meaning as that
given to the definition by a piece of primary legislation, spell these definitions out
in the Bylaw.
Definition of Nuisance
Amend the definition of “nuisance” by providing in the definition that, as regards dogs in
the Kaipara District, a nuisance will have occurred if a dog is kept in a manner whereby
it is allowed to worry livestock.
Clause 7
Amend Clause 7 to provide for an exemption from it for working dogs as on farms.
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Clause 11

Consider amending Clause 11 to provide for Council to retain some discretion
regarding the neutering of dogs.
Clause 12

Consider amending the phrase “farm dogs” to “working dogs”.
Include a new Clause 12.4, which states:
12.4 No person shall leave a dog in or on any unattended motor vehicle
unless that person takes measures to render it impossible for the dog
to leave the vehicle, or cause a nuisance to the public.
Clause 14

Include provisions to strengthen Clause 14, by referencing the amendment to the
definition of “nuisance” which provides that, as regards dogs in the Kaipara District, a
nuisance will have occurred if a dog is kept in a manner whereby it is allowed to worry
livestock.

DRAFT DOG MANAGEMENT POLICY
Policy 2 Responsible Dog Ownership
Federated Farmers strongly supports the principle of Council taking an active and proactive
role in the management of dogs in the District. It is submitted that the policy should be
strengthened in respect of farmed animals, by including a specific statement to that effect in
Policy 2, as follows:
Council will promote the responsible ownership of dogs, including care and control
around people, protecting wildlife, farmed animals, other animals, property and natural
habitats.
Policy 3 Menacing Dogs
Federated Farmers supports the neutering of dogs classified as menacing. This approach is
consistent with s 32 and s 33E of the Dog Control Act 1996.
Policy 4 Dog Aggression and Nuisance
In Federated Farmers view, this policy and the nuisance provisions in the draft bylaw need to
be strengthened, in order to more explicitly deal with dog attacks on livestock. This issue is
discussed further below.
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Policy 5 Dog Registration Fees
Federated Farmers would like to take the opportunity to comment on the Council’s registration
scheme.
Federated Farmers supports a tiered user pays registration fee structure and the price break
for working dogs i.e. $40 - $50 (depending on whether the dog is de-sexed) compared with
$52-$62 for normal pets. Farm dogs have a lower impact than other dogs on Council resources
and facilities as they are domiciled and work well away from urban areas (where dog control
is an issue). Farmers are also responsible and professional dog owners.
Most farmers own multiple working dogs (i.e. farm dogs generally work in teams of three or
four). Federated Farmers encourages the Council to introduce a useful registration fee rebate
for teams (i.e. more than two) of working dogs. A 50% rebate would be in line with the
approach taken by other councils. Federated Farmers will be making a submission along these
lines, as part of the Council’s consultation on its Proposed Fees & Charges for 2019/2020.
Schedule 1 Prohibited, On-leash and Off-leash Areas
Federated Farmers supports the new rules restricting dog access in public spaces,
particularly playgrounds and swimming pools. A zero tolerance approach to risk is
appropriate given the vulnerability of children.
Federated Farmers also supports the practical and limited exemption for working dogs.
These dogs are professionally managed and are unlikely to pose a risk to the community.
Federated Farmers does not support dog access on cycle ways through farmland because
not all owners are responsible and have them leashed. Even gentle-natured dogs retain their
natural predatory instinct and can lose their calm around stock, particularly energetic lambs.
It is submitted that Schedule 1 be amended to prohibiting dog access on cycle ways that
run through farmland.
Springtime is a particularly vulnerable time for livestock. In setting the restrictions in
Schedule 1, Federated Farmers asks that the Council consider the welfare of nearby
livestock. Currently, the permitted off-leash times coincide with lambing and calving, as the
focus is solely on protecting people. It is submitted that Schedule 1 be amended to
prohibiting off-leash times during lambing and calving, on public land that is close to
farmland.
It is noted that boredom and lack of exercise is one of the reasons dogs roam.2 To offset any
impact of the above restrictions, Federated Farmers supports Council providing dedicated,
fenced, dog exercise areas.

2

Refer: http://www.dogsafety.govt.nz/dogsafety.nsf/wpg_URL/Dog-Owners-Trouble-Shooting-Index!OpenDocument
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DRAFT KAIPARA DISTRICT DOG MANAGEMENT BYLAW 2019
Clause 2 Interpretation
Definitions with the Same Meaning as given in Primary Legislation
A number of definitions in the Bylaw are defined as having the same meaning as that given to
the definition by a piece of primary legislation, notably the Dog Control Act 1996, the Health
Act 1956 and the Land Transport Act 1998. Federated Farmers considers that these
definitions should be also spelt out in the Bylaw, for ease of use. It is noted that this is the
methodology used in the recently promulgated National Planning Standards.
Definition of Nuisance
Section 29k of the Health Act states that a nuisance shall be deemed to have been created:
“where any animal, or any carcass or part of a carcass, is so kept or allowed to remain as to
be offensive or likely to be injurious to health”. One of the stated aims of the Policy and Bylaw
is to minimise injury and distress to stock. It is submitted that the definition of nuisance in the
bylaw should be explained in terms so that the bylaw better protects life and property on farms,
along the lines as follows:
As regards dogs in the Kaipara District, a nuisance will have occurred if a dog is kept in a
manner whereby it is allowed to worry livestock.
Clause 3 Exemptions
Federated Farmers supports the practical and limited exemption for working dogs in Clause
3.2 in relation to dog access areas and confinement of dogs. Working dogs serve an
essential purpose, are professionally managed and are highly unlikely to pose a risk to the
community.
Clause 7 Confinement of Dogs
Federated Farmers supports the application of this rule to urban areas, but for clarity it is
submitted that there should be an exemption for working dogs as on farms, as they are often
working outside these times. It isn’t practical to keep them confined (as defined in this bylaw)
while the farmer is dealing with stock. In such situations, the dogs are on “standby” and able
to assist if required – does this qualify as “continuous control”?
Clause 9 Bitches in Season
Federated Farmers strongly supports the restrictions in clause 9 as dogs can travel great
distances to find a mate and bitches can be more aggressive/agitated when they are on heat.
Clause 11 Neutering
Federated Farmers supports the neutering of dogs classified as dangerous or menacing as
this is consistent with sections 32 and s 33EB of the Dog Control Act. Federated Farmers
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also supports the neutering of repeat offenders, as provided in Clause 11.2. However,
Council may wish to retain some discretion (i.e. use “may” rather than “will” in Clause 11.2)
as neutering might not always address the problem. Dogs wander for a variety of reasons:
anxiety, curiosity, boredom, hunger, lack of exercise or training, changes in routine (i.e. a
new home).3 In some situations, to address the problem a different response might be
appropriate.
Clause 12 Dogs In or On Vehicles
Federated Farmers generally supports Rule 12.1, but there are plenty of situations where
people have been bitten (or snapped at) through wide open car open windows. In Federated
Farmers’ view, there needs to be a rule that states:
12.4

No person shall leave a dog in or on any unattended motor vehicle unless that
person takes measures to render it impossible for the dog to leave the vehicle,
or cause a nuisance to the public.

Federated Farmers supports the retention of Rule 12.2 and the exemption to it provided in
Rule 12.3 for farm dogs, although the council might consider amending the phrase “farm dogs”
to “working dogs”, since that term is defined in the Bylaw, and includes dogs kept solely or
principally for the purposes of herding or driving stock. Farmers often need to transport dogs
on and between farm properties and into town for vet checks and while running other farm
errands. As these are working animals, it is not always practical to have them inside vehicles.
Clause 13 Diseased Dogs
Federated Farmers strongly supports the inclusion of this rule. Foreign dogs are a biosecurity
risk on farms as they can spread diseases such as Ovis and neosporosis. While farmers are
keenly aware of these issues, the same cannot be said for urban dog owners. Federated
Farmers would like to see educational material about the risk stray dogs pose to livestock
accompany this bylaw.
Clause 14 Nuisance
Federated Farmers supports the intention of this rule. Dog attacks have a horrendous impact
on their victims, their families and the community such that a zero tolerance approach is
appropriate. However, it is considered that the wording needs refinement.
As it stands, the bylaw limits the scope of the term “nuisance” to the definition in s 29k of the
Public Health Act i.e. a nuisance will occur: “where any animal, or any carcass or part of a
carcass, is so kept or allowed to remain as to be offensive or likely to be injurious to health”.
Rule 14.2 and 14.4 then go on to discuss dogs being “injurious to health”. It is unclear whether
or not this is in regard to human health, if so, the rules appear repetitious.
Stray dogs can worry, injure and kill farm animals. Are these occurrences supposed to be
classified in the above rules as a “disturbance”? In Federated Farmers’ view, the nuisance
3

Refer: http://www.dogsafety.govt.nz/dogsafety.nsf/wpg_URL/Dog-Owners-Trouble-Shooting-Index!OpenDocument
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provisions should explicitly refer to ‘injuring, endangering or causing distress to stock’. The
Dog Control Act is not just concerned with human health, it is also concerned about injury,
danger and distress to “…stock, poultry, domestic animal, or protected wildlife…”.4 It is noted
that both sections 10 and 20 of the Dog Control Act gives local authorities broad regulatory
discretion. The Kaipara District has a dog control problem such that it is appropriate to
include provisions that directly protect stock.
Included below are pictures of the damage that stay dogs can do on a farm. No apology is
made for the confronting nature of the images. This is the awful reality a farmer faces in the
aftermath of stray dog attack. It is hoped that these images remain firmly in the minds of
councillors as they consider the application of bylaw and any submissions requesting more
lenient rules.

In this same incident, pet goats were killed and the dogs
threatened the farmer’s young children and elderly parents.

Lambs don’t stand a chance against a dog.

4

These sheep suffered through the night before being found
and put down.

Refer to the objectives of the Dog Control Act in s 4 and the obligations of dog owners in s 5.
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It is submitted that Clause 14 should be strengthened by including in it a reference to the
amendment to the definition of “nuisance” which provides that, as regards dogs in the Kaipara
District, a nuisance will have occurred if a dog is kept in a manner whereby it is allowed to
worry livestock.
Clause 15 Number of Dogs
Federated Farmers supports the application of rule 15.1 being restricted to urban areas.
Most sheep and beef farmers work with a team of three to four dogs. It is very difficult to run
a large farm operation with a smaller dog team than this. Federated Farmers’ members
would not want to see unnecessary restrictions placed on farmers to deal with what is
considered to be essentially an urban dog control issue.

THE FEDERATION
Federated Farmers of New Zealand is a primary sector organisation that represents the
majority of the country’s farming businesses. The Federation has a long and proud history of
representing the interests of New Zealand’s farming communities, primary producers, and
agricultural exporters.
The Federation aims to add value to its members’ farming business. Our key strategic
outcomes include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and social environment
within which:


Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial environment



Our members’ families and their staff have access to services essential to the needs of
the rural community



Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices.

The total agricultural sector is even more important to the economy than it was fifteen years
ago. Its contribution to the New Zealand economy has risen from around 14.2 percent of GDP
in 1986/87 to around 17 percent today (including downstream processing). Some authorities
consider agriculture’s current contribution to the New Zealand economy to be about 20 percent
of GDP.
Federated Farmers looks forward to further consultation with the Kaipara District Council on the
Draft Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw.

p.p.

John Blackwell
Northland Provincial President, Federated Farmers of New Zealand
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Address for service of person making submission:
Richard Gardner
Senior Policy Advisor
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Private Bag 92-066
Auckland
Ph:
379-0057
Fax: 379-0782
Email: rgardner@fedfarm.org.nz
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Submission on The Kaipara District Council Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw 2019
2 April 2019
Submitter: Ian Fish
Residental Address:
Additional addresses:

Ph:
Email:
Submission details:

1.

I am in general agreement of the intent of the Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw 2019

2.
In regards to the proposal for an on-leash area to the Mangawhai estuary between Bullet Point
extending southwards to the Heather St access, I own a property on this area of the estuary and note the
following.
2.01

I am in support of this proposal.

2.02
Currently of the approx. 6.7km estuary foreshore from the Heads to the causeway on Molesworth
Drive 4.5km is off leash dog area. Under the proposed Bylaw this will reduce to approx. 4km, still well over half
of this part of the estuary.
2.03
This estuarine bay used to be on leash during the day in summer until new bylaws were introduced in
2009 amending the bay to off-leash.
2.04
Just prior to the 2009 Bylaws being introduced a swimming pontoon was installed in this bay (Nov
2008) leading to a significant increase in the use of the beach by the public, especially by children.
3

Uncontrolled dogs

3.01

Uncontrolled dogs are damaging to wildlife and vegetation.

3.02
Dog excrement contains micro-organisms that are pathogenic to humans and resistant to several
classes of antibiotics.
3.03

When we arrive at our bach our first task is to remove the dog excrement from our lawn.

3.04
Our and our neighbouring properties back on to the access track from Eveline St. We often find plastic
bags containing dog excrement thrown from the track onto our properties.
3.05

I have been bitten by an uncontrolled dog on this beach.

3.06

Dogs often come onto our property and inside our bach and chase our cat.

3.07

We cannot leave food or rubbish bags unattended due to the risk of dogs taking it.
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4.

Conservation values

4.01
The sandspit on the opposite bank of the estuary is a bird sanctuary, providing nesting grounds for
endangered Fairy Tern (Tara iti) & Banded Dotterel (Tuturiwhatu) as well as many other species of birds.
4.01
Variable Oystercatchers (Toreapango) rest on the landward side of the estuary when the sand bank is
under water for approximately 3 hours either side of high tide. Dogs off leash often disturb these birds.
4.02
Up until last Christmas ducks were using our and our neighbours lawns. Since the holidays started
ducks have been scared away by dogs and haven't returned.
4.03
In December 2013 some Pied Stilts (Poaka) had a clutch of 4 chicks in the bay just along from our
bach. DOC were informed and within hours had pegged off the area and installed signs asking people to keep
their dogs under control. By the next morning 1 of the 4 chicks had been killed by dogs. I saved another chick
from the mouth of a dog. The mother Stilt and her 3 remaining chicks were forced to head off into the estuary
- we never saw them again.
5.

I wish to make an oral submission.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Francis
Tuesday, 12 March, 2019 10:52 AM
Bylaws
Submission-Dog and dog management bylaw

To whom it may concern,
We have a home at 25 Taranui Place Mangawhai which we are at for 3 days of nearly every week and use for 6
weeks over the summer holidays.
While we use the lead free area at the surf beach often, it requires us to take our car. Often there is no parking. We
therefore use the estuary for dog walking and for our dog to enjoy the water.
We request that the estuary between Mangawhai Heads Road and Wood Street (or further) remain a lead free area
during the same hours as is now.
The shopping area at Wood street should become permissible for dogs on leads.
Many studies throughout the world find that dog owners are happier and healthier than non-dog owners, surely these
are the people we want to encourage living in Mangawhai.
Yours sincerely
Bill and Mary Francis
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Franklin Tanya / 51
Submission #51
Point 51.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Need to be able to walk dogs on estuary

Point 51.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Need to be able to walk dogs on estuary

Point 51.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No. Need to be able to walk dogs on estuary
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes. We need to be able to walk dogs on estuary
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vanessa Fulton
Tuesday, 9 April, 2019 2:50 PM
Bylaws
Draft Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw Submission

Good Afternoon
I hereby submit my submission regarding the proposed Draft Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog
Management Bylaw.
It is with a heavy heart I read of the proposed changes to the Dogs Policy in Mangawhai. We have owned a
home here since 2001 and moved here permanently in 2013 with our three young daughters as we wanted
them to experience a childhood growing up in a small, friendly, open-minded New Zealand town with less
rules and restrictions that we were noticing in Auckland.
We love this town immensely. My husband and I help to run the local Junior Surf programme and are active
in supporting the local school as often as we can. We have recently been lucky enough to acquire our second
pet puppy after our other dog passed away suddenly last year. He is a treasured addition to our family.
We understand that not all people share our animal-loving feelings and appreciate that rules and regulations
need to be put in place surrounding animal ownership however we feel some of the changes that are
proposed would make dog ownership a lot more difficult for many people, specifically the many elderly
people we see with their dogs every time we take our dog for his daily dose of exercise and recreation.
We are opposed to the proposed changes down on the estuary sea front, whereby dogs will now be required
on a leash at all times. For many dog owners, this is the only accessible area for them to walk and exercise
their dogs. Many folk are unable to make the trip to the Heads beach and down onto the surf beach and I see
daily the amount of people who use this area as a playground for their dogs, and with many of these elderly
people also living on their own, also for social times themselves,
We also oppose the proposed changes to the Wood Street Shops area where dogs will now be banned, not
even allowed on a leash. This is some kind of madness!
Not once have I ever noticed aggressive behaviour and issues with dogs vs people in our town - maybe I am
just lucky? Of course there will always be irresponsible dog owners who disregard the laws, leave dog poo
behind and don't have their dogs under control however I feel to impose blanket changes such as this goes
against our kiwi nature and the easy-going lifestyle many people moved to Mangawhai to enjoy.
At the very least, I'd like to ask that we get the community together along with the KDC and have a
discussion on ways forward and how best to address both humans' and our canine's needs before a policy
overhaul such as this takes place without any decent discussion between us all.
Please don't take the enjoyment of owning a dog (and also a loving member of the family) away from us :(
Kindest regards
Vanessa Fulton
on behalf of the Fulton Family

1
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Mark Schreurs
Subject:

Glinks Gully Camp Committee – Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog
Management Bylaw

From: Peter Garelja
Sent: Wednesday, 10 April, 2019 10:25 AM
To: Mark Schreurs
Subject: Re: Glinks Gully Camp Committee – Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Hi Mark.
I have had a good look through the documentation, especially that which relates to proposed changes to the
existing by-laws re dogs and their management. From my perspective (we own two dogs), the proposed
policy is a fair and balanced one which addresses public safety issues, while providing recreational and
exercise opportunities for dogs and their owners. I am happy to support the new policy in total.
I can make a submission to this effect.
Cheers
Peter.

1
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Gasson Michelle / 32
Submission #32
Point 32.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I do support that dogs be on lead around childrens playgrounds and schools. And that off lead dogs should be under control at
all times.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
See attachment

Point 32.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes see attached
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes see attached

Point 32.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Yes see attached
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Submission on Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw 2019
My name is Michelle Gasson and I live at

Pahi

I am currently an Instructor at two Dog Training clubs and a Life Member of North Shore Dog
Training Club in Auckland. I regularly attend seminars by Internationally respected dog trainers
and behaviourist. I own two dogs currently registered in Auckland.
I am most concerned about the proposed new dog on and off lead areas. The lack of any viable
off lead area in Pahi for dogs is disturbing. The current situation allows us a safe area south of
the Dems Road beach to Fenwicks Point Road where they go back on lead. In the proposed
plan, this last bit of viable exercise area is removed. The only area now allowed ie North of
Dems road beach is not at all viable for off lead throwing of a ball and exercise, it is mud flats and
full of Oyster Shells.
There are also limited public footpaths so exercise becomes even more limited. (I am not
expecting public footpaths).
Mostly we walk dogs early or late in the day in summer to avoid the heat which means that it is
rare to come across anyone in summer and even rarer in winter. To date I have also never
seen anyone swimming off the point. Swimmers are at the Dems Road Beach or swimming off
the Wharf. There are no plants or wildlife to disturb here either.
I am struggling to see how dogs using this area is detrimental to anyone elses enjoyment of the
area or a safety issue. Have there been problems reported? Dogs need exercise and
socialisation and councils ongoing shutting down of areas for owners to do this is
counterproductive to this aim. Should this ban go ahead - the local population many of whom
own dogs - will have to investigate how far they have to drive for a safe off lead place to give
their dogs a good run where previously this was 5-10 minutes walk from anyone locals property.
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Giles Dianne / 83
Submission #83
Point 83.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
For the many dog owners who register their dogs annually and pick up after their dogs, I think we are entitled to have
suitable off leash areas in which to exercise our dogs.

Point 83.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
For years I have been a dog owner in the Kaipara District Council area and have enjoyed taking my dogs down to the Lincoln
Rd reserve where there is access to water for swimming and an expanse of sand when the tide is out. Very often there is no
one there, except perhaps for a few wind surfers or fishermen. The dogs have been off leash and .haven't disturbed any one. I
am very concerned to see that it is proposed that this area becomes on leash only. We do need to have some off leash areas
that are readily accessible as some owners , myself included, are no longer able to make the descent onto the Heads
beach.Most dog owners are respectful of others and I personally choose a time when its is quiet as II have three dogs. As
there is a reserve here as well I would like to see this area remain leash free for our dogs.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No
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Gillespie Steve / 47
Submission #47
Point 47.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No all dogs to be registered and chopped irrespective of their use.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Why fix something that works?

Point 47.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Leave the existing areas as they are and change the hours when daylight saving changes..

Point 47.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Areas remaining as is
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Change the hours for exercising off leach during the year to match daylight saving. To give dog walkers time during daylight
to exercise both themselves and their dogs. Health and safety.
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Gillespie Steve / 84
Submission #84
Point 84.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Don't extend or change the off leash areas. Leave them alone.

Point 84.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Compulsory chipping and more conteol on the "Bull Dog" type particularly Pit Bulls.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Leave the areas as they are. Just change/ extend the off leash times during the months there is no daylight saving.. to 10AM
in the morning and earlier in the wxwning to 5PM.

Point 84.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Leave the areas as theyare
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
During the "winter months" extend the morning off leash time to 10AM and being forward the evening time to 5PM.
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Gordon Jessica / 70
Submission #70
Point 70.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No, that is totally crazy. People should be able to wall their dog on a lead to enjoy mangawhai
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Should be able to walk your dog on a lead

Point 70.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
That people can walk their dogs in the shops area
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
That who comes up with this stuff

Point 70.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
That the shops should not be a dog free zone
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Gordon Penny / 112
Submission #112
Point 112.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
no
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I endorse no dogs allowed on the sand area of the MAZ zone . They should be allowed to walk on leash on the grassed area to
access the bush walks

Point 112.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I do not support the change to Map 4 Mangawhai Harbour . We should still be allowed to exercise our dogs off leash in this
area in the mornings till at least 9.30am and from 4.30pm in the afternoons so they exercise freely , walking and swimming
without being stressed by wave action .
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
no

Point 112.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
no
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Submission for change of plan to currant local dog by-laws
To: Kaipara District Council
Name of submitter: Jo-Ann Patricia Gough
This is a submission on the following change to the district policy on dogs and dog management
bylaw.
I would like to propose that dogs are banned completely from Mangawhai Heads beach to the
bridge on the causeway. Please see map attached for area. This includes the public toilet area at
the Mangawhai Heads reserve.
The following dogs would be exempt from the prohibited area restrictions while executing their
duties of police or security work or as ability assist dogs:
• Ability Assist Dogs.

As defined by Guide Dog, or Hearing Ear Dog

• Police Dogs.

Kept by the New Zealand Police solely for the purposes of carrying out
Functions, powers and duties of the police.

• Security Dogs.

Owned by a Security Guard as defined by section 4 of the Private
Investigators and Security Guards Act 1974 and kept solely or
Principally for the purpose of carrying on the business of a security
Guard.

Nothing in this Bylaw shall be deemed to hinder or restrict a shepherd, drover or farmer from
legitimately using any dog for the purposes of herding or driving stock.
With Mangawhai’s population increasing by about 3000 residents over the coming 10 years and
annual peak holiday season numbers skyrocketing by 8000 within the same time-span the current
dog bylaws are inadequate.
The number of dogs currently registered in Mangawhai alone is double of that 3 years ago and the
with the peak holiday season the increase in residents more than triples that number.
More and more dogs are causing a problem on our beaches. With injuries to people from bites
and attacks and just generally running amok, and what if a dog has an infectious disease and they
defecate on our pristine beach, that could cause a serious health problem for people. And what
of our children? surely the expectation that our children can play on the beach, and as parents
and grandparents we can have faith that our pristine beach is free of dog excrement and such.
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There are a number of options where dog lovers can get together without interfering with those
who don’t wish to be surrounded by dogs.
• The Domain at the village is a large area for them to run around & play with no restrictions on
dog leash control. I also believe there is a dog club there for support.
• There is also a large parcel of land behind the skate park that the Kaipara Council owns, this
already has some walkways through it and would be the perfect place to have a dedicated dog
walking space.
• There is also Manga Mutt Park which is privately owned land that is available for local dogs to
exercise, explore and socialise on.
Over the summer period this year Council out-sourced its Dog Control to Armourguard and it was
their responsibility to enforce the Kaipara District Councils dog by-laws. 1 oﬃcer was in charge of
covering all beaches from Ruakaka to Mangawhai. This unfortunately proved woefully
inadequate. On just about any day you could be at the Mangawhai Heads surf beach and there
would be at least 30 dogs unleashed still on the beach. A lack of clear signage certainly didn’t
help this problem.
Frequently I came across dog excrement left in bags on rocks and just blatantly on the sand.
Included below are just a few of the unpleasant situations I have experienced because of dogs on
our beaches.
• On the 3rd of June after a wet Queens birthday weekend I decided to get some fresh air and go
for a leisurely walk on the beach, not only were there more than 100 people with also the same
thought but the worst was the OVER 50 DOGS UNLEASHED on the beach running amok and
generally causing pollution problems as you can guess.
• On the 13th February I was at Picnic Bay, there were already 3 other dogs on the beach that
day when a guy came down the beach with his 2 very aggressive bull mastiﬀ type dogs, they
were barking and fighting with each other and he proceeded to let them go swimming directly in
front of us this made me very uncomfortable and so we left.
• More recently I was again at Picnic Bay when this lady came down with a dog. The dog then
cam over right beside me and had a pee, when I told her that dogs aren’t allowed on the beach
she said I know and then proceeded to tell me about someone who actually did get a fine the
day before, but she didn’t care at all about the rules.
The blatant disregard that the above owners have shown more than proves that dogs need to be
banned fully and completely from our beaches.
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Our coastal areas are a delicate and fragile environment, with our population increasing I think we
need to seriously consider how we can protect it.
Mangawhai has been my home all my life as it has for the 3 generations before me. Our once
quiet little farming community has now changed beyond all recognition and has become one of
the fastest growing places in the Kaipara District. This has put ever increasing pressure on our
beautiful once unspoilt surf beach and coastal area’s and thus requires urgent and longterm
consideration.
There are those like myself who want to be able to enjoy Mangawhai’s beautiful coastal areas
without dogs hassling us, running unleashed and enjoying a beach clean of defecation and
possibly even disease. Our beaches are becoming overrun and I feel it is time to create dedicated
dog spaces that dogs and dog lovers can enjoy and leave our beaches for all to enjoy in calm and
without fear.

I seek the following decision from the local authority:
A complete ban on dogs from Mangawhai beaches as highlighted on the attached map. This
would also naturally included the area already banned from dogs - “ Mangawhai Spit”.
If others make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing.

Jo-Ann Patricia Gough

Date: 5th March 2019
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Greaves Laurel / 22
Submission #22
Point 22.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I support Health and Welfare. It is important for dogs mental and physical health that they run and swim and chase balls etc.
If dogs have a good place to run then their mental health improves by 100%.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would like to retain the status quo. Pahi is a small community and I would suggest that at least 60% of the residents have
dogs. The area South of Dems Road is not used for anything it seems but dog walks. It is dangerous for swimming and not
many visitors go there. The all prefer to camp and picnic and play under the fig tree. In winter there are only the locals. The
camp ground is dog friendly and visitors enjoy walking there dogs around the beach and allowing them to swim. It is a reason
that they keep coming back to the area.

Point 22.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I absolutely support some of the on leash areas ie: Paparoa and the Pahi Domain if they are reasonable and fair.

Point 22.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Pahi Domain
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
For 15 years I have been running and swimming my dogs in the area South of Dems road. Council have now deemed this to be
an on leash area. In all that time there have never been incidents that I know of involving dogs and people. The proposed new
area North of Dems Rd is swampy and full of oyster shells. there are also slips and I believe this area is not a suitable
alternative.
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Greaves Laurel / 96
Submission #96
Point 96.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I support the existing on leash areas of the Pahi reserve. I do not support the proposed new off leash area.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs need an off leash area to run freely for their physical and mental health. The proposed off leash area is not safe for either
human or dogs.

Point 96.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
The new proposals have changed where we can free run our dogs. Where the new off leash area is, is muddy and rocky and
full of oyster shells. I have been running my dogs around the south end of Pahi for 15 years without incident. The only people
we see in that area are people running/walking dogs. Nobody swims around there. They like to stay by the wharf and toilets
etc.

Point 96.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the existing rules for on leash and off leash areas in Pahi. I do not support the proposed policy.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No changes to existing rules. I do not support the proposed policy.
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Grierson Monique / 143
Submission #143
Point 143.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Leashed - some of the dogs are extremely large and agressive. More than one occasion over the summer it has been an issue.

Point 143.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I truely believe at the height of the summer season - no dogs should be allowed on the beach between 10am and 6pm. The
beach is at maximum capacity - can't even get a car park on Wintle Rd. Needs to be a wider consideration around density of
the summer and impacts of the dogs. Shitting on the beach isn't ok - because the tide will wash it out! This was a real issue
over the summer - people not bagging. Also dogs in the water running up to small children. Safety first. The surf club can't
patrol the whole beach.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As above.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council
Thursday, 7 March, 2019 5:57 PM
LGC
www.kaipara.govt.nz form submission on: Our Council/Consultation and Public
Notices/Have Your Say/Submission Form

There was a form submission on your website, on the page
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/Our+Council/Consultation+and+Public+Notices/Have+Your+Say/Submission
+Form.html.
The submitted details were:
Your Name
Postal Address
Contact telephone number
Email Address
Is the submission made on behalf of a group?
Which Council(s) is (are) most relevant to your home or business?
Would you like to appear before the Commission at public Hearings?
Do you support all or any of the draft proposal?
Do you oppose all or any part of the draft proposal?

1
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Denise Guy

No
Kaipara District Council
No
None
All

Hackett Georgina / 74
Submission #74
Point 74.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Keep things the way they are. There are too many restrictions placed on dogs already.

Point 74.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Way too many restrictions around on lead areas for dogs. All proposed changes to previously off peak and off leash areas, such
as the Mangawhai Estuary, should remain as they are. The restrictions proposed for not allowing dogs in the Wood St
shopping area, even on lead, are also ridiculous.

Point 74.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No
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Hardley Simon / 98
Submission #98
Point 98.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I believe dangerous breeds should be banned.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No

Point 98.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Yes

Point 98.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, No dogs on the sand spit of course, and great to have dogs allowed on leash on the cliff walk.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes. I believe the “estuary beach” from the boat ramp south should all be off leash. I have walked dogs there for 20 years and
with a rare exception all dog owners manage their dogs responsibly. At many times, the vast majority of beach users are dog
walkers.
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harrison Lynnette / 65
Submission #65
Point 65.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Why does the Kaipara Council do what The Auckland council does in having a responsiable dog owner licence then at least you
are given credit and aknowledgement for being a responsiable owner.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please dont stop me and my doggies from enjoying our area Auckland already banned dogs fro Te Ari beach wher i had been
taking dogs for over 50 years.

Point 65.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
As Above plus proposed changes will make it extremley difficult for some of our dog owners to give their beloved pets the joy
of swimming having a run around and socialising with other dogs. Rules are always obeyed by the law abiding and any new
proposals only actual punish the law abiding dog owners.

Point 65.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Having dogs on leashes in street and shopping areas Also continue prohibiting dogs on Mangawhai sandspit
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I feel that having the beach area at Mangawhai Heads and the Esturary as dogs on leash at all times defeats the purpose why
I as a responsiable dog owner take my dogs to the beach. All the dogs and owners I met at every day walks dogs are always
under control having fun and we all pick up after our dogs If there is small children dogs put on leashes. Also I have found that
at peak hokiday times the majority that live here actually do not take our dogs to the esturary during the day but actually
wait till beach almost empty I cannot say the same for holiday makers as I have witnessed many a dog racing around and
swimming amongst everyone also poo not being picked up . At present rule is dogs on leash between 9 and 6 Most times I find
I am there with my dogs by themselves especially winter times.
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To Kaipara district council
From Ann and graham Haycock ratepayer
Re dog bylaw reform proposal
I oppose the new suggested bylaw on the following grounds
The council considers dogs a fundamental part of the community and of great importance.(your
words)
When reading your new suggested plan I find this hard to believe.
You want consistency and clarity. Your new plan in my opinion is complex and not user friendly.
Your objective appears to want total control and that the local community cannot think or take
responsibility for itself.
My main issue is at Mangawhai.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mangawhai village shops at heads
On leash areas
Off leash areas
Basic individual rights
Faecal matter
SOLUTION

I will deal with above issues as follows;
Many of the locals and visitors PETS are their family, especially those who do not have the
enjoyment of children of their own. The dogs are an integral part of the family unit. Especially the
elderly who permanently live in these country towns in our district and who are unable to walk a
long distance.
1. The shops and cafés are a friendly time enjoyed by locals and visitors. I have observed that all
dogs are on leads and controlled 99% of the time. Cafes are happy and dog friendly places.
Also it is a great way of meeting people and socializing both owner and pet.
2. Your ON LEASH regime is out of control in your new plan. MORE ON LEASH THAN EVER
BEFORE.
The EASTURY BEACH .As you have taken out the notes of the previous bylaws that allow for
unleash areas to become off leash areas before 9 am and after 6pm. There does not
appear to be any confusion of these parameters. Yet you have chosen for some unknown
reason the delete this regulation of allowing humans to walk their dogs off leash at the
specified times. We do NOT want to lose that freedom.
The elderly exercise their dogs during the hours as stated in the old plan. Whereas the new
proposed bylaw takes away their human civil community right of enjoyment and exercise.
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THE EASTUARY where people walk their dogs is convenient and easy access and the time should be
extended to 10 a.m.

3. So many people are unable to access the proposed new off leash area the end of the heads.
a. Being elderly they cannot even traverse the walk from the carpark to the water, let alone
the walk all the way to the off leash area.
b. Most times during summer one cannot even get carpark.
c. As a local ratepayer I find it most disconcerting that I cannot get a carpark.
d. This proposed area will not be very well patronised.
e. Your other area backing on to the museum is rough and narrow which requires
maintenance
To make it safe. Tree roots and undergrowth are not condusive for the elderly. They could
not walk their safely under health and safety.

This is mean spirited and thoughtless.
Has your proposal committee walked and experienced these walkways to the off leash areas in all
the towns.
Have you also observed the amount of dogs on the beaches. In my opinon it is minimal compared to
the north shore.
4.Basic human rights.
Your place of abode and the community area surrounding, should be able to be enjoyed by all
without petty cumbersome controls by the Council.
5. Faecal Matter,.
This issue is minimal. Horrible as it is. The majority of dog owners clean up after their animals and
take responsibility.
So many locals clean up after the human mess e.g. bottles, cans, fish lines, dead fish, fish n chip
papers and takeaways in general.
That is just the beach. The road is often littered with broken bottles and cans etc. that is far more
dangerous to everyone and animals. Plus human excrement in areas.
I note you keep quiet on that issue. As there are no bins to put rubbish, yet another money saving
option of the council. You are happy to leave that up to us locals.
Yet you want suppressive regulations.
SOLUTION
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Allow off leash walking at the FULL length of the estuary beach and the beginning of the Heads.
Summer hours could be the same as as the North Shore area of Auckland City Council .
“DOGS ARE PROHIBITED ON THE BEACH AND FORESHORE FROM 10AM TO 5PM BETWEEN THE
SATURDAY OF LABOUR WEEKEND AND THE 1ST MARCH’
AT ALL OTHER TIMES, DOGS MAY BE EXERCISED ON THE BEACH AND FORESHORES PROVIDED
THAT THE DOG OWNERS ENSURE THEIR DOGS ARE UNDER CONTROL AND NOT CREATING A
NUISANCE BY FOULING, CHALLENGING, RUSHING OR BITING’”
How simple this is and there is NO confusion and there is Clarity.
THE ESTUARY NEEDS to have an off leash dog policy by extending the above times as quoted.
Especially for the seniors who have made this village their home and not able to access the proposed
Heads area.
Dogs need to be able to run free and interact with other animals and humans.
I agree that there should be on lead times during summer. I for one do not take my dog to the
beach during the day as it is family time for parents and children.
The proposed prohibited area of the camp ground is reasonable and children’s playground and as
suggested by you should be fenced.
Not only is Mangawhai at risk of losing its identity as a carefree relaxed environment, but other small
towns in the Kaipara district are being dictated to in the same way, by just a small minority of
complainants and councillors.
We, most of the ratepayers and holiday makers do not believe these regulations that are proposed
are required. They seem archaic and not inclusive or inducive to todays lifestyle.
I do not wish to speak at the submission hearing.
I hope that common sense prevails and Mans Best Friend is recognised.
Ann Haycock
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Henderson Dave / 59
Submission #59
Point 59.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The current Dog Management Bylaw should be maintained in respect to the Mangawhai area

Point 59.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Satus quo for off leash
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
no

Point 59.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Happy with Policy as it stands
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Henderson Josh / 123
Submission #123
Point 123.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Definitely need to allow dogs at the Heads shopping complex on leash-so many people already do this and love taking their
dogs with them. To re-Inforce dogs not being allowed at the shops would have a big impact on businesses there but also dog
owners who love taking their dogs with them

Point 123.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I think it’s good people can have their dogs off leash at the Domain in Mangawhai and at the Mangawhai Cliff Walk and the
Landing in Paparoa
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Change the sign at the Mangawhai surf beach to make it easier for people to understand (the different colours and zones are
so confusing). Also just make it the same all year round at the surf beach-dogs allowed at all times but on a leash at the start
so just be allowed off leash at the end of the beach near the start of the cliff top

Point 123.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I don’t think that people should be limited to just 2 dogs in urban areas
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs should be allowed at the estuary all year around even if it’s just on-leash during peak season. Also it would be awesome
if all dog areas could have pop bags provided for when people forget their own. And a dog specific/friendly park would be so
great anywhere in the Kaipara! :)
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Henry Sara / 5
Submission #5
Point 5.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please take into consideration local dog owners, who in the busy season like to avoid heads beach. Off lead should be available

Point 5.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, clifftop and heads beach great
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Please allow access for off leash at estuary, so many dogs cannot swim at the heads beach, many familys walk their dogs to
estuary from home and let the off for a play or swim and walk home. Often no access to heads beach in busy season
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hilary Herd
Tuesday, 12 March, 2019 1:07 PM
Bylaws
Dog control

Hi,
I was pleased to see the article in the Lifestyler.
My major issue is with unleashed dogs being walked in the town.
Recently I was walking my elderly Jack Russell through town when a shout from behind alerted me to the
fact that a large, black, mastiff type dog ( unleashed ) had run from his owner across the road towards us. I
managed to pick her up and the dog sniffed around us. I called to the owner that his dog should be on a lead
( the second time this particular dog had done this ) and was met with a tirade of yelled abuse as the pair
swaggered off through the centre of town.
It was early ( 7.30-8 ) so there were few people around and I have to admit to feeling quite intimidated.
Most dog owners who like to walk through town ( largely because there is no risk of unrestrained dogs
running out of driveways ) are responsible, their dogs are always under control and they pick up after them.
I assume there is an existing bylaw that dogs should be on leash - it is about time this was monitored and
enforced.
Regards
Hilary Herd

1
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Hinton Ross / 9
Submission #9
Point 9.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
What a riduculous propsal I am sure as a council you have better ways to spend money. This really is nanny state control
sadly. My anger is directed mainly at the off leash areas proposed for Mangawhai. Whata aridiculous statement where you
say "there are many areas where dogs can be walked off (a) leash". You are propsing only two (2) in Mangawhai, Managwhai
Community Park can be ignored for many elderly and would you walk your dog there at night time or in the winter Do the
proposers even know what this particular park and how unsuitable a large portion of it is for walking dogs, NO YOU WOULD
NOT. Most people walk their dogs from home as there are insufficient car parks to enable them to park close to your
proposed area, many are elderly and could never walk that far.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The current of lead beach areas are currently inadequate but acceptable. Are you creating rules for .00001% of the
population and at no time taking into consideration the many dog owners who care not only for their dogs but also
Mangawhai. This is a huge cost to all ratepayers. I have my doubts that he creator (or team) of this proposal have ever been
to Mangawhai, as had they been they would see how stupid the proposal is.This madness has to stop.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:

Cheryl Hobin
Tuesday, 19 March, 2019 5:32 PM
Bylaws

I do NOT support dog restrictions on Mangawhai beaches. Between 10am and 5pm I accept leash control.
Definitely no leash between April and e resin November, on any Mangawhai beaches. The northern part of
Mangawhai surf beach should always be leash free. The majority of people pick up after their dogs, come on
! What more could be reasonable. Cheryl hobin

1
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Hogan Joy / 117
Submission #117
Point 117.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Yes - I believe the areas where dogs are prohibited is unreasonable, and needs further review. Also many on leash areas.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I believe the proposed changes included in the Draft Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw are
unnecessarily restrictive, and counterproductive to the wellbeing of both dogs and their owners in the Mangawhai area. It is
also contradictory to worldwide trends, which frequently see dogs welcomed into hotels, restaurants, and public transport,
where they are treated as valued guests. 1. Prohibiting dogs from the shopping complex on the corner of Wood Street and
Fagan Place is unrealistic, hastily formulated and ill thought out. Dog owners would no longer be able to walk with their dogs
to the local shops and cafes, while meeting friends. Dogs would either be left in cars, or left home alone, and sadly be excluded
from these social practices. This would also be unhelpful to local business owners, who may currently choose to bring their dog
to work. I would propose this area be made an “on leash” area. 2. Prohibiting dogs from being within 10 meters of public
playgrounds will once again exclude dogs and dog owners from pleasant family outings to enjoy local leisure facilities. I would
propose this area be made an “on leash” area. 3. By making the entire estuary an “on leash” area, dogs would miss out on
vitally important exercise and socialisation. Currently many dogs like to swim, fetch sticks, and run with other dogs and
owners, in harmless fun. If these restrictions are enforced, older dog owners with reduced mobility may potentially encounter
problems accessing the designated off leash areas, which could then also cause serious health and safety issues. Additionally,
both they and their dogs will miss out on these everyday pleasures of living in Mangawhai, which are so important for
maintaining one’s mental health. I would propose making the estuary an “off leash” area, with seasonal restrictions to off leash
hours at the more popular swimming spots.

Point 117.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 117.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes - All public footpaths and roads in urban areas should be on leash areas
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes - please see my comments below
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Holder David / 111
Submission #111
Point 111.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Map 5 - Mangawahi Community Park - most people access the Recommended Off-Leash Area via the Dogs Prohibited Area.
The rule needs to change, or special access provided from a parking area near the MAZ park.

Point 111.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Shopping complexes, including the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place, Mangawhai. This should require on-lease only, as
in most shopping complexes. DO NOT PROHIBIT DOGS WITH THEIR OWNERS FROM THE SHOPPING AREAS.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Map 4 - Mangawhai Harbour. Proposed on-lease area. This change does not recognise the exercise and recreational needs of
dogs and their owners. This area required early morning and late evening hours for dog owners to take their dogs off-leash to
walk and swim in the estuary: before and after beach users and swimmers would normally visit the area for leisure and
recreation.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy Stokes
Wednesday, 3 April, 2019 1:55 PM
Bylaws
Dog Control Bylaw Review

To Whom It May Concern,
With regards to the Dog Control Bylaw Review I ask on behalf of my husband David Holder and myself
Kathy Stokes-Holder that the estuary use remains as it is at present.
We request that no changes to the estuary use for dogs be changed from the present bylaws.
Regards
David Holder and Kathy Stokes-Holder
Sent from Windows Mail

1
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Hollis Brian / 138
Submission #138
Point 138.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The new charges now include $2.00 for a plastic tag, is this right do we need to add more plastic to the problem. Why cant you
make metal ones and just reuse them, don't need new ones just re register you have them on the system.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
You are making a lot of laws to justify some one a job when you cant enforce the ones you have.

Point 138.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I do not believe the proposed changes are in the best intrests of the wider community. Access to the Mangawhai beach where
you propose to allow dogs of the leash is impossible to a large number of dog owners. Plus in summer months there is very
little parking available making it impossible for the older generation to use this area. The tracks behind the activity zone are
also not friendly to these people. The only area left is the foreshore which you have now classified reserved for the Fairy Tern.
It is about time Mangawhai stopped been dictated to by this bird which simply got lost from its major breading grounds in
Australia. The estuary western shore is the ideal place for people to excersie their dogs off leash as it has many areas of
access, it is flat, safe for family groups and does not have a any surf which can be dangerous to some dogs and their owners.

Point 138.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I don't believe there is an issue with dogs that requires a leash, i believe it should be changed to dog under control, if the
owner cannot control their dogs its the owners responsibility to control the dog by the best means possible. It doesn't matter
how long the lead is .
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Graeme Hudson

30 March 2019

Mark Schreurs
Policy Analyst
Kaipara District Council

Dear Mark,
Kaipara District Policy on Dogs
I restrict my comments to how the Policy will work in and around the Baylys Beach community.
I am pleased the proposed Bylaw shows dogs on leash in all streets inside the Baylys Beach urban
area.
There does however appear to be a small omission to this.
I refer to Ocean View Terrace, the KDC Ocean View Reserve area and the start of the walking track in
which according to Map 21 a dog is not required to be on a lead yet is required to be on a lead when
entering this area from either Seaview Road or from the walking track.
Chases Terrace, being a private Road would presumably implement their own rules.

I am disappointed to see on Map 21 the total beach area from just north of the vehicle beach entry
off Seaview Road to just south of the area accessed via the walking track at the end of Cynthia Place
is deemed an area in which dogs must be on a lead.
I walk this area many times a week with our dog and on a high percentage of these times am the
only person in this area.
I do agree an onlead area could be implemented perhaps 100m either side of the Seaview Road
entry to the beach as this area at times can be frequented by vehicles, making it safer for visitors and
dogs alike.
The balance of the beach should be in general an off-lead area with dog walkers and the public using
common sense as to when dogs should be onlead and/or an approach to a dog.
I request Map 21 be adjusted accordingly together with moving the yellow line between Ocean View
Road and Cynthia Place to incorporate the dunes, thus including the walking tracks.
I am happy to discuss the above with you and/or make a submission at a hearing.

Regards
Graeme Hudson
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jocelyn Hughes
Tuesday, 9 April, 2019 8:50 PM
Mark Schreurs
Dog Areas In Pahi

Dear Mark,
I am writing to you about the proposed new dog regulations as to where you can walk your dog off-leash. I
live in Pahi and I would like to leave the off-leash area as it stands today. PLEASE DO NOT change the
designated off leash area. Most of Pahi agree with me on this.
At present you can have your dog run free from the last house at Dems Road to the first house at Fenwicks
Point Road. This is ideal as the dog can swim with their owner. The area is walkable at all times apart from
about half an hour at high tide you may get wet feet. If my dog gets sandy I can throw the stick one last time
in reasonably deep water to wash off the sand just prior to putting the leash on her again.
The new proposed area North of Dems Road is not practical to walk for many reasons as outlined here...
1. It is muddy and silty meaning you would have to wash your dog every time you walked it.
2. There has been a large slip on the Council reserve area and it is hard to negotiate around it without sinking
into soft muddy areas balancing on small rocks.
3. The oyster tractor uses this part of the beach daily.
4. The oyster beds are dangerous to dogs tender paws. My dogs pad was cut walking her around this way so
I seldom do now.
5. It is too shallow for swimming and not a place I would want to swim as it is sludgy underfoot and the
dogs would be sinking into mud.
6. Walking the area currently designated is good for a circular walk rather than back and forth, hence you
see less people and other dogs.
7. I pick up litter on the beach to put in the bin at the campground. I wouldn't do this unless there was a bin
provided at Dems Road.
8. The properties that go down to the foreshore after the cliff face would have roaming dogs on their land
and I know one has ducks and another has free range chickens, that dogs would annoy.
9. There is quite a lot of Tutu bushes in this area and it is rather noxious to handle.
10. The cliff face is not guaranteed to be safe as there is falling stones from wind and water erosion.
11. This part of the beach is not wheelchair or pram accessible. This is unfair on those who walk dogs with
wheelchairs or with prams. (I know there are a few.)
I would like to mention that it would be ideal for Council to provide doggie doo bins at both the campground
and at Dems Road reserve. I always pick up after my dog and put the bag into the campground rubbish bin.
The caretakers have given me permission to use their bins as they prefer this to it being left on the beach.

There is less and less places a person can take their dog. I see there is no off leash area in Paparoa. The bush
walk from Pahi Road should be off leash until you get to the farmland back down at the Paparoa end. My
dog loves going for bush walks and there doesn't seem to be any close by where dogs can have a good sniff
around and run.
Please consider my thoughts and any other proposals that come in from other people. To change the area
would upset many responsible dog owners so please please leave it as it is.
Kind regards,
Jocelyn Hughes.
1
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Hunt Alison / 69
Submission #69
Point 69.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I have attached my reasons for objecting to the dogs being allowed onto the Mangawhai Cliff path

Point 69.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support dogs being allowed to walk off leash along Mangawhai beach at any time
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I do not support dogs walking on (or off) leash along the Mangawhai Cliff path at any time
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I am a dog owner with a property in Bream Tail farm. I am fully in favour of dogs walking off
leash on Mangawhai beach and on the foreshore around the coast. This gives them plenty
of room to run, play and socialise.
However, I do not agree with dogs walking along the Mangawhai Cliff path, either on lead
(as proposed) or off lead.
My primary objection is on the grounds of safety. The path is very narrow in places and
there is little room for two people to pass each other. Dogs on or off the lead could create a
dangerous situation particularly where the path has a sheer drop to the foreshore and
where there are flights of steps.
The path is very popular with runners and walkers, some of who are elderly and many who
walk in groups. People walking dogs on lead will make it more difficult for these other users
to pass comfortably.
Secondly, although I have dogs myself, I know that some people would like areas where
they can walk without seeing dogs, particularly those walkers with young children, those
who are frail, or those who are frightened of dogs. Walking on the cliff path will bring these
people in close proximity to dogs and I feel that the beach is enough for dog owners,
including myself.
Finally, unfortunately some dog owners do not act responsibly. Inevitably, dog faeces will be
left on the path and some owners will allow their dogs off leash. The surrounding bush is a
conservation area. There are bird nests, including little penguin nests, on the cliff face. Dogs
can already walk off leash at the foot of the cliff and I believe it is not sensible to have them
further up the cliff with another point of access to nesting areas.
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Irwin Mandy / 8
Submission #8
Point 8.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
no comment
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The maps are unclear. Please create some USER FRIENDLY signage in public areas so there is no confusion (e.g. Mangawhai
Heads Surf Beach). Would like to see Kaipara as the most DOG FRIENDLY region in New Zealand. Suggest greater dog
education in schools and local papers. In addition I have asked the council many times, and will continue to do so, for a small
dog poo bin at the end of North Street, Mangawhai Heads (Estuary). Small enough to slide dog poo in only! This would go a
great deal toward developing support within the community.

Point 8.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
no comment

Point 8.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I am happy to support them but want the following to remain OFF LEASH after hours AND during winter months:
Mangawhai Harbour beaches and adjoining reserves from Heather Street to Mangawhai Heads Reserve down to Mean Low
Water Springs.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
see above note. Considering the popular ownership of dogs in Mangawhai, I would also like to see a specific leash off dog park
created in Mangawhai.
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Isdale Lynda / 137
Submission #137
Point 137.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
They are fine.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Not at the moment

Point 137.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Yes. I support the proposed new rules EXCEPT for - 1. the Mangawhai Heads reserve, 2. Mangawhai Harbour beaches and
adjoining areas, from Heather Street to MH reserve AND - it could be on leash in high visitor season but the rest of the year
(from end of March to end of November)when the area is mostly empty, responsible dog owners should be allowed to have
their dogs off leash for exercise unless its bird breeding season. AND 3 The shopping complex at the corner of Wood Street
and Fagan place - should be on leash at all times but NOT prohibited.
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JAGO Michelle / 16
Submission #16
Point 16.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support all changes EXCEPT making Mangawhai Estuary On Lead at all times.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Remove the on lead only around Mangawhai Estuary. I support mak8ng tje summer times permanent. So on lead from 9am
to 6pm all year round.

Point 16.3
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Many ratepayers have dogs - we must cater to these people too. People walking and socialising their dogs on our beaches
creates a healthy sociable community - and better behaved dogs. Pleas esee attched pics from 8am this morning at our
estuary. Nobody there!
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Jebbink Andre / 104
Submission #104
Point 104.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No . Think we shouldnt change anything
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No thank you

Point 104.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No. Think we should stick to whats already in place

Point 104.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No . Think we should stick to what is already in place
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No. Think we should stick to what is in place already
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Jones Andrew / 126
Submission #126
Point 126.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I agree that streets in Kaiwaka need to be on-leash, but the designated off-leash area is too small and no protection from the
street.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Now that sections are getting smaller and smaller, there needs to be more off-leash areas that are safe for dogs and members
of the public. I notice that the only off-leash area in Kaiwaka is a small reserve on SH1 with no fences and, in winter, is a boggy
mess of run-off water. Given that Kaiwaka is so small, the only option for walking is on leash down a narrow footpath on SH1
with no protection from the traffic. There needs to be more thought put into this small community to allow dogs to be
exercised effectively and safely; perhaps there should be off-leash times available for the DOC recreation area.
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From: Graham L Jones
Sent: Wednesday, 27 March, 2019 10:41 AM
To: Mark Schreurs
Subject: Re: Dogs Bylaw

Hello Mark,
Attached is my submission regarding dog control.
One comment I should have added is that I agree with the proposal to make the whole of Dargaville
an 'on leash' area for streets and other public areas.
Cheers,
Graham

DOG CONTROL

I note that Council is undertaking a review of the dog control bylaw, as is
required by legislation.
From the public point of view, however, the existing bylaw does set out
numerous requirements for dog owners and it is a sad reflection that these are
largely ignored by a significant proportion of owners.
It is logical to comment, therefore, that the same owners will not abide by
their responsibilities – whatever the law says.

Dogs need several things:
Food
Water
Shelter
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Warmth from cold
Protection from heat
Exercise
Companionship

If any one of these things is missing or neglected, trouble can be expected.
It follows that in constructing any relevant bylaw provision must be made for
penalties in the event of disregard by owners of their responsibilities.

Under the present bylaw numerous penalties are set out, but there is no
indication as to whether any of these is applied. Council appears to have a
mindset that such things don’t concern citizens, so contrary to the spirit of
openness and transparency any actions taken remain hidden. Indeed, anyone
making a complaint is rarely (if ever) notified of action taken, as many have
observed.

To be fair, a large portion of the present neglect of control is due to the
abysmal performance of the present contractor. Council does, however, have
ultimate responsibility so if the present contractor (who I feel sure is paid
handsomely for their ‘service’) does not perform adequately then they must be
replaced. It is suggested that the work be brought back ‘ in house’ for
Dargaville.
In earlier years Dargaville had two staff members on dog control: one must
wonder why this has been abandoned, especially when it is known that staff
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numbers have increased exponentially over recent years. The outsourcing of
such contracts goes sharply against the many promises to ‘bring more business
back in house’.
It has been noted that in recent months the complaints against uncontrolled
dogs around Dargaville have come thick and fast, without any visible remedial
action being taken by Council. Officers appear to be unconcerned regarding
the safety of the public, and is unacceptable that due to the constant
behaviour of uncontrolled dogs some people have ceased taking a walk around
certain streets, with others stopping altogether.
Updating the bylaw will not stop that.
As set out in the recent petition presented to Council, what needs to be done
is:
 Conduct a blitz to discover all dogs in the town
 Question owners as to registration and knowledge of responsibilities
 Impound unregistered dogs unless registration is paid immediately
 If still not paid (together with pound fee) within say two weeks, such
dogs are offered to new owners or destroyed
 Recalcitrant owners be prohibited from owning dogs
In addition, it is suggested that lavish publicity be given regarding these
actions. This will be needed to restore public confidence.

On top of that, Council staff need to be more concerned, respectful and
activated when dealing with complaints – the money for their salaries comes
from the public.
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The suggested actions are only a start towards regaining control over dogs:
several other areas in Kaipara have similar complaints about current
procedures.
One other factor has come into discussion, and that is the lack of a suitable
area in Dargaville where owners can exercise their dogs off leash. Many other
towns have such an area and it could be this lack that encourages many
owners to just let their dogs out for a run.
************************************
Submitted by Graham Jones,

27 March 2019
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Jones Robyn / 14
Submission #14
Point 14.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I would like to see the parts of the estuary that have until now been off leash but under control remain as that as those are
the areas that I always took my old dog who couldn't handle other dogs approaching her because the very few dogs that I met
in those areas were always the best socialised and well behaved dogs so they either weren't allowed to approach my dog or
didn't react when she snarled and snapped to warn them off. I like most sensible local dog owners tend to avoid the beaches
during peak holiday time to avoid the hassles that come with a large influx of people into a small space so for around 3 months
of the year we either find somewhere else to walk our dogs or go very early in the morning or late in the evening so would not
have a problem with restrictions on when dogs could be off lead in peak times. Just feel it is rather unnecessary during off
peak times.
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Judson Hamish / 45
Submission #45
Point 45.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, dogs should never be allowed on the sandspit/bird sanctuary
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes, I think we should keep the current areas/rules, but with better signage and management

Point 45.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
See my attachment of a sign at Mangawhai Heads Beach. All of the info covered in pink should be REMOVED from the sign as
it only confuses people as that info is irrelevant for the area. Keep the signs simple, and compliance will become simple.

Point 45.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I believe the main current issue in Mangawhai is to do with signage. The current signs contain too much irrelevant
information for the area where the sign is located. I have heard many comments from dog owners complaining that by the
time they have read the entire sign, they have actually forgotten what the relevant information is. I have also heard of dog
owners being abused with reference to the rules on the sign, but the abuser did not understand the sign either (the dog owner
was within the rules).
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Jury Howard / 132
Submission #132
Point 132.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I agree that the Mangawhai Heads area at the ocean beach be made a dogs on leads area. I disagree that the shopping areas
are prohibited and consider they should be made on leash areas. I consider there are two few off leash areas available at
Mangawhai and mangawhai Villageai
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The Estuary is a very popular areas where people walk there dogs and most do so off lead, there is easy vehicular access and
parking. There are dozens of people who walk there dogs along the estuary on a daily bais and many are elderly. The heads
area with steep access to the beach means that many elderly people are unable to manage taking there dog to this beach. My
suggestion is that during the peak summer time say from labour weekend through to the beginining of March that there
should be resiruction at both the heads and estuary beaches where dogs are not permitted say from 9am till 5pm daily dogs
are not allowed and then outside these hours dogs are permitted with suitable off leash areas provided for. This way during
the day when there are families swimming at the beachs there are no dogs and at the beginning and end of the day there is
provision for dog owners to exercise their animals In all the years i have owned property in mangawhai i have ever seen an
animal control warden on duty and so people take their dogs onto both the main beach and estuary at all times of the day
often they anoy otherbeach users so to have them banned during peak daytime while still allowing morning and evening
exercise times appears a happy compromise which is the situation that largely applies throughout Auckland beaches.Under
the porposed bylaw review there are two many restricted on leash areas so people will simply ignore the rules. .
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Kaipo Anaru / 135
Submission #135
Point 135.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes there are areas I believe unequivocally need to be changed. My area of concern is related to the walking of dogs, on and
now off leash, through the cemetery and the Pa next to the museum. On Sunday whilst enjoying family time and a typical kiwi
meal of fish n chips I was absolutely appalled, disgusted and completely ashamed to see two woman together with their 4 dogs
all of which were off leash, walking through the cemetery. With typical dog behaviour, they were running amuck within the
cemetery, running over multiple grave sites, sniffing and interfering with flowers and other ornaments left by loved ones, and
even defacating on the premises, an act I found totally and utterly disgusting and downright undignified. Dignity is the last
remaining thing we can give our loved ones especially in their place of resting. How would they feel knowing this is taking
place. How would their loved ones feel. How would you feel if dogs were running and defacating on those that you loved in
their final resting place? It seems so simple and yet this council currently allows for the practice of free roaming dogs to
trodden over those very people we love in this most spiritual of places. Another spiritual place that’s hold such importance to
Maori is the Pa. a place of TAPU or sacredness that, like the cemetary, has fallen to legislation that allows for dogs to run free
and defacate in these historical and sacred grounds. The Pa was a place of whanau, cultivation, healing and many other
activities, dogs at times were a part of the Pa, but were they defacating and running amuck in these Pa, never in a day. I felt
ashamed to be a human being having let this behaviour become accepted and felt it was my duty to submit. The irony of this
all is that they Cemetery and Pa are only a small portion of the wonderful site where the Museum stands. As I walked around
the Museum site I saw so much potential for changing the walking path that would allow dog owners to continue a much
needed activity for both the benefit of to the dog and then the owner, that would wind its way through native bush in a far
more respectful and dignified way that would ensure our loved ones at rest and our ancestors of the Pa would still have their
dignity in tact. Not to mention keeping our public safe by way of eliminating dog faeces and urination and the plethora of
associates germs and diseases that come along with it. I really don’t think there is too much to ask in this and the answer
seems relatively simple but I ask you to put yourselves in the shoes of those who are at rest and their loved one left behind.
Would you be ok with these dogs running over the faces of your loved ones, interfering with the special items of significance
you left for them, and then defacating all over the final resting now place for someone so close to your heart. I ask that you
genuinely take into consideration this submission with an open heart in the hope that together we can give the dignity, respect
and love that our ancestors and forebears deserve. That is a right that traverses all realms, living and dead. Thank you for
your time. Said with Love and in the presence of God.
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Kari Jon / 41
Submission #41
Point 41.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs are already very limited in where they can be off leash. The estuary is a great place to take them and with the exception
of January, is almost always empty of people except dog walkers. We pick our dogs waste, we pick up the garbage left behind
by people eating at the beach, we know when to leash our dog. Let’s not punish the numerous people who use and enjoy this
beach with our dogs in a responsible way.

Point 41.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Restricting access to the harbour beach is frustrating. Dog owners need the space and are responsible around beachgoers and
pick up after their dogs. We are often the only ones down the for large portions of the year.

Point 41.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the community park and the surf beach access as offleash areas
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I believe the harbour estuary beach should be off leash including through February
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Kari Sarah / 39
Submission #39
Point 39.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I understand we’re essentially being punished for the errors of the few. The amount of times I have walked the harbour
beach and picked up the trash of people who had eaten and left everything behind (due to no garbage bins) is numerous.
Myself and other dogs owners have walked our dogs and picked up handfuls of plastic blown in the water by irresponsible
people. In that frame of reference, you should then tear out all the picnic benches and prohibit eating at the beach. The
majority of dog walkers are responsible, put dogs on leash when necessary, pick up their waste and are conscientious of other
beach goers. Not being able to let our dogs run and go in the water would be a great loss and a total shame as we use the
beach the most. Find a better solution that just blanket restrictions. Or start restricting everyone who uses that space
irresponsibly.

Point 39.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Not the harbour change. I’m very against having dogs on leash in the harbour (estuary), I believe everyone is responsible and
leashes when necessary. To lose access here to properly walk our dogs would be a shame and pointless since the vast majority
of the year the beach is empty.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Harbour should remain off leash

Point 39.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I wholeheartedly support off leash at Surf Beach at in the community park as well as dog access to the cliff hike. I think
restricting dogs in the harbour for anything more than January is a waste is unnecessary. A public space should get to be
enjoyed by all including our dogs.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heather Keesing
Friday, 15 March, 2019 8:56 AM
Bylaws
Dog management bylaw submission Kaipara

Dogs should be kept on a leash in all public places, including all beaches at all times. There should be plenty of signs
showing this and picking up dog poo. This needs to be monitored regularly especially at beaches where people think
it’s ok to let their dogs run wild.

1
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Kemp Ria / 124
Submission #124
Point 124.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I like to know how you are going to police this especially of a weekend.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Thank,you for striving to make the Kaipara a better place. I have two dogs. I’d never let them chase our wildlife.

Point 124.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I agree with these polices
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Just yesterday over a 3km walk from the Alamar rd car park to Lincoln street reserve I watched 5 different dogs give chase
to Variable Oyster Catchers and Dotterels . Not a single dog was called to heel. I,found this horrifying dog owners had no care
where their dogs were.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Kennedy
Monday, 18 March, 2019 12:00 PM
Bylaws
submission on dog policy and bylaw review

Hi there
This is my formal submission on dog policy and bylaw review.
I'm concerned at the anti-dog sentiment in the wording of the policy draft: "dog excrement is disgusting."
The word "disgusting" is emotional and has no place in official policy. Cat excrement could be considered
equally disgusting, and domestic cats roam and defecate freely, spreading disease (e.g. toxoplasmosis) and
killing native birds in huge numbers. I am unaware of a large problem with roaming dogs killing pet cats, as
is stated in the draft, or native birds in anywhere near the same numbers, or spreading disease in the same
way.
It is clear that the draft policy is geared against dogs and responsible dog owners, who are required to
provide good exercise for pet dogs. The new policy and bylaw draft does not provide sufficient space for
this, and in fact removes almost all areas currently allowing dog exercise off leash. The walking track is
unsuitable for those with access or mobility issues so is not sufficient by itself. Likewise, Manghawhai
Heads Reserve is completely unavailable due to parking issues much of the time.
My main concern as a responsible dog owner who regularly exercises my well behaved dog under control
off leash at the Mangawhai Estuary is that this area is removed completely for off-leash exercise in the
proposed plans. This is unfair and short-sighted. Dogs need to be able to go off leash to socialise properly
and really run around, particularly if the owner of an athletic or large dog has mobility issues. The Estuary
also provides water access for families and children to play with their dogs in a safe aquatic environment
that is not dangerous for dogs and kids (i.e. not a surf beach).
If access to the Mangawhai Estuary area is to be restricted regardless of the legal requirements of
responsible dog owners, I propose making north of the old boat ramp carpark to be on-leash, with the area
south of the old boat ramp carpark off-leash.
This demarcates the area for both people without dogs (who can easily go literally anywhere else), and dog
owners who only wish to walk their dog around other leashed dogs, with dog owners able to exercise their
dogs off leash safely in the south area.
Many thanks for your time
Amanda Kennedy

1
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Kidd Richard / 85
Submission #85
Point 85.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Compulsory chipping for all dogs in the region.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please leave the rules for where you can walk your dog unchanged.

Point 85.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No. Please leave rules unchanged.

Point 85.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Leave them as they are.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Please extend the off leash times in the estuary in the winter months.
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Kite Carol / 26
Submission #26
Point 26.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Armourguard do not respond timely. Nor do they give an update which would be preferred.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Reg the Dog site - poor

Point 26.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, always have dogs on leash on Public footpaths and roads in urban areas
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I think 10 metres from public playgrounds is too far. When I take grandchildren to MAZ and we also walk our dog I would like
to have him closer than 10 mtrs. Also It is ridiculous to ban dogs from the Wood St shops where many people take their dogs
at the weekends on a walk and at the same time have brunch. I would like this reconsidered.
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Kite David / 141
Submission #141
Point 141.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I strongly object to the prohibition of dogs in and around the shopping complex on the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place,
Mangawhai. We often frequent this area with our family and dog and will find it very restrictive if we are to leave our dog
somewhere on Wood St (PS: No dog restraint facilities available) to take the children to the playground and cafe areas.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
YES - utterly ridiculous to prohibit dogs being present (even walking through) Wood St YET we're able to do so on a leash in
other shopping areas.
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3.Submission to Kaipara Council
Re proposed Changes to Dog Management Bylaws
March 2019
Judith Kay Knights

I am writing this submission as an individual
Yes, I would like to speak to my submission.

1.PROPOSED DOG ACCESS AREAS
PROHIBITED : Mangawhai Spit Map 4– Agree with prohibiting.
Playgrounds –

Agree with prohibiting.

Alamar Crescent Campground Map 6. – Agree with prohibiting.
2.

A. Wood Street Shops Map 7– Disagree with prohibiting here.

Reason for disagreeing : this area has a lot of cafes, where we love
to bring our dogs, for company, and for them to socialise. The presence of our dogs greatly adds to
our mutual pleasure in the outing. How many complaints and incidents have there been here in the
last year ??
I would be extremely unhappy to have this rule enforced. Suggest café staff have power to toss out
any bad-mannered dogs and we allow dogs here strictly under control and on leash.
DOGS ON-LEASH ONLY AT ALL TIMES
Mangawhai Heads Reserve Map 3. I strongly disagree with having all dogs on leash at all times.
Reason for disagreeing : there are a lot of locals who bring their
dogs here regularly at all times of the year and in all weathers. The vast majority of the dogs are wellmannered and cause no problems.
On a large proportion of the visits, especially very early in the day ( like me and Murphy) there is often
nobody else on the beach, let alone other dogs. , so no need to be on-leash.
Another reason for disagreeing – dogs are pack animals who must be able to run and play freely, and
engage in dog greeting rituals, in order to be healthy and content. Depriving them of this freedom
longterm is not healthy for them.
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Some dogs are much more likely to be aggressive to other dogs if they are confined on a leash, as they
feel their ability to greet and assess another dog is being restricted. They can also feel an increased
need to protect their human when on leash. Most owners are responsible and sensible, and can judge
for themselves
Mangawhai Estuary beaches Map 6.
Many people see the estuary as an ideal dog-walking ar
A lot of owners older people can find getting to the Heads difficult, and the terrain there is too difficult
for them and their dogs, being steep, and uneven in places. The surf is also too dangerous for some
dogs who like to swim.
Also, the area south of the new toilet and the carpark on the North St reserve is one of the very few
areas we can run our dogs totally away from dangers posed by moving vehicles. It’s a very popular
place where dogs can run free, climb the sandhill , play with their friends, and swim unrestricted.
SUGGESTIONS ; How would it be if we had no dogs on the Heads beaches in Dec, Jan and Feb between
9 and 6, except past the first lot of rocks at the Heads , where they can run free ?
And no dogs on the Estuary beaches in Dec Jan and Feb between 9 and 6.





Suggest that the signs are re-done to make them more clear, and focus only on the one beach
where they are sited, instead of putting rules for every beach on the one sign.
I also suggest ( although I understand from Mark S that this is not included in this remit please forward ) that we place dog poo bag collection bins at the point where the path to the
beach ends on the top grassed area . Not near the picnic table ! Might need to consult
Michelle and her team about siting of the bin, and how to arrange emptying it. Would
Mangawhai Vets sponsor the bin ?
I imagine that with the proposed changes, pamphlets setting out the new rules will be
produced ? Having these available at the Information Centre, the Vets’, as well as at council
offices, will be welcome.

Finally, I would like to invite those on council who are responsible for setting up the new rules to
come over to Mangawhai and walk the beaches and areas we are talking about.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council
Friday, 8 March, 2019 9:16 AM
LGC
www.kaipara.govt.nz form submission on: Our Council/Consultation and Public
Notices/Have Your Say/Submission Form

There was a form submission on your website, on the page
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/Our+Council/Consultation+and+Public+Notices/Have+Your+Say/Submission
+Form.html.
The submitted details were:
Your Name
Krystal
Postal Address
Is the submission made on
No
behalf of a group?
Which Council(s) is (are) most
relevant to your home or
Kaipara District Council
business?
Would you like to appear before
the Commission at public
No
Hearings?
Do you support all or any of the
Some
draft proposal?
Is there anything in particular Having a dog park in Maungaturoto
that you support in the draft
As I need to travel out of town ti have an off leash area for my large dog to
proposal and why?
play in. Having an area in town would be great plus less gas.
Do you oppose all or any part of
Some
the draft proposal?
Is there any changes that you
I dont believe it is a good idea to have the dog park behind the park. Alot
would like to see made? Please of kids are scared of dogs especially the bigger ones and also the bark can
list:
put the children off and they may not want to go back to the park.
Also family enjoy having a picnic in that area and the children also liks to
play up around the trees. Not to mention it is most of the shade that the
park has

1
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Leach Colin / 81
Submission #81
Point 81.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
limiting the number of dogs households can have without specific permission is a good move. Should also be applied to cats
who decimate the bird population. Cats should be housed inside at night.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Come from the perspective that dogs have a right to exercise.

Point 81.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
My primary concern is the over restricted off leash areas.

Point 81.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
The rules are too binary. The council needs to consider times of the year and times of the day for off leash access Eg the
estuary front area between Alamar Cres and Findlay Street. Mangawhai has a lot of elderly dog owners who want to exercise
their dogs in an accessible area. The same cane be said for picnic bay and the ocean beach. The KDC should talk to the ARC to
see how they manage the beaches on Tamaki Drive. There are different time based rules for summer and winter. The ocean
beach parking is already a mess and the KDC is virtually forcing all dog owners down to the north end of the beach to get off
leash access. The community park is not suitable for many people.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
See above. I would support that generally unleashed dogs should not be on urban streets.
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Leach Gail / 53
Submission #53
Point 53.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
MANGAWHAI It is important for dogs to be able to socialise appropriately so that they do not become a nuisance to others.
To adequately achieve this they need to be able to run (and swim) freely. By limiting access to areas that are currently
available to dogs and their human families you will be restricting the exercise that many dogs in Mangawhai currently enjoy.
This results in bored dogs. Bored dogs bark excessively and may become boisterous, and even aggresive. Surely a backward
step. In addition dog walking off leash is another opportunity for the human dogwalkers to interact and is often sometimes the
only other human contact some of these people have - I'm thinking of the elderly

Point 53.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
MANGAWHAI Yes, I support the off leash area on the surf beach, the ban on the sandspit and the campground, and around
the shops. I also agree that dogs should be on leash on the streets
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
MANGAWHAI I would like the off leash rules that are currently in place along the estuary (dogs allowed offleash after 6) to
continue rather than be prohibited
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Lee Natasha / 118
Submission #118
Point 118.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I feel that some people dont like dogs and there are a few bad owners, but really, this is tirning into a police state. I mean
really, how many dog related injuries are there? Is all this control really necessary? You would be better off targeting the
problems rather than effecting everyone.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
This is OTT, who is going to police it?!

Point 118.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support that dogs should be on the leash on roads and that they are prohibited by playgrounds & the campgroun, as well as
the sandspit.. I also support that they are on leash by the surf club and on the cliff walk.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I would like the wood street shops to be changed to on leash. I think they should be prohibited on the estuary north of the
boat ramp and should be off leash from the estuary from North Ave south wards.

Point 118.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I agree that there should be parts of each beach & estuary that are dog free and parts that are dog friendly. I dont agree with
the shops at all.
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Lewin Jo / 38
Submission #38
Point 38.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Support on leash rule for neighbourhood streets district wide

Point 38.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
In agreement on proposed rules
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No

Point 38.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
All except the areas mentioned below
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
That dogs should be allowed off leash in Mangawhai estuary reserve areas: Sellars reserve, from Kainui and Pearson St
reserves to Moir St reserve
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Lishman Maryana / 127
Submission #127
Point 127.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Seeking to have dogs leashed at all times at the Estuary and prohibited fullstop from the shopping precinct at the Heads
shows that Council is employing a dim, draconian and irresponsible view of dog ownership with little understanding of what is
sustainable, balanced and representative of the actual situation.??Firstly, the Estuary is empty for the majority of the day
outside of the six week 'busy' summer period. We go there once or twice every day and are often the only ones there, and if
we are not, it’s only other dogs and their walkers enjoying this beautiful space - it is literally my dog’s favourite place in the
whole wide world. We rarely see any issues between dogs as they are typically well socialised and well exercised (or leashed if
the owners not), and the owners responsible however I note many VISITORS to Mangawhai may not understand our
community. One recent visitor tole me they didn’t take their bag of dog poop with them because they didn’t want their
campervan to smell of it - this reflects badly on those visiting and not on residents however I would suggest adding a bin for
dog poop to be easily disposed, just as there is at the Domain. It’s important to also understand that happy dogs are balanced
ones that are having their full needs met and not just physically walked on a leash by the side of a busy road. Exercise and
interaction with other dogs especially for those who enjoy water (which is not available at the Domain) is extremely positive
and beneficial given it help to avoid both behavioural, destructive and boredom issues.??The area is also ideal for older dogs,
children and people without the big steps and access issues of the Surf Beach, public transport issues aside (but must also be a
consideration). The majority of the mess in my view has been beer bottles, fish hooks and fish wire left behind so we’d do
better to ban humans rather than ban dogs if we are looking for reasons to have empty beaches all day and evening long.??
The proposed restriction at the shops are ridiculously and unnecessarily onerous. When my dog walks with me around the
shops (on leash of course), she is patted and greeted by name by much of the cafe staff, visitors and residents. If I am on a
walk with her, the idea that I have to bypass that entire area for no real reason is ridiculous - dogs are an important part of
society although it seems someone on Council just hates dogs and wants to make it as hard as possible for anyone in
Mangawhai to have one which is of course a massive problem because most issues I’ve seen come from humans, not their
dogs.??Mangawhai dogs are generally happy, well socialised, cared for and an important part of the relaxed and outdoors
based Mangawhai lifestyle. They are treated as members of the family and I think that is what has been missed in this
proposal - the majority of dog owners are sensible, responsible and don’t need additional regulating or control. ? Dogs do so
much good for humans (emotional and physical) and this proposed bylaw changes seeks to make rulings that are not going to
produce positive outcomes. This move comes across as a dog-hating antiquated Council merely seeking to make dog
ownership so hard nobody will want to have one, but dogs aren’t going anywhere and it’s more reasonable it takes steps to
use Dog rates to continue to encourage sustainable and responsible dog ownership instead.

Point 127.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
It's rather difficult to access the beach north of the Mangawhai Head reserve with the long slope, steps and restricted access
before it. It's also quite a long drive so I think more beach areas should be open to responsible off-leash dog exercise.

Point 127.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I don't agree with the over restrictions.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No. I think it's absolutely adequate and reasonable as it currently is. As a dog owner who walks my dog twice daily, we rarely
see issues and enjoy the positive interactions we do have when we go out!
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Lyons Geoff / 13
Submission #13
Point 13.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No

Point 13.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
NO
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
NO

Point 13.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I recommend no changes be made to the current laws
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, 3 April, 2019 9:24 PM
Bylaws
Proposed Policy on Dogs

Hi there,
I reckon how you’re managing dogs at the moment is just fine.
It’s great being able to have them off lead along the gorgeous stretch of the surf beach and
Being able to exercise them in the early morning and later evening off leash along the Estuary Beach.
I really take issue with the proposal to keep dogs on a leash at all times along the Estuary.
I have a hunch that people who complain about dogs having fun and barking at times have something missing in
their own lives
and they’re always going to complain about something.
I also think dogs should be allowed on a lead at the Wood Street Shops/Fagan Place intersection.
Dogs are as much as a part of summer and Mangawhai as the beach and fish and chips.
Banning off leash for dogs at the Estuary will simply force people (very unhappily) to drive to the surf beach and
there already isn’t enough parking.
Please keep the rules how they are. They’re just fine. In the 20 years we’ve been at Mangawhai we haven’t
encountered one issue.
It would be better use of council resources to stop people from driving big vehicles along the Estuary beach as has
been happening more lately.
Huge vehicles driving fast when toddlers are paddling at the water’s edge are much more of a nuisance than dogs.
I hope common sense prevails and KDC maintains the status quo with regards to dog laws.
Thanks for listening!

Thanks so much
Jes Magill

1
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Mana Whenua recommendations on the Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog
Management Bylaw 2019
A meeting was held with representatives from Mana Whenua on 3 April 2019 at the Kaipara District
Council Dargaville office. Attendees were:


Antony Thompson – Ngati Whatua (via phone)



Snow Tane – Te Roroa (via phone)



Dallas Taylor – Ngati Whatua



Katie Clark – Te Uri o Hau



Ric Parore – Te Kuihi (via phone)



Virginia Smith – Kaipara District Council



Mark Schreurs - Kaipara District Council

This meeting had been called because Kaipara District Council (KDC) had undertaken a review of its
Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw. This review had resulted in the preparation of a Draft
Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw. KDC had been undertaking consultation on this Draft
Bylaw and Policy in accordance with the special consultative procedure as set out in section 83 of the
Local Government Act 2002. As part of this consultation, KDC was seeking input from Mana
Whenua.
It was agreed that the feedback given by Mana Whenua at this meeting would be recorded and
regarded as a submission from Mana Whenua. Mana Whenua being Ngati Whatua, Te Uri o Hau, Te
Roroa and Te Kuihi.
The following points were raised by Mana Whenua:
a) It is requested that KDC place controls (e.g. leash control or dogs prohibited) around
Department of Conservation (DOC) land where there is a need to protect wildlife. The
controls around such areas, currently proposed in the Draft Policy and Bylaw (e.g. those
around Trounson Kauri Park, the Mangawhai Sand Spit and at Pouto) are supported.
Specific areas where additional controls should be considered are
i.

Waipoua Forest – this is a kiwi area;

ii.

Manuwhetai (the area of beach south of the mouth of the Waipoua River) – there are
dotterels nesting on the beach and it is a kiwi area;

iii.

Waihopai (the area around the first stream on Ripiro Beach south of Aranga Beach) –
there are dotterels nesting on the beach in this area; and
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iv.

The site of the Kaipara North Head Lighthouse – this land is owned by Heritage New
Zealand. It is surrounded by DOC land where dogs are prohibited without a permit
and is near to a dotterel nesting site.

b) The continued exclusion of dogs from the Kai Iwi Lakes (Taharoa Domain) is supported.
However, it is stressed that this rule needs to be better enforced as breaches are common.
c) The exclusion of dogs from Pou Tu Te Rangi Pa is supported due to the cultural significance
of this site.
d) The requirement that dogs be kept on a leash throughout the remainder of Harding Park is
supported as all this area was once covered by the Pou Tu Te Rangi Pa complex. Mana
Whenua feel that if dogs are required to be kept on a leash they will be minded more closely
by their owners and there is a higher chance that owners will pick up their dog’s droppings.
e) Rules are requested to keep dogs under control at Muremoenui. Muremoenui is an area of
Ripiro Beach where several significant battles were fought between Northern and Kaipara Iwi.
A monument has been placed here to record the significance of the site. Many, many lives
have been lost at this site. Having dogs roaming freely and defecating on this hallow site
would be inappropriate.
f)

The rule restricting the number of dogs that can be kept at a property in urban areas without a
permit to two is supported.

g) It is suggested that KDC consider having volunteer dog control wardens. This is in response
to the lack of enforcement and the cost of employing/contracting more enforcement officers.
This could also be an opportunity for Mana Whenua to exercise kaitiakitanga within their rohe.
h) Better enforcement of dog control rules is needed. This should include having staff visibly
undertaking patrols. There is a need to reduce response times, particularly in remote areas
such as Waipoua and Pouto. Education initiatives should be targeted at the pig hunting
community, many of whom are already embracing kiwi aversion training and GPS collars.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holiday Park
Tuesday, 9 April, 2019 2:31 PM
Bylaws
Dog bylaws

Hi Team
Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the proposed dog bylaws.
We agree with the no dogs in the camp ground areas, but it needs to be on all of the camping area not just the south
side as per your proposal .
The reasons for no dogs in the camp ground are plainly obvious, as they are for playgrounds.

We agree with dogs on lead to low water along the front of the camp ground area, this prevents dogs accessing the
site as they are not under owners control all of the time. This year we have had dogs inside our houses, yes inside,
taking food from inside tents. We have a duty of care to our guests which we take seriously.
We have a concern about dogs on lead south of the boat ramp, as proposed. We are not aware of issues with dogs
off lead in that area, ( you may well be), we feel that this area could be an off lead area.
We are aware of a space in Mangawhai park that could become a dog park, ( reference Jim Wintle). We believe that
this option needs to be fully explored. Off lead areas tend to be what the dog owners are looking for around the
district.
We have a concern around appropriate signage, this is not so good at present and needs to improve going forward
with any changes to current bylaws. There needs to be only one interpretation, at present the dog signage is
confusing.
We have concerns around enforcement, the current job description etc is not working well for Mangawhai, there
needs to be a dog ranger resident here in Mangawhai.
Once again thank you for this opportunity to comment.
I would like to speak to my submission ( last if possible)
Many thanks
Kind Regards
Richard & Noela

1
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Schreurs
Tuesday, 12 March, 2019 8:11 AM
Mark Schreurs
Mangawhai Tracks Charitable Trust

From: Gordon Hosking
Sent: Tuesday, 12 March, 2019 7:15 AM
To: Mark Schreurs
Subject: RE: Mangawhai Tracks Charitable Trust - Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw
Hi Mark we are happy with the proposed bylaw and think it covers all the bases.
Cheers
Gordon

1
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Glenys Mather
Thursday, 28 March, 2019 1:54 PM
Bylaws
New by-laws proposed for dog owners

Hello,
Thank you for considering extending protection for beach areas on Mangawhai estuary with new rules requiring dogs
to be on leads between the Mangawhai Heads Reserve and Beach School.
I live in Findlay St at the Heads. The little beach around the corner from Bullet Point and at the bottom of the cliff at
the end of Findlay St has become a very busy scene in the summer time in recent years. For 6 weeks over the
summer period (mid-Dec to the end of Jan) it is crowded with people of all ages; numbers of them with dogs. People
who take their dogs to this beach often want to give them a swim (not controlled on a lead) as well as a walk.
I realise that Council is trying to simplify rules so they are more easily understood and enforced. However, I think that
a total prohibition of dogs for the 6 weeks mentioned above, between the hours of 9am and 6pm (daily), would do a
great service to the general public and make the beach and water experience safer and more enjoyable. This
seasonal restriction may well be applied to the rest of the foreshore area on the estuary.
A couple of incidents this past summer might help to make my point.
1. On one occasion 3 of our grandchildren were playing in the shallows (they range in age from 3 to 7) when a dog
joined them and then started to defecate. Our son yelled for the owner to call the dog away. However, it took the
owner some time to admit his ownership as he was sunbathing and unaware of what his pooch was up to.....too late to
stop the deed. I don't know if dogs make a practice of defecating in water, but swimming and toileting in the same
spot is not a desireable mix. On the other hand another beach goer arrived with 3 dogs and a toddler. She kept
them under control and out of the water. So I know not all dog owners are delinquent, but the rules need to be made
to safe guard the general public from the least responsible individuals.
2. Secondly on the Findlay St beach we have twice seen fairy terns foraging in the shallows where they dive for
small fish. This puts them at risk from both people and dogs. The Council needs be supportive in whatever way
possible to assist the many people who are working to assist this endangered species. While we can only educate not
ban people, we can restrict dogs.
I don't wish to be heard on my submission.
Thank you,
Glenys Mather

1
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Matheson Susan / 147
Submission #147
Point 147.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I would like to see more dog poo bins, like the one at the domain for out of towners to use, especially on the estuary beach.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Older people need a flat, easy to access place to walk and socialise their dogs off leash. Some dogs feel vulnerable onleash and
are unable to socialise while onleash.

Point 147.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No I think you have presented a balanced view.

Point 147.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes all of it, except the onleash at all times on the Managwhai estuary - inner harbour area on maps 3 and 4
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes that walking dogs off leash is permitted anytime in winter and before 9am, or after 6pm in summer, as per current
regulations, on maps 3 and 4.
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Maw Valeria / 33
Submission #33
Point 33.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support proposed restrictions, but would love to see further restrictions. Dogs should not be allowed on public beaches or
public areas.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No.

Point 33.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I strongly support all restrictions the KDC is proposing, but in my opinion further restrictions should be introduced. For
example, instead of limiting the number of dogs per house to 2, this should be limited to 1.

Point 33.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
As above, I strongly support all proposed restrictions, but would like to see further restrictions. The proposed prohibited
areas are well overdue, but more public areas such as beaches and parks should also be prohibited.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would like Kaipara to be a leader in NZ, and follow the likes of forward-thinking cities such as San Francisco, where the sale
of commercially bred cats and dogs is prohibited. Only rescue cats and dogs should be able to be sold in Kaipara. Both cats and
dogs wreak havoc on NZ's fragile eco system. Let's protect our environment and spend our precious resources in the right
places.
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Mayn Aimee / 115
Submission #115
Point 115.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I like that you need to apply to be a responsible dog owners
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
No

Point 115.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
As a dog owner there is often nowhere to walk your dog in summer and it’s pretty silly that this is the case as there are plenty
of people with children who are wanting to take their dog for a run

Point 115.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Dogs should be allowed at the estuary at certain times and definitely allowed up to the shops
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As I mentioned above
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McBain Glenys / 6
Submission #6
Point 6.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Support two dog policy and would like this to extend to rural areas as well (except for farm/working dogs)

Point 6.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Agree with most except that Off leash areas in the Mangawhai Estuary area must be retained. The surf beach is not suitable
for all dogs and is extremely difficult to access when beach is busy- no parking
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McCarthy Theresa / 28
Submission #28
Point 28.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No, not really. there is no way the 10 percent can be made responsible, as it is abundantly clear. Most people are happy as
long as both sides do there best...with nonsupport people being in the 10 pc..doing there best to derail the rest.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Because there is limited beach areas and each having access problems particularly for the disabled. it is essential to have
separate areas that suit both parties, the 10pc will have to find exit areas if they find they are in dog areas/or human areas.

Point 28.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
the distress and nuisance within the community is felt in both dog and non dog people...with bad/vicious dogs to bad/visious
people..believe me I had witnessed both. obviously the two cant be mixed, so areas need to be designated to both.

Point 28.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, two.. one at the surf beach, the other at the estuary..the beach access is difficult, the estuary could accommodated both if
the rocks to water outlet be dog friendly on overcast days in summer.non like dog people, use platoon or jetty area.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes, instead of targeting difficult dogs..look at both areas equally. It is the 10 percent of both dogs owners and non dog people
that cause more problems..therefore, dont penalise the other.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aaron McConchie
Wednesday, 6 March, 2019 1:25 PM
Bylaws
Dog Control Bylaw Review

To whom it may concern
I object to the proposed changes to the off leash areas at Mangawhai, The removal of off leash areas
adjacent to alamar cres, offers no area of water to exercise a dog except for open surf beaches. If the area of
for off leash needs to be restricted then allowing for off leash to the south of the alamar cres carpark must be
allowed for as this area is easily signposted with clear geographical boundaries. For owners that do not wish
their dogs to interact with others then they can proceed north along the waterfront on-leash.
During busy summer times and weekends it is almost impossible to park at Mangawhai heads to gain access
to the proposed ocean beach off leash area so through circumstance effectively removing any beach exercise
areas off-leash to many resident and visiting dog owners in Mangawhai. If a dog owner is lucky enough to
be able to access the ocean beach area any water exercise must take place in the, often dangerous, surf break.
Not ideal for any dog and almost impossible to train young dogs about water.
I can see the rationale in the proposal to streamline the areas but simply removing off leash areas is not the
answer.
yours faithfully
-Aaron McConchie

1
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Mcinnes Pete / 80
Submission #80
Point 80.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
My submission is please do not prohibit dogs from Mangawhai’s shops
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
This is a archaic move if dogs are on a leash and controlled what is the problem? I recently took my dog to the north shore
hospital to visit my mother he sat on her bed and she patted him. I also got nice comments when walking him in the
hospital.what happens in the summer do leave your dog in the car when you go for a coffee or shopping.this will also affect
business in the area as I know I will go elsewhere to have a coffee each day where you are welcome with a dog.what are
Council’s reasons and what research has been done to support this new bylaw.look forward to hearing from you.Pete Mc
Innes.
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Mc Innes Pete / 86
Submission #86
Point 86.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
All time exercise area on the Mangawhai estuary south of north ave except for summer
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The council needs to provide an area as above for older people and people with disabilities whom have dogs and are unable to
walk to the north end of the surf beach to exercise their dogs.the estuary provides this and the area above also provides good
parking and calm water for dogs to swim in. I myself have disabilities that stop me walking any distance and this is a very
popular dog walking area.thankyou
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mckenzie weston / 142
Submission #142
Point 142.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Whithin reason i dont think it is any of councils business to say how many dogs a person may keep on their own property
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would like to see council making policy based on solid research rather than as a result of the sum of complaints council must
surely be aware that some people have little better to do than to whinge continually particularly the anti dog brigade in our
community

Point 142.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
The proposal to include the entire mangawhai estury area as an on leash area only i consider draconian and unnecessary

Point 142.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I accept that some birds such as the fairy tern and the doteral need protection therefore the mangawhai sandspit reserve i
support
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I cant see any good reason why people cant walk to the shops with their dog so i would like the prohibition of this lifted
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McNaughton Sharan / 61
Submission #61
Point 61.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 61.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The rules are pretty much common sense for responsible dog owners. Policing of the Bylaws, particularly items 8 and 10, may
reduce the problems which have presumably led to the proposed further restrictions on dog movements
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Don't punish the majority for the irresponsible behaviour of the minority please

Point 61.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Prohibited close to playgrounds; on-leash on foothpaths and roads; on-leash on cliff track; prohibited at camp ground
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Restrictions for reserve, beaches and shopping centre should stay as is.
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Merkel Veronica / 20
Submission #20
Point 20.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No problems there
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Yes, think ahead, think European, think even American and realise Beatiful Dogs are a big part of families, for me my only
Child is my dog.

Point 20.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I’m can Live with the current rules. Of not letting dogs free during certain hours at the eastury, but the rule need to suit the
locals as well. We live here with our dogs and we need somewhere to let them off lead and swim in the water and have fun.

Point 20.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, I think by taking all of the eastury away from locals like me to let their dogs run, dip into the water chase seagulls and
have fun. It’s just wrong, I take my dog to Lincoln Park.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Britomart and Winyard Quarter in the middle of Auckland CBD all embrace dogs, why are we rejecting them. In Europe and
in the USA they are eccepted as part of their culture. Why are we trying to go backwards?
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Milligan John / 146
Submission #146
Point 146.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the fact that dogs must be on a leash on the actual streets.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I do not support the huge increase (Since 2009 Act) in the area where dogs must be on a leash on the beach.This virtually
means that there is NOWHERE in Whakapirau where a dog can be off-leash unless owners walk around the southern end.
The problem with this is that the limestone underfoot is very slippery and some of our community members are aged and
unsteady.So effectively you are not providing a safe place where many residents can exercise their dogs off-leash.

Point 146.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I note that the new rules delineate the on-leash are of the beach to be at mean low tide.This is crazy.Basically it means that
dogs cannot swim , and this is very beneficial for them.Whakapirau is unique.Compared to other beaches the mean low water
level is a long way out. And it is very muddy right by the water at low tide.Many people have become stuck there.So it is a
hazard for someone to lead their dog on a leash out to the low water mark for it to swim.Surely a better solution would be to
use the high water mark as the limit.Then owners could safely lead their dogs to the water.And then at low tide they should
be allowed to let their dogs run on the sand between the high and low water marks.

Point 146.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
NO
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Whakapirau is actually quite isolated.Apart from the busy periods at Xmas/New Year and long weekends there are not large
numbers of people on the beaches.Perhaps at these times there should be an All-Dogs-On-Leash rule but other than that,
very few residents would object to dogs being run off leash on the beach.
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Mills Katie / 101
Submission #101
Point 101.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I don’t own a dog. I don’t plan to. I don’t need to - my kids get loads of interaction with other lcoals’ dogs - we teach them how
to be safe with unknown dogs, to ask permission to pat them, to move slowly, speak softly, and to hold out their hand before
patting so the dog can smell them. If you restrict areas and times dogs can go as proposed, my children will have a vastly
reduced opportunity to learn how to safely interact with dogs. They bring my kids so much excitement and joy. Please don’t
take that away.

Point 101.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Plesse leave the existing off-leash zones, on-leash zones, and times as they are (unless you extend dog hours). People with
pets are part of this community, as are their animals. We should all be entitled to enjoy our local environment.
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Minoprio Adam / 90
Submission #90
Point 90.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs should be able to go everywhere with there human.

Point 90.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
the sand spit. otherwise no other areas.

Point 90.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
If dogs are to be prohibited from certain areas. Surely we can make this only during busy times of the year. Off peak season
there is plenty of space for dogs and humans in all areas
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sandy.morrison
Saturday, 30 March, 2019 3:55 PM
Bylaws
Dog Control Bylaw Review

NO to the proposed new dog bylaws especially the inner harbour estaury
Please have a look at how many of our older residents walk there with their pets each day and use the
opportunity to socialise, DONT isolate them by imposing unnecessary and draconian bylaws
Nga mihi nui
Sandy Morrison

1
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Muller Philippa / 55
Submission #55
Point 55.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Go back to the drawing board on this one - or leave as status quo from previous years. What you propose is draconian and
destroying for many families and their pets.

Point 55.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
RESTRICTION OF OFF-LEAD ACCESS AREAS - I read the current proposal that dogs are pretty much restricted to off-lead
areas on the Northern Heads beach, at the back of MAZ (community park) with not much else. Why remove off-lead access to
the Estuary areas? Why not just have the current restrictions stay the same (ie off lead before 9am and after 6pm over
summer period). Have you actually gone to the estuary at these times at standard (non summer holiday times of the year)?
There's no one there virtually apart from the odd dog walker! There has been no thought put into access to limiting limiting
off-lead areas to the beach and Maz only. These areas are generally only accessed by cars initially - which will increase traffic
on the road and put more pressure on two VERY limited car parks which can't handle the amount of traffic at present
anyway. BOTH these areas are then accessed by foot over rough/hilly terain. MAZ is all hilly - thus limiting the population
that can use this track (ie only the fit and those on foor - not in wheel chairs, with prams or with limited fitness, ie older
people). The beach is also only accessible to those who can walk up the sandy hill/entrance (limiting elderly and others) and
not good for prams or wheel chairs. Limiting the access to two such small areas for off leash may also lead to over crowding of
dogs and potential behavoural problems. I've never experienced a problem having dogs off leash at the estuary (in the times
allowed) and are usually often the only one there. At least the southern end of the estuary (past the camp) should not have
such strick restrictions put on it. Put dog poo collection bins at strategic estuary locations (specifially designed so they don't
get filled with household rubbish too).
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rory and Mary
Wednesday, 27 March, 2019 2:14 PM
Bylaws
dog control

I would like to address control of dogs in the Dargaville area.
I walk and have had lots of nasty incidences far to many to write of.
I have rung dog control several times with no response.I just do not even try now.
Aggressive wandering dogs are a huge concern...
several dog's in a pack in recent months...
Dogs running out at me for no reason.
The attacks of cats is just disgusting ...
roaming dogs on our section night and day and pooping and peeing.
I was abused by a owner of a big dog on the high school fields a few weeks ago.....as i was caring a stick and held it
up at his dog that was racing towards me.He then put it on a big chain...i have met these 2 again at 7ish am same
place the dog running around the field a long way from the owner.
I have just been to Tauranga...it was a delight to walk amongst all sorts of dogs on leads on every walkway, i walked.
Never saw a dog unattended . The bylaws were being adhered to.
There was a big park with possibly 30 dogs of all sizes and breeds playing and being trained..was a pleasure to stop
and watch.
I think this to be a good idea...if it is policed as the dog bylaws need to be enforced here in our town.
I am a senior have had dogs all my life .....i am sick of being scared to walk in a lot of places in Dargaville...
I really want to see the council address this problem and not sweep it under the carpet.
I know a lot of walkers feel just as i do UNSAFE on our walks
Please get all dogs on leads and under control NOW..
Thankyou
Mary Murray
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Submission on the draft Kaipara District policy on dogs and dog management
bylaw.
Ian Southey, on behalf of the New Zealand Fairy Tern Charitable Trust.

SUMMARY
Mangawhai Harbour does not receive the level of protection it is entitled to given its outstanding
coastal bird community with half of the entire New Zealand Fairy Tern population and 10% of the
New Zealand Dotterel population depending on it, not to mention the other threatened bird species
it supports.
Amending the draft bylaw to make “dogs prohibited” from all of Mangawhai Harbour below the high
tide mark would be a substantial step to improving protection for the birds that depend on it.
A brief literature review and some observations and monitoring results are presented to support this
submission.

1. INTRODUCTION
The draft dog bylaw is clearly intended to provide for the welfare of dogs and people as this is what
is addressed in all of the detailed wording and the maps of Mangawhai Harbour and surrounds show
areas used heavily by people only. Regarding the impact of birds and other naturally occurring values
I see only this on page 1, near the end of section 1.
“As well as protecting the safety of our community and recognising that dog owners are responsible
for the exercise of their dogs, Council also recognises the need to protect other animals including
wildlife, and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.”
This recognition needs to be made explicit in the wording of this document. Dogs are potential
predators and do kill wildlife but the disturbance they cause to birds, in particular, has become a
major conservation problem throughout the world and needs to be managed in key areas.
This is a submission specifically regarding Mangawhai Harbour and I consider the only reasonable
dog policy there is to make the whole harbour below high water a prohibited area to reduce the
stresses on the outstanding assemblage of birds that depend on the harbour for their food.
Mangawhai Harbour offers a lot of easily and freely accessible space public space that is now
available to dog owners where their dogs can exercise on a lead or running free to the extent that
they and their pet require it. Attractive alternative areas need to be available for this purpose and
this may reduce compliance issues in the future.

2. SUPPORTING INFORMATION
2.1 The value of Mangawhai Harbour
In the northland Regional Plan parts of Mangawhai Harbour are ranked “high” as a Significant
Ecological Area in spite of modifications to some sandy shore, channel and mangrove areas.
Justification seems to be that it is a typical small east coast estuary with some shellfish beds valued
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as “moderate”. The highest values come from the ecological buffering of the shellfish beds and its
support for benthic invertebrates and a nursery for coastal fish species as well as supporting
shorebirds. Considering birds specifically the picture is quite different. The Important Bird Area
assessment by Birdlife International give the entire harbour their highest ranking “Internationally
Significant” and provide a list of 21 “threatened” or “at risk” species that are present (Gaskin 2013)
but it is not managed in a way that is appropriate to this value.
This submission focuses on the importance of Mangawhai Harbour for threatened birds, in particular
four species of endemic birds and several species of migratory shorebirds considered most
vulnerable to dogs.
2.1.1

Fairy Terns

The New Zealand Fairy Tern is now New Zealand’s rarest bird and ranked by the Department of
Conservation “Nationally Critical”. The total population is estimated to be between 35 and 39 birds.
Long term management by the Department of Conservation and volunteer groups has enabled the
whole population to increase from 3-5 pairs during the 1980s (Ferreira et al 2005) to an average nine
pairs in total in the last 10 years.
Fairy terns are New Zealand’s rarest bird at present. Field work since this last season has revealed 35
birds surviving at March 2019 (Ian Southey pers. obs., Ria Kemp and Darren Markin pers. comm.)
and very few, if any, others can reasonably be expected to be alive. Mangawhai is the key site for
this species during the breeding season, supporting almost half of the total population, 47%, in the
2018-2019 season with nonbreeding birds included. Over the last ten years the total number of
breeding pairs has averaged nine and half of them (4.5 pairs, on average) have bred at Mangawhai
(unpublished data from David Wilson and Ian Southey). Numbers of fairy terns present in other
years at Mangawhai have been similar (table 1.)

2016- 7
2017-8
2018-9

Pairs that
nested
4
5
3

Pairs without
nests
2
1
5

Single males

Total

2
3
1

16
12
17

Table 1. Numbers of fairy tern feeding territories at Mangawhai supporting breeding pairs, pairs that
did not lay eggs and single males.
2.1.2 Resident waders
Mangawhai Harbour has always been a key refuge for New Zealand Dotterels and Variable
Oystercatchers. A tremendous amount of management by DOC and volunteer groups has more
recently allowed the populations to expand. The non-breeding flock of New Zealand Dotterels in
Mangawhai Harbour, about 250 birds, is the largest in New Zealand with about 10% of the national
total dependent on the harbour at some stage of the year (John Dowding pers. comm.). Many of
them breed on the spit but birds from the surrounding district also use the harbour after breeding
has finished. Variable Oystercatchers have increased to the point where Mangawhai Harbour held
the sixth largest flock between 1994 and 2003 (Southey 2009).
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Although usually regarded as fairly common, Banded Dotterels are, as a breeding bird now restricted
to small, scattered and relict populations in northern New Zealand and they are one of the few
native wading birds that is still declining (Southey 2009) but they have not attracted a coordinated
conservation effort yet. Mangawhai Harbour supports a small breeding population on the sand spit
averaging about 6 birds in summer census counts (unpublished Birds NZ data). Between 1993 and
2003 there were only five North Island sites with census counts averaging more 10 birds in summer
(Southey 2009) suggesting that even this small population is locally important.
2.1.3 Migrant waders
Mangawhai Harbour also supports a high diversity of migratory bird species from the northern
hemisphere which roost at high tide on the sand spit or beach and feed on the intertidal flats. In
Mangawhai Harbour they form conspicuous flocks but compared to numbers in the very large
harbours they are not spectacular. For some species, however, there are still significant numbers in
the harbour. Census data for Mangawhai collected by Birds New Zealand between 2008 and 2018
show the three most common waders are Bar-tailed Godwits averaging 323 birds, Red Knots
averaging 170 birds and Turnstones averaging 19 birds. Although an iconic and well-known species
due to their spectacular migrations, this count of godwits is not special as there are similar flocks in
many estuaries. The other two species, however, are more restricted in their range and although
numbers do not compete with large harbours like the Manukau or Kaipara, between 1993 and 2003,
there were only 14 sites in New Zealand with more than 100 knots and 16 sites with more than 10
turnstones (Southey 2009) so the harbour is notable. The sandier substrate present at Mangawhai
may favour these two species. smaller numbers of less common species may be present but not on a
regular basis so, if not the most spectacular wader harbour in New Zealand, it is for its size, a very
high quality one and the flocks of birds that can be seen feeding on the flats or roosting on the spit
are clear testament to this.

3. HOW BIRDS USE MANGAWHAI HARBOUR
3.1 Fairy Terns
Published observations indicate that a very high percentage of the fish fed to chicks are gobies and
some small flounders bottom dwelling fish definitely caught within the harbour in very shallow
water. Modelling based on stable isotopes indicates that 59-82% of the fish biomass fed to chicks
was gobies and 18-22% flounders which are bottom dwelling species caught in the harbour rather
than at sea (Ismar et al 2014). Observations of 65 more or less identified fish out of 184 food items
indicate similar results where 37 (57%) were gobies or similar fish, three were flounders (6.5%) while
eel elvers and possible whitebait (15%) and mullet or smelt (24%) may also have come from the
harbour (Parrish & Pulham 1995). Even given some uncertainty in these studies, they show that the
harbour provides most of the food fed to chicks.
Fairy terns use Mangawhai Harbour for a relatively short period of time usually arriving to feed
about an hour to an hour and a half before low tide and remain until 2-3 hours after (Ian Southey
pers. obs). This is when the small fish they feed on are concentrated in the channels and accessible
to them. It seems like a short part of the day suggesting that foraging is very productive there when
conditions suit. In a recent study only two of 405 mapped foraging dives were recorded off the
coast, the majority were within the harbour (Ismar et al 2014).
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Fish sampling in Mangawhai Harbour by the New Fairy Tern Charitable Trust showed that gobies are
particularly abundant in the harbour and during the fairy tern breeding season; the average catch for
a 10m haul of a beach seine net is 99 gobies (October to January). The fairy tern breeding cycle is
matched to these fish, with gobies reaching their maximum size and spawning condition from about
December when the fairy tern chicks are large and learning to fly, then disappearing shortly after.
As well as provisioning nests much of the food for the adults comes from the harbour too. Courtship
feeding is an important prelude to mating. The provisioning ability of males from their feeding
territories may have a role in mate choice as some females have still not settled on a partner during
September when courtship feeding begins. As the females approach laying they cease to fish for
themselves and are fed entirely by their mates. The large eggs that they lay appears to reduce their
agility and ability to dive from a height. During this time they typically wait at a point on the territory
for the males to bring them fish.
Field work since 2014 (Ian Southey unpublished) shows that fairy terns divide the harbour up into
strictly defined feeding territories which they defend fiercely from other fairy terns. Mapping these
territories (e.g. fig.1) shows that almost all of the channels in harbour below the causeway on
Molesworth Drive and extending above the causeway on Insley Street are utilised. Although less
field work was carried out in the 2018-9 season than in previous years, the harbour was divided into
nine feeding territories, three held by pairs that laid at least one egg, five held by pairs not known to
lay and one by a single bird so during the breeding season so 17 fairy terns depended on Mangawhai
Harbour for the duration of the 2018-9 breeding season. As outlined above this is 47% of the total
fairy tern population resident in the harbour with other birds passing through.

Figure 1. A map of Mangawhai Harbour showing fairy tern feeding territories present during the
2018-19 breeding season. Territory 4 was held by a single male, territories 2,3,7,8 and 9 by pairs
that did not lay eggs while pairs in territories 1,5 and 6 all laid at least one egg. Limited field work
meant that territory 7 was not well mapped.

3.2 How wading birds use the harbour
Both migrant and resident wading birds feed on intertidal invertebrates which become available to
them at low tide when the flats are uncovered. There are many species and each has its specialty –
crabs, worms, shellfish etc and the abundance of birds shows the productivity of Mangawhai
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Harbour. At high tide they are unable to feed so they retire to roosts to sleep and preen. These sites
need to be safe from predators and other forms of disturbance or they will not be used. At
Mangawhai the sand flats begin to show about two hours after high tide near the end of Heather St
and large numbers of birds come across to feed as the tide falls to a level that allows access to their
food. As the flats further up the harbour become exposed, they move on to them too as they gather
their day’s food. It takes an hour longer for the tide to reach the mid reaches of the harbour so
moving this way they get the best access to food.

4. THE PROBLEM WITH DOGS
Dogs contribute to both predation and disturbance of bird communities. The predation risk is low
as, apart from the sandspit, the shores of the harbour are no longer suitable for nesting shorebirds,
so for the species covered here it seems unlikely. Dog related disturbance, however, is a key risk for
fairy terns and the remaining bird communities. It doesn’t matter how good the food resource is in
the sand flats and channels, if the birds are chased away before they can harvest it then it is
effectively not available, this is a non-obvious form of habitat degradation.
Disturbance issues affect the energy balance of birds when energy intake does not match
expenditure there may be loss of body condition, poor reproductive performance and starvation
that may result in death either directly or indirectly. There may be further impacts to birds from
stress (Strasser & Heath 2013) and an ethical dimension (Weston & Stancovich 2014) which I am
unable to address usefully
4.1 General disturbance issues
Disturbance is a well-known problem overseas but less studied in New Zealand and it has only
recently become prominent with most work carried out in the last 20 years. The logic is simple and
well supported by observation. If you approach a bird there comes a point when it starts to pay
attention to you and its feeding efficiency is hampered. Moving closer you will see it cease to feed,
walk away or fly from its food. The time it takes to return will depend on how severe the
disturbance was. The most common measure of disturbance is the “flight initiation distance” this
distance that a disturbance causes a bird to move away. Generally flight initiation distances increase
when people move faster, pass in larger groups or are loud indicating that the disturbance is more
severe (e.g. Lord et al 2001, Lafferty 2001, Burger et al 2007). Accepting people closer is not
necessarily an indication that the birds have become tame. When fleeing from people they flee from
food so risk and reward must be balanced. When available food was supplemented for turnstones in
an English study flight initiation distances increased as they did not need to accept such a high level
of discomfort to balance their energy budget (Beale & Monaghan 2004). The apparent tolerance of
some New Zealand Dotterels and Variable Oystercatchers in particular at Mangawhai may be best be
considered in this light. One telling point may be that on Bay of Plenty beaches human disturbance
reduces the amount of time New Zealand Dotterel chicks spend feeding in the productive intertidal
area (Lord et al 2001) while at Mangawhai I have seen neither dotterel nor oystercatcher chicks on
the harbour shore even though they walk well enough to get there suggesting the baseline of
disturbance there is already at a higher level.
.
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4.2 Dog related disturbance
The most important study of human disturbance carried out in New Zealand experimentally
demonstrated that nesting New Zealand dotterels flushed from greater distances and remained off
the nest for when approached by a person with a dog on a lead than when people were running or
walking (Lord et al 2001). For a variety of feeding wading bird species in Queensland flight initiation
distances were greater for people walking dogs or jogging than people just walking (Glover et al
2007). Further studies (reviewed in Weston & Stancovich 2014) show similar results including flight
initiation distance doubled for snowy plovers reacting to dogs rather than pedestrians.
Experimental work in particular usually involves dogs on leads as they are more easily managed. Free
ranging dogs, in the presence of their owners or not, pose a greater problem as they move erratically
with speed and direction changing and they can cover more ground than any other agent of
disturbance except birds of prey. They may also deliberately chase birds, potentially leading to injury
or death, so habituation to free running dogs is extremely unlikely, in fact they may, in fact, become
sensitised to the disturbance and take greater measures to avoid it (Weston & Stancovich 2014). At
Delaware Bay, New Jersey, return times for various species of wading birds were such that few or no
birds of some species had returned to feeding sites by 10 minutes after being disturbed by dogs but
impacts of human disturbance were less severe (Burger et al 2007).
On a beach in Santa Barbara, California, 10% of humans but 39% of dogs (mostly unleashed)
disturbed birds and disturbed twice as many birds in each incident (Lafferty 2001). With dogs on a
lead there may be some habituation of New Zealand Dotterels with reduced flush distances and time
off nest (Lord et al 1991) but unattended dogs even enter protected spaces and were the most
important factor disturbing shorebirds at Delaware Bay, as they have proven difficult to control
(Burger et al 2007).

4.3 Population level impacts
There is some capacity for birds to work around the impacts of disturbance by feeding at times when
levels of disturbance are lower, moving to alternative sites, becoming more tolerant or speeding up
their food intake so that the population level impacts are actually minor even when disturbance is
obvious (Goss-Custard et al 2006). In spite of this impacts can be expected in some cases. Birds often
don’t have the option of moving away due to limited areas of suitable habitat or social constraints
(Lafferty 2001). Even short escape flights are energetically expensive as the requirements for vertical
flight are four times as high as horizontal flight. In Australia modelling suggested that 10 escape
flights a day pushed the daily energy expenditure of knots and sand plovers below the rate at which
they can be replenished by normal feeding (Lilleyman et al 2004). Models of energy intake and
expenditure on the Exe estuary in England suggests that oystercatchers can tolerate being put to
flight by disturbance 1.0-1.5 times an hour before showing impacts on individual fitness (i.e.
starvation) but in a cold winter with food shortage that fell to 0.2-0.5 times an hour (Goss-Custard et
al 2006). After habitat quality, human disturbance is the biggest factor determining where breeding
Ringed Plovers are likely to be found and modelling of population responses estimated that an 85%
increase in population would occur if people could be restricted (Liley & Sutherland 2007).
These results refer to general disturbance, not necessarily including dogs and show that there is a
point when it becomes a real problem. This kind of work is complex and difficult and few studies
address impacts let alone partition the effects (Weston & Stancovich 2014). Looking at a well
replicated experimental study on Australian woodland birds may not be an exact analogue for an
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estuarine system but that study did show that walking leashed dogs led to a 41% reduction in total
bird numbers and a 35% decrease in species richness compared to totally undisturbed areas, this
was about double the impact of people walking only (Banks & Bryant 2007).

5. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF DISTURBANCE IN MANGAWHAI HARBOUR
No work has been carried at all on potential disturbance issues affecting either shorebirds or fairy
terns in New Zealand, let alone Mangawhai Harbour but a general assessment is possible given my
own experience on the site with these species. Especially above Moir Point there are often fewer
people using the harbour as it is a little harder to access and has a muddier substrate which may be
less attractive to them. This may be a part of the harbour with less disturbance and it has four fairy
tern feeding territories and a high density of wading birds.
There is evidence that birds using the estuary have already accommodated the high number of
people and associated agents of disturbance to a degree by habituation. Most species using
Mangawhai Harbour are noticeably more approachable than they are in other habitats where they
occur. This especially applies to the migrant wading birds, godwits, knots and turnstones compared
to sites like the Kaipara or Manukau Harbours. Variable Oystercatchers and New Zealand Dotterels
are tamer still and this is also seen in other sites with high pressure from people. Fairy terns are also
fairly well habituated to people

5.1 How dogs might impact on fairy terns
Disturbance will cause a fairy tern to cease foraging, and if severe, to move some distance before
beginning to feed again. When disturbance is limited its impact will be limited, and the terns can fish
elsewhere. As more agents of disturbance are present more and more of the harbour is
progressively blocked off, but they have limited scope to fish outside their feeding territory as
neighbouring areas are strictly defended. With the peak demands of the breeding season often
coinciding with summer holidays the maximum conflict with all forms of disturbance is likely to occur
during December and early January.
In addition to this female fairy terns approaching egg laying during September and October sit
inconspicuously on the harbour while being fed by their mates (fig.2) as flying expends the energy
required to make eggs and may also be physically awkward for them. Being chased off the sandflats
by dogs, or anything else, may compromise their ability to form viable eggs.
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Figure 2. Female fairy terns do not always wait passively for their mates to bring fish.

After breeding, to reduce commuting, the parents take their chicks to areas where the food supply is
best, often within their feeding territory (fig. 3). The chicks wait to be fed, practice flying and feeding
and are obviously a little awkward at first. Disturbance may also reduce the ability of parents to feed
chicks well.

Figure 3. Parents become very efficient feeding chicks.
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The division of the harbour into fiercely defended feeding territories means that each fairy tern has
limited options for moving to avoid disturbance before being shut out entirely. In general terms I
expect responses of fairy terns to dogs to be similar to their responses to people except that it
seems likely that distances will be greater and with free running dogs, presumably much greater.
5.2 Mangawhai Harbour
Wading birds can feed at night and also early and late in the day if the tide is favourable so there are
still times available to them when disturbance is less. The numbers present suggest that current
events are within their margin of tolerance so far. In spite of this disturbance of feeding shorebirds
can readily be seen as dogs are frequently walked at low tide. Some dogs stay near their owners but
others range ahead and to the sides often at speed. I have a watched a single person throwing a ball
for two unleashed dogs clear a whole flat of birds in less than five minutes and keep them away.
Dog control is a small part of the disturbance issue but it is at the acute end of the scale so it worth
addressing with these bylaws as the opportunity has arisen. It is difficult to say, without work,
whether there is already an impact that can be alleviated but at least some of the tolerance in the
system has been used up. As the population around Mangawhai increases, pressure on the wading
birds and fairy terns in the harbour will increase. Removing dogs from the intertidal flats where all of
these birds feed will alleviate this to a point and put the time when it becomes noticeable and needs
to be dealt with back into the future.
6. PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH TO FAIRY TERN MANAGEMENT
If current patterns do not change the increasing human population of Mangawhai will lead to the
increased disturbance of the feeding sites of fairy terns, at some point reducing their ability to
harvest fish and impacting on their productivity. There has been no attempt to assess the problem
but disturbance from a variety of sources is already common at times, and at least some of their
capacity for tolerance is being used at present. Dogs are only a part of the problem but an acute part
so it is worth prohibiting them should reduce this impact in a meaningful way.
The degree of uncertainty around the size of the impact of disturbance should lead to increased
caution as the potential consequences could be massive. The recent removal of mangroves from
part of Mangawhai Harbour is a case in point. Although negative consequences were expected they
have been far more severe than anticipated halting the previously slow population growth of fairy
terns, specifically due to poor productivity at Mangawhai, so the species may now be in slow decline.
Fairy terns cannot absorb another misjudgement of this magnitude so allowance should be made for
unforeseen and unintended consequences. If there is good evidence that this concern is
unwarranted, access can be reinstated when that is made clear but it is hard to wind back a
detrimental impact to fairy terns.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Schreurs
Wednesday, 13 March, 2019 8:31 AM
Mark Schreurs
Walking Access Commission

From: John Gardiner
Sent: Friday, 8 March, 2019 5:09 PM
To: Mark Schreurs <mschreurs@kaipara.govt.nz>
Cc:
Subject: RE: New Zealand Walking Access Commission – Kaipara District Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Hi Mark,
The draft bylaws look largely OK.
Only comment I need to make is that complaints from landholders along the Mangawhai Cliffs Walkway occur from
time to time due to dogs running free. The “on the leash” rule, although uncommon on gazetted Walkways, is
probably OK. The uncontrolled dogs could well be as a result of the “no leash” rule on the beach below i.e. dog
owners continue on round the cliff Walkway with their dogs unleashed.
Could consideration be given to having the dogs unleashed section reduced on the beach and terminate prior to the
southern entrance to the Walkway where the dogs on leash kicks in.
Happy to discuss further.
John
JOHN GARDINER
Regional field advisor – Northland l Te Kaitohutohu Ā-Rohe
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Nichols-Gill Elizabeth / 105
Submission #105
Point 105.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I feel for the elderly who may have a dog as their only companion and the prosed rules restrict where they can take them plus
the estuary is a more accessible area for them to walk and swim their beloved companion. Council is changing the very reason
people love this area with too many restrictions on everything!

Point 105.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Mangawhai historically is a rural coastal community with many dog owners who pay registration fees annually - these funds
should be used to allocate more areas to exercise them (certainly not bring in more rules to take away what they did have
completely) Couldn't there be areas on the estuary for dogs to swim all year round and the other areas to be able to walk on
lead or be restricted to certain times like beaches in Rodney - they are more built up but still allow dogs on beach even in
summer but at restricted times.

Point 105.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Area north of Surf beach for off leash
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Estuary area should allow dogs off leash but under control or have a specified area on the estuary where dogs are allowed to
swim - say off Lincoln StreetMa. Wood St and Moir street should be on leash not prohibited. Most people walk with their dogs
to shoos, cafes etc - just ridiculous to be prohibited.
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Otter Jason / 102
Submission #102
Point 102.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I believe that all areas not designated as off lease should be on lease not prohibited except around playground. Councils,
governments should stop legislating for the lowest common denominator. Concentrate your efforts and resources to managing
bad dog owner and allow good dog the freedom to enjoy the beaches like us humans cause believe me my dog gets excited as
soon as I turn into north ave

Point 102.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Do you job with bad dog owners and leave what isn’t broken

Point 102.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
North of Alamar crescent concrete boat ramp in front of the camp ground
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The Mangawhai harbour south of north ave should still remain an off lease area. There are a great number of elderly people
who walk the dogs here as access is easy and there would be no other close areas for their dogs to go off lease. This are is also
used by working people who walk their dogs after work and socialise with neighbours
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From Linda Outhwaite,
Re: dog bylaw reform proposal
I oppose the new suggested bylaw, particularly at Mangawhai, as that is where I spend more time.
A huge number of visitors, all spending their money in our community, bring their pets with them, as
they are part of the family. There are many retired people in Mangawhai, who live on their own and
have dogs for company and security.
They enjoy taking their pets out with them shopping and for coffee, and many, if not all, of the cafes
in the area, are pet friendly.
Many of them may not be capable of walking to the off-leash areas you are proposing, and I doubt
many would cope with the area behind the museum safely.
Quite frankly, humans leave far more mess than dogs do, in the main, dog owners are responsible
and do clean up after their pets. When I walk friend’s dogs, I pick up far more rubbish than dog
excrement!
The rules on Auckland’s North Shore appear to work well and the hours are 10am to 5pm, perhaps
you should liaise with Auckland City Council and visit some of the North shore beaches.
While I am writing the parking issue needs addressing also as does the cost of recycling, and lack of
public rubbish bins, our rates are very expensive and we don’t even get basic services, I pay to
dispose of the public’s rubbish, not exactly fair, but where are they expected to put it? Yes, like me,
they could take it home, but let’s be realistic, many people are not going to do that. We NEED public
rubbish bins re-instated at the beaches.
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Owen Rebecca / 54
Submission #54
Point 54.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I would like to see a similar policy to that taken by Auckland Council, that a preferred dog owner is treated as thay with
reduced registrations etc. I think if Council took some greater measures towards showing their responcible dog owners that
Council supports them then more presure will be placed on those not adhering to the rules.

Point 54.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
That the estuary area from picnic bay along be made off leash during certian periods of the day, ie until 9am and after 5 pm to
allow those with difficulty accessing the surf beach off leash area the ablility to walk and swim their dogs whiile feeling safe,
the wording under control should be added with and explaination of exactly what that means. The estuary area at the village
should be made off leash under control all year below the high tide mark, this would mean that dogs can be swum but must be
on leash above hightide on the walking areas and where higher volumes of users will be. I believe the current exclusions and
on leash areas (appart from the addtions of the camp ground) are sufficient enough providing protection to both the public
and the Council's responsiblity to provide adequate areas to satisfactorially exercise dogs.

Point 54.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the on lead policy whilst on public streets, this provides safety for all footpath users be they dogs or humans and
road safety.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
On leash requirements at the village area of the estuary should be made off leash for purposes of swimming dogs in the
estuary, the surf beach is often very busy during peak season, and the access options are very dangerous for all users to
negiotiate so the beach off leash area is actually not accessable or practical for many dog owners.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Subject:

Bylaws
FW: Notice to all registered dog owners - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog
Management Bylaw

From: andrew paul
Sent: Wednesday, 27 March, 2019 8:47 AM
To: notifications@regthedog.co.nz; Bylaws <bylaws@kaipara.govt.nz>
Subject: Re: Notice to all registered dog owners - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw
Good morning,
I am a registered dog owner and want to make a submission regarding the above draft policy.
Thanks for sending a copy and asking for feedback.
I have one dog and live in Mangawhai. I agree that dogs should be on leash in most places e.g near shops, childrens
play areas, busy roads etc, however i feel there should be more off leash areas than those currently proposed.
Also it appears that the only place I can take your dog for a swim now, is North of Mangawhai Heads reserve. Many
dogs,including my own love to swim but not in waves and surf.They like the estuary or Lincoln St. Reserve for a swim.
Mangawhai park is too steep and hilly that is also out of the question for me.
Therefore i think we need another suitable off leash area, and an off leash area where does can swim without waves.
Thanks,
Andrew

1
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council
Thursday, 7 March, 2019 5:06 PM
LGC
www.kaipara.govt.nz form submission on: Our Council/Consultation and Public
Notices/Have Your Say/Submission Form

There was a form submission on your website, on the page
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/Our+Council/Consultation+and+Public+Notices/Have+Your+Say/Submission
+Form.html.
The submitted details were:
Your Name
Postal Address
Contact telephone number
Email Address
Is the submission made on
behalf of a group?
Which Council(s) is (are)
most relevant to your home
or business?
Would you like to appear
before the Commission at
public Hearings?
Is there anything in particular
that you support in the draft
proposal and why?

Thomaseena Paul

No
Kaipara District Council

No
If the kdc is to establish a dog park please locate it in a position away from
the playground and in an area large enough to fence off and allow dogs an
off the lead area big enough for medium to large dogs.

1
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Payne Dee / 58
Submission #58
Point 58.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
As above- just use common sense & recognise 95% of the dog owners are responsible.

Point 58.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support dogs on leash in the shopping districts and around the suburban streets.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
The restriction of dogs on leash only on the estuary and most of the beach is ridiculous- for most of the year those areas are
half deserted at the times most walk their dogs (early morning and early evening). There is no positive aspect of these
restrictions and considering many residents of Mangawhai are elderly with Dogs to restrict the off leash area to such a small
area is having absolutely no consideration to the bulk of the Mangawhai residents.

Point 58.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Can someone at KDC just be practical & use some common sense! Really? One would expect you would have other far more
pressing matters than to yet again re-write the bylaws that would become even more dog adverse than the already Dog
Policies that Auckland Council are looking to enforce.
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B and K Percy

Submission on the new dog control bylaws
Parts of the new Bylaw we agree with relating to the
Mangawhai/heads area.






Map 1 agree
Map 2 agree
Map 3 agree
Map 5 agree
Map 6 agree as long as the camp ground owners think it is the
way to go from a financial position relating to loss of trade from
dog owners.
 Map 8 agree

Parts of the new Bylaw we don’t agree with relating to the
Mangawhai/heads area.
 Map 4 we believe that from the North Ave carpark toilet block
south down the estuary, there should be in the summer period
November – February end, off leash from 6 pm to 9 am and all
hours out of the summer period, off leash up to the spring high
tide mark. This will allow for the high number of older and
physically challenged dog owners access to a safer place to walk
and exercise their dogs (a lot cannot get to the surf beach due to
the difficult access). Also the estuary is much safer for the dogs
to swim in as opposed to the unpredictable surf which can be
dangerous for both the owner and the dog/s. We also swim
regularly with our dog and would not be able to do that safely at
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the surf beach as the dog off leash area is out of the area
controlled by the lifeguard service which is also only a summer
service.
 Map 7 we believe the Wood Street shopping complex should
remain as an on leash at all times area due to the high number
of people who frequent the cafes and eateries or just walk there
to pick up produce. We also question the unfair advantage from
a business prospective the vendors on the other side of Wood
Street will get as they are a dog friendly area. The children’s play
ground by the medical centre is of course a no go area as in the
current bylaw.

Other parts of the bylaw we would like to comment on.
 We believe there is a need for doggie dodo collection bins at the
toilet blocks to allow out of town visitors to be able to dispose
responsibly of the waste they probably don’t want to transport
home in their vehicles. (hence dog waste just being left where it
is done) But also to encourage the lazy local dog owners to
actually sort their poo out in more ways than one.
 We understand that to increase the compliance officers would
create more cost on the council and of course then a probable
annual dog license increase, but if that needs to happen to sort
out the issues of the bad dog owners but leave more places
available for free dog running areas we believe that would be
acceptable to the majority of responsible dog owners. ( Would
there be a possibility of volunteer compliance officers to do this
at a lesser or zero cost?)
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Percy Richard / 56
Submission #56
Point 56.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Dogs should be licensed and owned by responsible dog owners - with a limit of 2 per household

Point 56.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
The rules for Mangawahi and Mangawahi heads as they presently stand are fit for purpose and dont require any changes
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No

Point 56.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Banning dogs on lead from wood street shops precinct is ridiculous. Has there been any issues there? Walking one dog in the
morning to get a paper, a coffee, use the stores - puts no one at risk! Banning dogs off leash on the beach at Almar crescent - is
also ridiculous - and has not caused any issues - it is particularly suited to small dogs to enjoy the water safely
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Pike Kathy / 150
Submission #150
Point 150.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I support proposals to make certain areas where dogs can be off their leash
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I suggest that the reserve at Fisher Street would be better left that dogs can be off their leash. Only very occasionally used by
anyone other than dogs and their owners. I often play ball and run around the Fisher Street Reserve.
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Pine Lyn / 43
Submission #43
Point 43.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Closing the estuary area to only on lead is wrong.

Point 43.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Consideration must be given to the make up of the community - a large part of the population is elderly

Point 43.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Dogs on leads on footpaths.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I strongly disagree with proposal to have no dogs able to accompany their owners in Wood St/Fagan Place area. Many dog
owners meet other people for a coffee etc and their dog accompanies them on lead. This should still be possible.
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Submission on proposed dog rule changes.

1.

I strongly disagree with the Estuary area becoming an on lead area only for dog owners and
their pets. There is not enough flat areas already for dog owners to exercise their dogs off lead.
The community is made up of a high percentage of older people who rely on their dogs for
company and giving them a purpose. Many older people cannot walk to the proposed areas ie
Mangawhai Heads Beach and park track area adjacent to Molesworth Drive. The access to
Mangawhai Heads Beach is too steep and the park ground too uneven to be safe for many
elderly people to get to and walk their pets. The Estuary needs to be available for owners to
walk their dogs off lead at specific times. My suggestion is during the summer months hours to
be similar to North Shore Beaches (off lead until 1000am summer and after 5.00pm). Winter
months dogs can be off lead at any time during the day. Currently the majority of people who
walk on the estuary in winter is dog owners. The estuary provides safe swimming/paddling for
dogs who cannot get to Mangawhai Heads beach. Keeping a dog on lead all the time at the
estuary may cause injury to the owner who could have difficulty keeping a dog on lead the
entire walk. The risk of injury to elderly people is real and Council should not put them at risk.
2. Many people like to go and have a coffee at Wood St/Fagan Place shopping centre and enjoy
sitting there with their dog. I see no reason why a dog cannot accompany their owner on leash
and sit with them while they enjoy this activity. Coffee shop owners don’t object and cater for
dogs and their owners to sit outside their café.
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Poole Richard / 110
Submission #110
Point 110.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
no

Point 110.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
no
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would suggest that the council is listening to a minority of people complaining about dogs off leash issues rather than
balancing this by talking to the many responsible dog owners who have enjoyed exercising their dogs along the estuary for
many years.

Point 110.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
yes, I support the current off leash and on leash dog walking areas on the main Mangawhai Heads Beach and understand that
there is no proposed change to this.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes, my understanding is that under the current rules, dogs can be off leash along the Mangawhai Estuary western areas
adjacent to the housing areas, prior to 9am and after 6pm and this has been the case for many years. The proposed new
regulations seek to change this to dogs on leash at all times here. This change is unnecessary as many dogs owners take the
opportunity to let their dogs run off leash here. I have been doing this for 18 years and have never seen any issues or
experienced and situations that would annoy residents or walkers over the 18 years. By making this change, it will mean
many more people will drive to the main beach to exercise their dog, thereby clogging up the already often full carpark at the
Heads beach. As a compromise, restrict the off leash time to 8am from the current 9am perhaps.
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Prem Deva / 66
Submission #66
Point 66.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I think that the area between Heather street and North av should be open for dogs for free running and playing. Dogs need to
run and swim. I am 67 you, the only way to provide good exercise for my dog is throwing the ball. It is not possible to do with
the leash on. There are many elderly dog owners coming to the estuary, becose it is easier for them. Also I meet many
families there who have both -small children and the dogs. The only place where I can go for a swim and balll play in hot
summer day is estuary from Heather street on a left.. On a high tide you cannot walk, only on low tide and even then there
never are many people, mostly by rock and a pontoon at the end of the beach. Of course dog owners should pick up droppings
and control their dogs by voice all the time. There are good who come to the estuary from North av towards Heather street
regulary, they know each other and play happily together. Area between North av and camping ground towards Picnic bay
could be dogs on leash only. Please take into consideration old people with dogs, it is too far to go to exercise zone on Serf
beach, especially on a hot day. With best regards, Deva Prem

Point 66.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
It is good to have off leash area at the end of Serf beach
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Pringle Susi / 134
Submission #134
Point 134.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
As a Mangawhai resident I recommend leaving the currently dog on leash and off leash areas AS IS. A very large number of
residents and holidaymakers choose Mangawhai because of the safe, sparsely populated open spaces to walk and play with
their dogs. Most of the year the beaches are used predominantly by responsible dog owners to exercise their dogs and
socialise with others. PLEASE DO NOT REDUCE THESE AREAS. DOGS NEED OPEN SPACES TO INTERACT AND PLAY
TOO.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
LEAVE THE AREAS AS THEY ARE - THIS HAS WORKED WELL FOR THE LAST 10 YEARS.

Point 134.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Leave AS IS
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
There is a large dog owner following here in Mangawhai who love having the open spaces provided. Well behaved dogs hugely
benefit from running free in a safe environment (away from cars, crowds of people and residential areas). They enjoy the
opportunities to socialise with other dogs and people without threat, run in the surf, chase a ball - all these things are not
possible ON LEASH. Most dog owners are very responsible in keeping their dogs firmly undercontrol and cleaning up after
them. There are very few dog attacks are the beach because dogs are less threatened when not restained. These sparsely
populated areas are important to our dog population in giving them the chance to integrate and socialise with humans and
their own. DO NOT CHANGE WHAT IS NOT BROKEN.

Point 134.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Mangawhai Estaury SHOULD REMAIN off leash except for summer season on leash between 9am-6pm. This provides the
only easily accessible area for elderly, and young families to exercise and socialise their dogs. After summer the predominant
users of this area are responsible dog owners. Cannot understand making Wood Street Shops PROHIBITED - again alots of
dog owners walk their dogs to the shops and cafes for exercise. The only issue is wandering dogs OFF LEASH who should be
notified to Dog Control.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elke Radewald
Bylaws
submission new dog bylaw
Wednesday, March 27, 2019 10:10:13 PM
Dogzone 2.jpg

Hi
we are sure that the district is quite divided about this issue.
We have two well-trained dogs who are well trained because they get a lot of exercise at
Uretiti beach and stimulation when teaching them to be in Waipu.
However on the weekends we go to Whakapirau. Our dogs love it there.
Kaipara seems to be attractive for Aucklanders but the Council seems to do a lot to deter
people moving into the area for a better lifestyle and mostly this includes having a dog.
We have attached a picture about the area which is proposed as an off-leash area in
Whakapirau. Clearly visible, it is a tidal beach and half of the time there would be no
exercise/off-leash area in Whakapirau at all because there is no way to walk along at all. When
the tide is out the dogs cannot walk there because there are a lot of sharp oystershells and
shallow grounds. Having a swim or throwing a stick can easily end up with an expensive vet
visit. Apart from the cliffs occasionally collapsing because of erosion.
Please reconsider the proposed area and come up with an alternative. Karaka Green has
turned out to be DOC owned and such it is not an option either.
Dogs have a right to exercise and they need to have an off-leash time and area. We propose
that dogs from Christmas till Waitangi day can be off-leash but under voice command on
Whakapirau beach before 9 and after 5 p.m. All other times you might consider having one
side of the beach to the wharf as an off-leash area because most people swim at the other end
with the swing.
No need to say that tidying up after your dog applies at all times.
In NZ one might have not gone with the time - dogs are no more only farm animals anymore they are companions. I guess that the dog bylaw was developed by people who never enjoyed
having an animal and teaching it lots of things.
In Mangawhai you want to ban dogs from popular spots and cafes. On the other hand a lot of
resthomes actually hire a dog to increase people's well being.
Dogs on a leash are surely not a threat. However the law might have to become tighter around
people who do not train them or neglect them.
Thank you for taking our considerations into account.
Warmly
Elke Radewald and Joerg Weinland
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Rae Paul / 136
Submission #136
Point 136.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Place Doggy Bag collection bins at accessible places

Point 136.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
SHOPS on lead at all times. Estuary BEACHES under control/lead after 9am. Surf Beach Under Control at all times
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Reddington Nicky / 100
Submission #100
Point 100.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
As long as dog are reasonable restrained in public areas, but they should NOT be banned. Many dogs for MANY people of all
ages including elderly and young children are an extention of their family, and to exclude them, is like telling them not to bring
their child to the beach or public area. Many are unable to have children and their dogs are their children.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
As long as dog are reasonable restrained in public areas, but they should NOT be banned. Many dogs for MANY people of all
ages including elderly and young children are an extention of their family, and to exclude them, is like telling them not to bring
their child to the beach or public area. Many are unable to have children and their dogs are their children YOU WOULD NOT
BAN CHILDREN FROM PUBLIC AREAS.

Point 100.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
As long as dog are reasonable restrained in public areas, but they should NOT be banned. Many dogs for MANY people of all
ages including elderly and young children are an extention of their family, and to exclude them, is like telling them not to bring
their child to the beach or public area. Many are unable to have children and their dogs are their children.

Point 100.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes. To restrict dogs in the busy summer season on the main beach, within the flags
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As long as dog are reasonable restrained in public areas, but they should not be banned. Many dogs for people of all ages
including elderly and young children are an extention to a family, and to exclude them, is like telling them not to bring their
child to the beach or public area.
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Ritchie Katrina / 94
Submission #94
Point 94.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs are an important part of wellbeing for many in the community. Without good infrastructure like footpaths there are
limited options for these folk to exercise their best friends. Please take this into account.

Point 94.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 94.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes. I would like to disagree with the changes on the Pahi penninsula. I have been visiting and exercising my dog in the area
for over 10 years. There are very few places you can take your dog offleash locally and restricting this to north of Dems Road
is uncacceptable. This area is highly tidal so access is limited, full of oyster shells which cut paws and often inaccessabile
because of the mud. The area south of Dems Road is only ever used by dog walkers. It is not a family picnic beach or good for
swimming so I'm unsure what the council is trying to achieve by restriction. My full time residence is in central Auckland and
dogs are welcome on most beachs with time restrictions. Perhaps the council could consider a ban on dogs over the holiday
period, or a time restriction if it felt a dog free area was required rather than a complete ban.
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Robinson Alison / 52
Submission #52
Point 52.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I think that dogs should be allowed on the estuary in parts of the estuary where it is quiet such as the southern part of the
estuary from Lincoln street south wards. this is because it is less frequented by people.

Point 52.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I agree that the northern end of the beach is appropriate for dogs. I think the southern end of the estuary where it is less
frequented by people should be available to dogs off -leash.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Please allow us to use the estuary, certainly the southern end of the estuary is quiet and mostly unused by people. this will
allow people who can't access the beach or the bush behind the museum an easier and more accessible and quiet place to
exercise their animals.

Point 52.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Please allow us to take our dogs to the estuary for walks, it is the most accessible and quietest part of the shorefront. This is a
place where there are fewer people to disturb with our dogs. For the beach and the bush behind the museum these are not as
easily accessible especially for the older people who need to exercise their animals.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harold & Raewyn
Tuesday, 9 April, 2019 8:12 PM
Bylaws
Submission on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

To Whom it may Concern;
We are very concerned about the lack of control some dog owners have over their dogs. Hence we want
to bring to your attention the necessity to have the dog control laws altered. We do not think they should
have dogs on beaches and campgrounds as we have witnessed at Kellys Bay over many years. Dogs
droppings floating in the water beside children swimming. Dogs urinating on the grass where children are
playing and people letting their dogs run loose on the foreshore upsetting the children as they enjoy the
beach.
When dogs are walking on public streets they should be on a leash at all times, and they should not be
allowed in the main shopping areas at anytime. Seeing eye dogs the exception
Dogs should not be allowed to run free on the Council parks as Children play on these areas BUT it might
be a good idea if the council designated an area in the town where people could exercise their dogs.
The problem with the present regulations is that people may read them but do not abbey them so stricter
penalties need to be imposed.
This submission is made by Harold & Raewyn Robinson,
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Dargaville.

9th April, 2019

Submission to Kaipara District Council re Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

I support the proposal to make Mangawhai Harbour beaches and reserves on-leash areas for dogs.
I would recommend making all areas of the harbour on leash for dogs.
Uncontrolled dogs are a potential danger to young children and the elderly. Fear of being attacked,
or knocked down by over exuberant, uncontrolled dogs can inhibit people’s enjoyment of beaches
and reserves. With Mangawhai’s increasing population and the growing number of dogs this has
become much more of an issue in recent years.
Uncontrolled dogs are a major source of disturbance to wildlife and birds in particular. Mangawhai is
an important breeding area for a number of endangered native bird species, such as the New
Zealand fairy tern, our rarest bird, as well as being an important feeding area for migratory bird
species, such as godwits. The Sandspit is protected through its status as a Wildlife Refuge, but
feeding birds are particularly vulnerable to disturbance by uncontrolled dogs on the harbour’s
extensive tidal flats.
I recognise the need for areas where dogs may be exercised off leash and these should be widely
advertised and clearly signposted. I understand that in addition to the areas specified in the Draft
policy, the Mangawhai Domain is also an off-leash area.
Enforcement: I would like to make a plea for more resources and effort to be put into enforcement
of the bylaws. Having lived by the Alamar reserve and beach for many years, I have observed how
little notice is taken of the existing bylaws unless the dog ranger is present. Our family and our
neighbours have at times been subject to abuse when we have asked people to put their dogs on a
leash as required by the clearly signposted bylaw.
It is unrealistic to expect locals to enforce the bylaws and I would recommend an increased presence
of the dog rangers in Mangawhai in the summer months. Perhaps, summer wardens could be
employed.
I support the submission of the New Zealand Fairy Tern Charitable Trust and would also like to
appear at the hearings.
Heather Rogan
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Rye Lynda / 1
Submission #1
Point 1.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
There are 50 owners in the Takahoa Bay Farm Park. We need clarity for leashed, unleashead areas eg beach, boatramp,
common land, working farm

Point 1.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Clarity for Takahoa Bay Farm Park on 800 Oneriri Road, R D 2, Kaiwaka
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Rynne Julie / 72
Submission #72
Point 72.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
This is to restricted, if you walk or drive the streets you will see many many people walking dogs all controlled in particular
the area around the Village shops and Heads Shops
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Searle Martin / 68
Submission #68
Point 68.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Dogs on beaches providing they are leashed and cared for.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
KDC have limited reaources for policing their rules regarding dogs, so do not make rules the restrict public freedom and
responsibility. KDC have no evidence of dog attacks due to beach access for dogs, KDC have no publuc records of irresponsible
dog ownership on beaches.

Point 68.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dogs allowed on beaches providing they are leashed and cared for.

Point 68.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Council does not have any areas
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Seeque Linda / 114
Submission #114
Point 114.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Just dont go overboard. Dogs aren't the only issue. Horse poo on beach
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Mangawhai community is made up of permanent and holiday makers all spending and participating in the community. Dogs
are part of people's families and the opportunity to walk the streets and beaches is appreciated and should be part of the
mangawhai lifestyle. Mot goi g overboard with rules and regulations.
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Sellars Belinda / 148
Submission #148
Point 148.1
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes, see attached submission.

Point 148.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Yes, see attached submission.

Point 148.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Yes, see attached submission.
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Shewan Faye / 120
Submission #120
Point 120.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No comment

Point 120.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No comment
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Please really listen to all the submitters with regard to the area noted previously, as it is an ideal space for dog socialization,
for the health and safety of a lot of dog owners who, if they want to beach walk their dogs simply cannot access the heads
beach. It is denying not just their dogs but but the owners themselves also with the ability to exercise there dogs on a beach
foreshore. Good dog owners should not be denied the use of this area because of the few who don't follow the bylaws as set
out. It is unreasonable.

Point 120.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
The areas for on leash walking as per Schedule 1 & 3 of the Policy are unacceptable to me where it pertains to the Estuary
foreshore at Mangawhai.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
With regard to the Estuary foreshore at Mangawhai where dogs will be prohibited, my view is that this should be changed to
off leash under voice control within certain,to be decided time-frames. My observations from being in this area is that during
the day it should be dogs are allowed on leash as opposed to prohibited and after a specified time in the evening and before a
specified time in the mornings dogs are able to be under voice control off leash so as to be able to run, swim and play freely
either with their owner or with the myriad of other dogs who use and enjoy this area regularly. I have been really dismayed
to see what has been proposed by Council with regard to this particular area and do not understand the rationale behind it.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brett Shields
Sunday, 10 March, 2019 3:36 PM
Bylaws
Submission - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Kaipara District Council,
Thank you for inviting submissions on the Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw.
My submission opposes one small area of the proposed policy being the extension of the leash control area
further south along the estuary from a line with Findlay Street.
Please refer to the two attached plans with arrows indicating this extension.
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The draft policy extends to cover the last actual beach zone in the estuary that is currently well patronised by
dog owners.

The off-leash zone on the Northern Mangawhai surf beach is excellent for a long walk with a dog, but the
beach zone between Findlay and Heather Streets is a place where dogs and their owners can swim and sit on
a sheltered estuary beach. This zone is quite suitable for dogs as it has a natural barrier rock outcrop at the
Findlay Street end (Bullet Point) and to the South is more than a kilometre of steep bushed land. This is also
within easy walking distance to the Mangawhai Heads residential area, whereas the surf beach is both a long
walk for most residents and has limited parking.

There are extensive beaches both inside and outside the estuary which are currently dog prohibited or onleash zones making it simply not necessary or fair to dog owners to further reduce this area where a dog can
be controlled and off-leash.

My submission is that this section of estuary beach area is not zoned as either on-leash or off-leash, but left
outside of the specific zoned areas to remain controlled under the existing wider public space dog controls.

Yours faithfully,
Brett Shields
2
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Silvester Christine / 91
Submission #91
Point 91.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dogs are a real nuisance to thousands of beachgoers in Mangawhai, dog attacks are frequent and terrifying.With on leash
walking on most public road areas and off leash recreation in Mangawhai Park, dogs ARE catered for, keep them off our
beaches.

Point 91.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support what is proposed (dogs on leash on road areas but off leash in Mangawhai Park) BUT I would like 3 changes made,
to strengthen these rules.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Dogs should be PROHIBITED at all times from the surf beach AND the Cliff Top Walkway AND from all coastal beaches in the
Mangawhai area. Also dogs should be PROHIBITED from the Wood Street shops, both sides of the street, not just the
northern side as proposed.

Point 91.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Dog ownership fees should cover all costs of compliance and enforcement.There needs to be officers on the beaches handing
out fines. I see people ignoring these bylaws because they know they are not enforced.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Thank you for appearing to strengthen dog bylaws, it is long overdue. Mangawhai has a dog problem.
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Mark Schreurs
Subject:

FW: ID035953: Dog Bylaw Submission

-----Original Message----From: council@kaipara.govt.nz [mailto:council@kaipara.govt.nz]
Sent: Sunday, April 7, 2019 3:02:20 PM
To: Council
Subject: KDC Website Customer Feedback

There was a form submission on your website, on the page
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/Our+Council/Consultation+and+Public+Notices/Have+Your+Say/Your+Feedb
ack.html.
The submitted details were:
Subject of your
feedback
Summary of your
compliment or
complaint

Dog on/off leash Mangawhai Heads Estuary
Between North Ave and Heather St has been off leash between 6pm and 9am. There is
no discernable reason to change this. To make the Surf Beach the only off leash area at
the Heads is totally impractical. I am an elderly, single woman (recovering for a broken
ankle) with two dogs. I am unable to access the beach area.
Walking a dog on a leash maybe exercise for the owner but dogs need to run to be
totally exercised plus they (the dogs) love to swim. Most dogs cannot do so in the surf.
Please leave as is or even better, make it off leash all day during winter months when
there is no one on the estuary. Thank you

I would like to be
Yes, by email
contacted
Your name
Jenny Sinclair
Your email
Your contact
phone number

1
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Singleton Brandy / 40
Submission #40
Point 40.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
The limit to dog ownership is ridiculous!

Point 40.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
DO not limit the amount of dogs a person can own in an urban environment, unless there is an immediate danger to the
animals' wellbeing.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
We already pay you a ridiculous amount of money to own our dogs and now you want even more if we decide to have more
than 2! Don't be such money hungry horrible people and let people in a free nation do as they wish. owning more than 2 dogs
doesnt hurt anyone.

Point 40.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
NO, Keep the rules as they are. It is already hard enough to find off leash places to walk you pets DO NOT make this even
harder
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
no
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Smeed Teresa / 139
Submission #139
Point 139.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
No chamge
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Don’t ban dogs from beaches or make them leash only. Councils are increasing restrictions placed on dog owners who are in
most cases responsible and it seems the very few irresponsible are the cause for change. The beaches and estuary in
Mangawhai are largely unpopulated for most parts of the year, there’s no need for change.

Point 139.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
As pointed out by some of the older community members, having their dog of leash in bush areas or northern beach areas is
not easily accessible for those with mobility issues and their dogs would like a good run off the leash. Dogs love swimming in
the estuary. Most dog walkers in the busy months of the year to tend to be out walking earlier in the day when the beaches
aren't busy as it's too hot for dogs later in the day and the beaches and estuary are not heavily populated in the summer first
thing.

Point 139.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
There are no areas I support. Dogs are currently on a leash in the estuary area by the campground and that is fine. Otherwise
dogs are allowed off leash anywhere at the beaches at Mangawhai and this should continue. The beaches are not well
populated for most of the year, only around Christmas, January and part of February. Having dogs on a leash in the shopping
areas is perfectly acceptable as well.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Keep the rules as they are now and do not make any changes. What are the reasons for the changes?
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Sommers Kenneth / 113
Submission #113
Point 113.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
You are proposing that dogs be on lead on the Mangawhai Cliff walk, which is a GREAT idea, but the track is managed by
DOC, which has a no dogs sign posted. So which is it??

Point 113.3
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Banning dogs from Wood Street shops is ridiculous. People bring their pets with them all the time, and on the one hand, we
are told not to leave the dogs in a hot car, but on this hand, we are told not to take them out!! Business owners will 100% lose
business as well. This is a bad rule.
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SPANGENBERG Jacolene / 149
Submission #149
Point 149.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
To restrict the number of dogs that can be in a public area to two per owner.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Been bitten by a Rottweiler on Pahi beach south of Dems Road, owner disappeared- that should be illegal.

Point 149.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
All
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Off leash area north of Dems rd to be restricted in summer time.

Point 149.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No
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Stevens Bryan / 37
Submission #37
Point 37.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
The banning of dogs from one side of Wood Street is nonsensical - on leash is the way to go

Point 37.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
The present rules concerning the beaches I support because they cover the different seasons.To limit dogs in winter when the
beaches is ridiculous are empty
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Limit the time over the Christmas period when a dog can be on the beaches off leash but give them full access from March to
November

Point 37.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
None
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Present rules are OK
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Stokes-Holder Kathy / 109
Submission #109
Point 109.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Map 5 - Mangawhai Community Park - most people access the Recommended Off-Leash Area via the Dogs Prohibited Area.
The rule needs to change, or special access provided from a parking area near the MAZ park.

Point 109.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Shopping complexes, including the corner of Wood Street and Fagan Place. Mangawhai. This should require on-leash only, as
in most shopping complexes. Do not prohibit dogs with their owners from the shopping areas.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Map 4 Mangawhai Harbour . Proposed on-leash area. this change does not recognise the exercise and recreational needs of
dogs and their owners. This area required early morning and late evening hours for dog owners to take their dogs off-leash to
walk and swim in the estuary, before and after beach users and swimmers would normally visit the area for leisure and
recreation.
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Strong Kathy / 76
Submission #76
Point 76.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Could the council look at implementing a good owner incentives for owners who do do everything right ie dicount on
regisitrations when they have properly fenced sections proper housing, registered, micro chipped, desexed etc, this might
incourage more owners to get on board.

Point 76.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I agree dogs need to be leashed in urban areas
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
As Maungaturoto has no off leash areas I would like to see a off leash dog park in Maungaturoto, maybe in the main part of
town so people passing thu can have the use of it or maybe the Country club could be aproached to have one there on
Bickerstaffe Road.

Point 76.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Having to apply to have more than 3 dogs on an urban property could become expensive for reputable breeders when they
have a litter could this have a dispensation for breeders if they are registered with the council and have been checked for
suitable owner/breeders.
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Stuart Denise / 87
Submission #87
Point 87.2
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Wood Street shops need to be included as on leash area. Under the proposal you will not be able to walk your dog to the shops
or have to tie your dog up in the surrounding area. This is not practical. On leash is sufficient in this area and meets the needs
of the dog owners and other members of the public. These changes need to reflect the needs of all the community..
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Sutcliffe John / 36
Submission #36
Point 36.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
More immediate action taken on nuisance continual barking by dogs left unnatended at home all day

Point 36.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I suuport all the rules as they are there to give powers in cases where dogs or owners need enforced action to modify
behaviour.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The dog control officer needs to use more discretion in enforcing rules and not just use it as revenue collecting. My dog is
friendly and interacts with children adults and other dogs very well. She actually enhances peoples beach experience and
makes people laugh. If I have to put her on a leash or risk a 300 fine everyone and my dog will miss out. I think
subcontracting enforcement to a profit making company was a bad move. I met a fairly tired looking bloke who showed up to
Mangawhai beach every morning for a coffee and a smoke and fined people with dogs I know have never been a problem. Im
sure there were more problematic people,dogs and areas he could have focussed on.

Point 36.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I suuport all areas except Mangawhai beach reserve and Mangawhai estuary in the area of the boatramp. Friendly un
menacing obedient dogs should be allowed off leash in these areas. The dog control officer should be able to use discretion in
enforcement of bylaws.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I would like well trained and friendly dogs to have more freedom in the areas of Mangawhai Heads Reserve and estuary
areas. The dog control officer could use discretion.
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Sutton Nikki / 95
Submission #95
Point 95.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
See above

Point 95.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I would like for dogs to be allowed ON LEASH around the shopping areas - Wood St etc. I would also like them to be allowed
on leash at certain times on the Estuary and Surf Beach. I believe there need to be areas and times that dogs are permitted
off leash for exercise, and this needs to include access to the water. In addition to the surf beach, there should be access to the
water in areas without surf.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
See above
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Taylor Alistair / 133
Submission #133
Point 133.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
There are no areas in the Kaipara district where dogs are allowed to walk off a leash. This is unacceptable for responsible dog
owners who pay the dog registration each year and take their dog out with them whereever they go, as we do.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Dogs are not the problem. It is the owners that don't care about their dogs. We often see people throwing litter in the reserves
and beaches, breaking glass bottles etc causing possible danger to others. You don't see dogs behaving this way.

Point 133.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Dogs should be allowed to run on the beach within certain times during summer months and anytime for the rest of the year
with their owner.

Point 133.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes. Dogs should be allowed to walk freely with supervision by the owner
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Teale
Monday, 25 March, 2019 7:01 PM
Bylaws
Policy on Dogs feedback

Good evening,
I'd like to propose that dogs are allowed off lead on both the surf beaches ad harbour beaches (obviously
excluding the spit and other recognised bird breeding areas) within certain time spans
Summer (School summenr holidays and Easter holidays): on leash between 8am - 6pm off lead at all other
times.
Winter: On lead during weekends (at a time that suits most people perhaps 9am - 4 pm) but off lead at all
other times.
The beaches are almost deserted during winter, except for dog walkers and it would be loss to the
community if dogs couldn't be walked at the beach.
Kind regards,
Helen Teale
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Thompson John / 144
Submission #144
Point 144.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Please see attachment
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The above fields are poorly designed in terms of being able to paste in text from another document. Comments are thus
attached

Point 144.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Owner responsibility: It is noted that the majority of owners are responsible, so why should the majority have to suffer for
the few that aren’t instead of targeting and removal of irresponsible owners. Dog fouling: Being on a leash does not stop a dog
fouling or make the owner pick it up. Wandering dogs: Agree, dogs need to be under the owners control at all times. Cannot be
left to wander at will. Stock attacks: Irrelevant in built up areas where major changes are planned around unleashed areas.
Aggressive behaviour: Again down in general to a small number of owners, with digs not under control. This is also a reason
that general community areas should be onleash rather than prohibited to allow non dogs owners to an dog owners to be able
to socialise in the same area allowing better understanding on both sides. Conflicts over space: This proposal goes way to far in
terms of restricting dog exercise in public spaces e.g. the estuary. This can be managed as is often done in some places by
allowing off leash times. Barking: Requires owner control and obedience training. Unregistered dogs: This is likely to correlate
highly with irresponsible owners and should be a focus, rather than the implementing and enforcement of draconian rules on
the responsible majority. 5.1 The proposed changes do not seem to follow this principle. 5.2 Appears to be an over reaction,
due to a small minority.

Point 144.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Map 1: Suitable zoning, Map 2: Sandspit, suitable zoning, Map 3: Suitable zoning
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes
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Comments on proposed by-law changes on dogs in Kaipara.

This submission particularly relates to the proposals for Mangwhai village and
Mangawhai Heads.

Notes in regards to provided maps and zoning of prohibited, offleash and
onleash areas:
Map 1: Suitable zoning
Map 2: Sandspit, suitable zoning
Map 3: Suitable zoning
Map 4: Unsuitable, estuary area and roads have no reason to be on leash,
particularly the estuary. Dogs should be under control at all times. The estuary
is a suitable area for dogs to swim and this would not allow this. This would only
leave the surf beach as a swimmable area and this is unsuitable for a number of
digs e.g. small dogs, and not feasible for some people e.g. elderly, disabled.
Campground and Wood street shops could easily be onleash areas, no
reason for a complete ban.

Map 5: No reason this cannot be an onleash area the community park (MAZ) is a
family area, and many would consider their dogs part of the family. This also
allows for community socialisation and familiarisation with dogs. Dogs should as
have in the past be a certain distance from specified play areas.

Map 6: No reason camp ground cannot be leashed area .

Map 7: No reason the heads shopping centre cannot be leashed area, current
maps shows you can walk on one side of the road and not the other.

Map 8: Dogs should be allowed offleash under control, leashed in shoping
area,why would these shops be zoned differently to the heads.

Notes in relation to proposal overview:
4. Owner responsibility: It is noted that the majority of owners are responsible,
so why should the majority have to suffer for the few that aren’t instead of
targeting and removal of irresponsible owners.
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Dog fouling: Being on a leash does not stop a dog fouling or make the
owner pick it up.
Wandering dogs: Agree, dogs need to be under the owners control at all
times. Cannot be left to wander at will.
Stock attacks: Irrelevant in built up areas where major changes are
planned around unleashed areas.
Aggressive behaviour: Again down in general to a small number of
owners, with digs not under control. This is also a reason that general
community areas should be onleash rather than prohibited to allow non dogs
owners to an dog owners to be able to socialise in the same area allowing better
understanding on both sides.
Conflicts over space: This proposal goes way to far in terms of restricting
dog exercise in public spaces e.g. the estuary. This can be managed as is often
done in some places by allowing off leash times.
Barking: Requires owner control and obedience training.
Unregistered dogs: This is likely to correlate highly with irresponsible
owners and should be a focus, rather than the implementing and enforcement of
draconian rules on the responsible majority.

5.1

The proposed changes do not seem to follow this principle.

5.2

Appears to be an over reaction, due to a small minority.

Comments on proposed amendments section
1. Dogs to be kept on a leash when walked in urban streets and footpaths
States at the end “Council is confident in the judgment of dog owners to
assess the need for a leash in such areas.” in regards to rural roads. So
apparently those on a rural road have more ability to make a judgment
than those in a urban area.
2. Dogs to be prohibited within Mangawhai Camp Ground (Alamar Crescent).
I see no justification for this if they are on a leash.
3. Dog access rules for Mangawhai Heads Reserve to be simplified
No issue with this simplification
4. Extension of the on-leash area around Mangawhai Village
As noted previously this takes away swimming areas and the only offleash
areas available to some members of the community who cannot access
the surf beach.
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General comment
A number of changes have been proposed but it is unclear by whom,
presumably a relatively small group from within council. Whilst there is
legislation about what is required, and some justifications have been made for
some suggested changes, oen things is missing. This is the evidence behind the
proposed changes, data and hence evidence should always be used in the course
of making changes, and unless there is conclusive evidence to support a
particular change then that evidence needs to be gathered. The use of subjective
opinions of a small group of people does not meet this requirement.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Torrance
Monday, 8 April, 2019 4:24 PM
Bylaws
Council; annie.hakaraia@proactive4health.co.nz
Kaipara district Policy on Dogs

Dog management Bylaw

Pahi Beach

In response to the Council asking for submissions for the ongoing areas for dogs to be “ off leash “.
My submission is for the present “ off leash “ area to be maintained.

The reason for my being against the change to,“ The area of beach north of the area known as Dems Road”
is that I am in a wheelchair, and it is impossible for safe wheelchair access and to limit me to this area for “
off leash “ is dangerous, and potentially against the Human Rights Act. Article 1 and 3 f.

If anyone from Council, or more specifically the dog control dept had made a point of going there, they
would find the proposed area unsafe for anyone, as the area has a number of hazards e.g,it is extremely
muddy and has many areas of unsafe footing, has dangerous tree overhangs, potential slips, and can only be
accessed by tractor.

As a suggestion, would it be too proactive to install dog "poo stations" at the Dems Road end and the camp
end, or at least one end. This would seem very prudent owing to the large number of “ visitor “ dog owners
over weekends and holidays.

Another fact that appears to be overlooked, is the number of “ local “ dog owners who, as well as removing
there own animal deposits, clear the beach of rubbish from plastic, general rubbish, clearing the beach of
boulders, and a substantial amount of glass. This is done as a public service, and in appreciation of using the
beach. They do not make a big noise about it, and I only point it out now to show some of the positive spin
offs that are happening every day by “ local “ dog walkers.
David Torrance

1
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TREGIDGA Vicki / 15
Submission #15
Point 15.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I would like to see fenced dog runs as implemented in Whangarei for dog exercising in the Dargaville area.Instalment of pooh
bins
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Martina Tschirky
Submission to proposed Dog Management Bylaw

I am disturbed to see such sweeping proposed changes as I do not experience serious issues with the
dog rules as they stand to date.
1. To propose dogs on a leash at the Heads Surf Beach up to a point (how could that be
marked?) only makes sense for a very short period of the year when a lot of people are
swimming. In my experience local dog owners are very considerate and the visitors- well
they mostly do what ever they like so a sign won’t change that
2. I walk my dog at MAZ 5x a week and have not experienced any issues as there are signs
everywhere. If you want a change make it on- leash in the play ground area but banning
dogs who come out of parked vehicles does not make sense
3. In the Heads dogs should have to be on- leash but don’t stop older people or Mum’s taking
their dog to have a coffee- that’s over reacting big time
4. Point 7.1 What is this about dogs in confinement over night? Are you going to knock on
people’s doors to find out if their dogs are inside?? Just get tougher with wandering dogsimpound them and make the owner pay
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Verhaarem Helena / 106
Submission #106
Point 106.1
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
No

Point 106.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I feel that a dog owner should be given a warning before a fine is placed.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The Estuary is a wonderful place where we let our dogs socialise. My dog loves to chase a ball and swim. In the Winter the
beach is empty. All the local dog walkers control their dogs and pick up after them .Please keep this area the off
leash.Thankyou

Point 106.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support the Mangawhai Cliffs walk
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I would like to have the mangawhai harbour along the estuary to be off leash, as well as the Mangawhai heads reserve.
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Walker Glenys / 17
Submission #17
Point 17.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
There must be restrictions on the number of dogs people are allowed to have. People have up to 4 dogs out at a time.There
needs to be more visibility from dog control at all times. In my street, Moir Street east dogs run around unleashed every day.
I have some which come often to eat the cats food, including one which cleans the plate up then pees all over it to show his
gratitude.

Point 17.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I think the areas allocated are fair and generous, however I think it is long overdue that having dogs run loose at the Heads
Beach was regulated on A time basis eg before 10am and after 5pm or stopped completely. There are hardly any birds left
there and no fish swimming in the waves but heaps of dogs running around on the sand.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No dogs allowed at either village market. They are dangerous as they are mostly on a leash and you are constantly in danger
of being tripped up.There are sometimes dog fights.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tai w
Monday, 8 April, 2019 10:17 AM
Bylaws
Policy on Dogs and Dog Management ByLaw Submission

Dear Kaipara District Council,
Thank you inviting submission requests on the draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw.
This submission requests that you put a stop to the on-going desecration of Pou-tu-te-rangu Pā and Harding
Park Cemetery by dogs.
Dogs being allowed to run all over the graves, defecating where they please, as well as running all over the pā in
the same manner, is both disgraceful, disrespectful and quite frankly, foolish.

How the council and its advisers thought it was culturally appropriate to allow dogs to traverse these sacred
spaces is simply beyond my level of comprehension. Would you want your grandmother's grave to be 'pooed'
on? I think not, so why on earth would you allow dogs to run through the cemetery?
While it is required that dog owners clean up after their dogs, I have seen with my own eyes that this does not
happen on the pā. And even if this does happen, it does not change the fact that excrement hit the ground and
desecrated a sacred place.
And so, Kaipara District Council, I request that you use some of the $100,000 allocated for Parks and
Recreational spaces to purchase three big 'NO DOG' signs for the entrance to Pou-tū-te-rangi and the entrances
to Harding Park Cemetery. Ask DOC where they got their signs from for all the sacred spaces they have
restricted dog access to (like Tane Mahuta and Te Arai).
Failure to recognize the anger and disappointment of your failure to pay due cultural consideration to these
sacred places may result in the permitted desecration of other sacred places and that would be a downright
travesty.
The dogs have plenty of other area to walk around up there without having to go through the cemetery and the
pā as well.
Take a stand council and do the right thing.
Nga mihi,

Taiawhio Wati.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Waymouth Jackie / 82
Submission #82
Point 82.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Most dogs behave well and are controlled by their owners. Most dogs are considered a family member therefore included in
family events/activities - for example, meeting a friend at a cafe - my dogs would love to join us (as happens when in
Auckland). Most of the time our estuary and main beach have very few people on them therefore dog’s off-leash are not a
nuisance. For many Kiwis, especially older people, having a dog and being able to enjoy flexible walking keeps them active and
well. Restrict this and older people may consider having a dog too hard. Rather than Council being the police, however about
giving ratepayers and visitors choice, and trust their decision of where to walk on-leash or off-leash.

Point 82.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
We'd like to get to know Kaipara better, and we'd do this with our dogs. There appears to be many on-leash only areas around
the district and restricted areas that limit enjoyment. The objectives in the policy form an expression that dogs are a token
item, a nuisance - you could be friendlier in your approach - our dogs are members of our family.

Point 82.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I support on-leash in urban streets. I'm pleased the Mangawhai Cliff Track is to be dog friendly.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
I'd like more flexibility off-leash in the estuary/Heads beach areas. I'd like dogs to be allowed on-leash in the shop areas of the
Village and Heads.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gill Webb
Friday, 22 March, 2019 9:16 AM
Bylaws
Mangawhai Eustuary

Hi there
I am writing in support of allowing dog owners to use the Mangawhai Eustary as a dog exercise area with time
restrictions over the Christmas to January 31st period only. This is a reasonable compromise between the public and
dog owners.
Many thanks for taking this into consideration.
Regards
Gill Webb

====================================================
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welch della / 31
Submission #31
Point 31.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
So many areas could be on leash or under effective control. Auckland council recently adopted time share of beaches making it
easy for people to avoid those times whilst ensuring the dogs we have in the community are well exercised and therefore not
nuisance dogs. Before 10am and after 6pm seems reasonable.

Point 31.3
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
I would like to see reduced registration fees for dogs who have attained the canine good citizen award. Exceptions to the two
dog rule should be made where people foster dogs on a temporary basis for organisations such as SPCA or Woman's' Refuge
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Taking out areas of Northland, Rodney, and areas not in Kaipara district council control, then no facilities for the growing
people/dog population are made. An agility dog park such as the one in Whangarei would be great.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Graeme White
Saturday, 6 April, 2019 12:26 PM
Bylaws
Dog Off-lease Areas

Hello
Please note that we are against the proposed new restrictions on dog management in the Kaipara.
Having off-leash access along the Mangawhai estuary is essential. We agree with the northern end of the
main surf beach and the Mangawhai Community Park being off-leash (as has always been the way) but the
ability to allow our well-controlled dog off-leash along the estuary (which is often deserted when we go
down) and for her to swim in the estuary should be continued.
On leash access to the Wood St and Fagan Pl shops and thorough-fare through the Holiday Park should also
be continued.
We agree on the restrictions to any dog on the sand-spit and close to playgrounds.
Your understanding and commitment to maintaining the above mentioned off-leash areas would be
appreciated.
Kind regards
Graeme and Mandy White

1
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Whiting
Tuesday, 19 March, 2019 4:40 PM
Bylaws
Submission: Draft Dog Management Bylaw

Hi There,
Thank you for sending the notification of proposed bylaws. While a lot of the changes I am more than happy with (and
can understand) I do struggle to see why the Woodstreet shop area of Mangawhai is now a prohibited zone. This area
should be on leash instead.
I feel that it’s a public space designed for socialising, and many people (such as myself) love to do that following a
walk with out dogs (on leash) to stop and grab a coffee or lunch with friends. I think that dogs, if they are on leash at
all times, are acceptable in this area and create an inclusive environment.
This would exclude the playground next to the Dr’s of course, but it seems a shame to ban them completely. I know
that many businesses, including my direct clients, will be negatively impacted by people choosing to miss out on their
coffee or lunch because they will have to do this without their four legged companion.
I’m happy to speak this submission at a hearing or elaborate on this should you require.
Thanks!
Jessica

1
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Wildermoth Patrick / 145
Submission #145
Point 145.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
As above.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
The childrens playground at the esturary has been overlooked as a dog free zone.

Point 145.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes, the exisiting laws should be enforced, dogs should be on a leash in all designated areas, failure to enforce the the rules
emboldens those bad dog owners who could'nt care less. When challenge become quite aggro which is not a nice reaction when
out on the beach with small children. The responsible owners are no problem & are out for the same enjoyment as everybdy
else, but the rules have to be enforced.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
A bit of enforcement would do no harm, did not see any council dog patrols over the summer period.

Point 145.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Not a dog owner, but all dogs should be registed & bylaws enforced.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Willis
Monday, 11 March, 2019 2:48 PM
Bylaws
Submission - Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw

Kaipara District Council,
Thank you for inviting submissions on the Draft Policy on Dogs and Dog Management Bylaw.
My submission opposes any increase in the areas of leash control, more particularly
The increase south to Heather street
We personally use that area every day and have never seen any problems concerning dog owners and non dog
owners and
Feel it is somewhat unfair to further restrict to this area.
While there are other areas that can be used this is very handy for all local Mangawhai residents and gives a nice
Safe place that dogs and the public can share.
Further more as I am constantly frequenting the area I am happy to help educate and guide all users of the area if
Council thought this may be of benefit.
Our family have been coming to Mangawhai for 50 years now and would find it somewhat disappointing
If we were further restricted with mans best friend.
Yours Faithfully
Bob Willis

1
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Wilson Chrissie / 119
Submission #119
Point 119.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
No

Point 119.2
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
If want dog owners to pick up poo, supply the bins.
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Wilson Joy / 3
Submission #3
Point 3.1
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Is there to be a penalty for owners of dogs who do not comply with the on leash rules

Point 3.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
I think dogs should be on the leash at all times in public areas.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
All the shopping areas and footpaths should be for dogs on the leash
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Windley Don / 151
Submission #151
Point 151.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
they are adequate

Point 151.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Responsible dog owners will welcome current rules

Point 151.3
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
The areas of Managwhai Heads shopping centre and the North road Estuary promenade area have long been areas where
people have been take their dogs on a lead. By banning dogs from these areas you will be imposing a restriction that is in the
case of the shopping area restricting business for the shop keepers. For the esturary further limiting the enjoyment of dog
owners ability to exercise with their dogs.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
No restriction on Wood Street shoping centre and no restriction on the North road esturary area.
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wood mandy / 21
Submission #21
Point 21.1
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
Not being able to breed dogs on your property is silly. Dogs get pregnant and having a litter is no danger or effect on a
neighbour when they are only allowed to be there until 3 months. I used to breed poodles at home and kept them inside.
Hardly anyone even knew it. How does it effect anyone else? Certainly after 4 months they start to get noisy if not fed on
time. Your policy should focus more on dog housing and containment and noise management with dogs.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
Do something about giving fines to people who have run around dogs who consistently let their large scary dogs out and don't
give a stuff about anyone else. First fine $250, second $500, third $1000 and so on. They will soon figure out a way to contain
their dog. Dogs who are not micro chipped to be immediately put down regardless of if they are a farm dog or house dog.
Owning a dog means having a fence. I don't care what size dog it is big or small, inside or outside dog, you need a fence. Fences
are physical and mental boundaries for dogs [and some of their owners].No fence - no dog. We have a huge problem in
Kaipara because of dangerous dogs. I would like council to consider amending the rules in future to include electrified
property boundaries ie https://www.hiddenfence.co.nz/ . Now granted this seems like a big layout financially. However if you
love your dog and think it is a member of your family then keeping it in where it is supposed to be then making a payment for
a one off safety confinement should be affordable or DON'T BUY THE DOG - you cant afford it or the upkeep. These systems
are removable and you can take it with you if you are a tenant. The boundary fence is still a requirement. If you cannot afford
to rent a house with a fence or cant arrange for a containment fence then DON'T GET A DOG.

Point 21.2
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Dogs should be on a leash at all times within the town boundaries.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Mandatory fencing.

Point 21.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Having big pig hunting dogs walk and poop around the main town centre is going to be a real step backwards in Dargaville.
Think about the type of people who generally own them [not all obviously] most people dont want those dogs as neighbours
and now you are going to put them on a little leash with some kid holding it and let them walk around the shops - what do you
think will happen when one pig dog who is protecting his family sees another coming next to them - a big dog fight and anyone
standing near by is up for injury. Think about it, this is Dargaville with lots of pig dogs and it will happen as I have seen it
happen many times. In short this is a very irresponsible law change. If you are trying to protect tourists from and uncommon
law, just change the law so one warning can be issued with the dog scanned and put in the system and then the next time a
huge fine is given.
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Mark Schreurs
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gerard Wooters
Monday, 25 March, 2019 2:13 PM
Bylaws
Dogs must be on leashes!

I am responding to the 25 March article in the Mangawhai Focus to submit my SUPPORT for the Dog Management
Bylaws.
Most mornings there are more dogs on Mangawhai beach than humans, I am not a dog owner as I believe that dogs
should remain on the owner’s property at all times. They are a nuisance whether leashed or not.
- Their excrement can be found any given day on the beach as well as around town.
- They run the walking trails in advance of their owners and give children as well as me a fright every time, even
though the owners always claim them to be sooo sweet. You never know.
- I have never witnessed a dog owner pick up after dogs other than their own.
- Exercising dogs in a public setting is irritating if not dangerous.
- just because dog owners allow their dogs to sit with them at meal time doesn’t mean I should.
- Barking dogs on the run drown out any human conversation.
- if you allow dogs on the beach daily you must employ daily monitoring with ticketing powers.
- Ever witness a dog fight? I’ve seen plenty on the beach but nobody reports it unless they happen to have a lap dog.
Mangawhai Heads Resident
Gerard Wooters
Sent from my iPad

1
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worsfold heath / 49
Submission #49
Point 49.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Generally most of the mapping is right. However I do not think dogs should be allowed on the beach at all. These are sensitive
ecological environments and humans have already done enough themselves. I never take my dog to the beach and the dogs I
do see off leash are a menace to birds.
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Ban dogs from all beachs and natural reserves. Council needs to also look at providing areas for dog owners to exercise their
dogs.

Point 49.2
1: The proposed Dog Management Bylaw includes rules relating to numerous features of dog ownership.
Are there any rules you particularly support? Are there any you suggest we change? Are there any we
should add?
Answer
ban dogs from all beaches.
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
I have lived on my family farm for 6 generations and I have never taken dogs off the farm unless controlled well. Too many
people are purchasing dogs with minimal purpose and need to be educated.

Point 49.3
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
Kaipara District Council applying more stringent rules but no financial contributions to develop parks for dogs owners.
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Young Deb / 125
Submission #125
Point 125.1
1: Schedule 1 and 3 of the Policy on Dogs set out where people can walk their dogs, both on leash and off
leash. Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you support?
Answer
Yes dogs on leash around our streets only
2: Looking at the rules for your community, are there any areas you would like changed or added?
Answer
Yes dogs should be allowed off leash on our beach.

Point 125.2
1: Are there any other parts of the Policy on Dogs you would like to comment on? (Consider both those you
support and those you think should be changed)
Answer
I disagree with dogs on leash at our beach all year round. We are a very small community and our beach is not busy at all.
During the week and winter you will find hardly used by public only locals and their dogs. Please let us have dogs off leash on
our beach during winter and non public holidays.

Point 125.3
2: Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to make?
Answer
There are no decent areas to run our dogs free in your new proposal. All other beach areas is oyster shell covered and no
room at high tide.
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